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FRATTINI SUBGROUPS OF FINITE p-GROUPS 
by
GAIL L. LANGE
The relationship between a finite p-group and Its Frattini 
subgroup Is investigated. In particular, attention is given to Frattini 
subgroups that are either cyclic or are nonabelian and satisfy one of 
the following types: two-generator, Redei, or have order p. Except in
the case of cyclic groups, only odd primes are considered.
Ja. Berkovic's results on finite p-groups having a cyclic Frattini 
subgroup are extended to obtain a precise identification of the group 
itself. His results also form a basis for the fact that if 3>(G) is a 
noncyclic metacyclic subgroup of the group G , then G contains a 
metacyclic subgroup B such that $(B) = $(G) . The structure of a 
metacyclic Frattini subgroup is detennined.
It Is found that a Frattini subgroup $(G) is Redei if and only 
if it Is Redei metacyclic of order pn (n > 4) . If $(G) is Redei and
i
G is metacyclic, then the structure of G is determined.
Next, it Is shown that if the Frattini subgroup is a nonabelian 
two-generator group, then it is noncyclic metacyclic of order pn (n > 4) .
All the groups of order p are considered as possibilities for 
the Frattini subgroup of a p-group. For each of these groups it is 
stated either that it cannot be a Frattini subgroup or that it may be 
one. In the latter case, a three-group G is constructed with $(G)
v
c;
of order 3 and of this form.
The majority of the results for either the Frattini subgroup 
being noncyclic metacyclic or of order p-' are extended to groups T 
of order pn (n > 5) contained in the Frattini subgroup and containing 
the comnutator subgroup of the group.
vi
INTRODUCTION
Finite p-groups, for p a prime, have been studied since the 
end of the last century. However, many of the results have been stated 
"in the large": the existence of chains of normal (characteristic) sub­
groups; the length of such a chain; the general properties of these 
subgroups. Rarely has the structure of the group been precisely determined. 
Redei, noncyclic metacyclic, and extra-special p-groups are among the 
few types of p-groups whose structure has been fully determined.
The structure of a group G depends upon two factors: (1) the
action, x-1yx , of any generator x on any generator y of G; and,
(2) the orders of the generators. The former is the relationship between 
the group G and its commutator subgroup, G* . The comnutator subgroup 
is that subgroup generated by elements of the form [a,b] = a""'H)-'Lab 
for a and b in G . The latter, in large part, is determined by the form 
of u^CG) which is the subgroup generated by the pth powers of the 
generators of G . For p-groups, the product g ’u^G) is equal to $(G) , 
the Frattini subgroup of G . The subgroup 4>(G) consists of all the 
nongenerators of G .
The interrelationship between the structure of the group and the 
structures of the commutator and Frattini subgroups is not completely 
understood. It is surmised, in part, to be connected with the internal 
structure of these two subgroups. Evidence bears this out for all such 
subgroups of order less than or equal to p and those having a cyclic 
center. Since C. Hobby has shown in [14] that the nonabelian groups of 
order pJ cannot be normal subgroups of a p-group G and contained in
1
2$(G) , there is not much left on which to base any concrete assumptions. 
This investigation enlarges this modest beginning and sets the stage for 
more general results, some of which are given here.
The major result from the past investigations is that a nonabelian 
p-group T with a cyclic center cannot be a normal subgroup of a p-group 
and contained in its Frattini subgroup [14]. Therefore, |T| cannot be 
p . The proof of this result offers little in the way of a technique for 
determining in general whether or not a nonabelian p-group T can be a 
normal subgroup of a group G and contained in its Frattini subgroup.
In contrast, this work presents a technique which can be used 
for any p-group T . It may be noted here that the method can be 
employed for any finite group T , not necessarily of prime power order. 
Additionally, it is shown in this investigation that the structure of 
other subgroups of T besides the center of T and the action of T 
upon these subgroups can be used to determine if T is a normal subgroup 
of a group G contained in its Frattini subgroup $(G) . Abelian 
maximal subgroups of T and normal subgroups N of T , with N not 
necessarily normal in G , played a large role.
Past results have been of the type that certain p-groups cannot 
be normal subgroups of a p-group and contained in its Frattini subgroup. 
Results of this nature are obtained in this work. Also, particular types 
of groups are shown to be Frattini subgroups, for exanple, three-groups 
G are constructed having a certain group of order 3^ as its Frattini 
subgroup. The method of construction can be enployed for p > 3 • The 
types of nonabelian metacyclic groups which can be Frattini subgroups 
are determined.
3Only finite p-groups are considered. The prime p = 2 enters 
only In Chapter II. The remainder of the Investigation deals with p-groups 
for p > 3 .
There are six chapters In this thesis. Chapter I contains the 
prerequisite definitions and fundamental theorems needed throughout.
In Chapter II for p > 3 5 Ja. Berkovic's results in [3] on 
finite p-groups having a cyclic Frattini subgroup are extended. A precise 
identification of a p-group G with a cyclic Frattini subgroup is obtained. 
Also, the structure of a 2-group with cyclic Frattini subgroup is obtained.
A group is metacyclic if there exists a cyclic normal subgroup 
whose factor group is also cyclic. In Chapter III the results of Ja. 
Berkovic form a basis for the conclusion that if the Frattini subgroup 
is a nonabelian metacyclic subgroup of the group G , then G contains 
a metacyclic subgroup B such that $(B) = $(G).
The question of what type of nonabelian metacyclic group can be 
a Frattini subgroup was left unanswered in the literature. Blackburn in
[5] had obtained results concerning the type of nonabelian metacyclic 
group which may be isomorphic to the commutator subgroup of a group.
In Chapter III the structure of a nonabelian metacyclic normal subgroup 
T of a group G which is contained in the commutator subgroup of G 
is completely determined. It is shown in Theorem 3*13 that such a group 
T must split over a normal cyclic subgroup and be of class two.
Additionally, in Chapters III and IV all the metacyclic groups 
are classified as to whether they can be a Frattini subgroup or not.
Prior to this, only Burnside's and Hobby's results could be applied to a 
small collection of metacyclic groups, namely, those with a cyclic center.
4In 1912 Burnside in [7] had shown that a nonabelian group with a cyclic
center could not be a commutator subgroup of a p-group. In I960 Hobby in
[14] had proven that a nonabelian group with a cyclic center could not
be a Frattini subgroup of a p-group. In Theorems 3.6, 3-7, and 3-9 of
this study, metacyclic p-groups G are constructed so that $(G) is
iscmorphic to a particular type of a nonabelian metacyclic group.
The nonabelian Redei groups, which are those groups having all
their maximal subgroups abelian, fall into two classes: metacyclic and
nonmetacyclic. In Chapter IV the study in Chapter III of Redei metacyclic
groups is completed. It is shown that only the nonabelian Redei meta-
ncyclic groups of order p (n > 5) can be Frattini subgroups.
Since the group extension problem with respect to G* or $(G)
has not been answered except in the cases of G1 or $(G) being of 
4
order < p or having cyclic center, the work in Chapter V considers 
|$(G) | = p^ . In Theorem 5-6 all the groups of order p^ which may be
I
isomorphic to a subgroup of a p-group G containing G and contained in 
$(G) are classified. In Theorem 5*7 those groups of Theorem 5-6 which 
cannot be isomorphic to subgroups of a group G containing G* and 
contained in $(G) are given. In Theorem 5-8 the groups of Theorem 5.6 
which cannot be iscmorphic to $(G) for a p-group G are classified.
In Section 3, three-groups G are constructed for which $(G) is 
iscmorphic to each of the remaining types of Theorem 5.6.
c:
Groups of order p which cannot be iscmorphic to subgroups of a
group G containing G? and contained in $(G) offer many more
3 4possibilities for generalization than those of order p or p . In 
Chapter VI, many of these generalizations are given. It is shown in 
Theorems 6.1 through 6.5 that any nonabelian two-generator group which
5is iscmorphic to a subgroup of G containing G* and contained in
$(G) must be metacyclic. In addition, any nonabelian two-generator
group which is iscmorphic to the ccmmutator subgroup must have class
two and a particular form.
The nonabelian groups of order p^ are two, three, or four-
generator groups. In Theorem 6.9 it is shown that the three-generator
groups T of order such that |T: T * | = p^ cannot be iscmorphic
to subgroups of a group G containing G* and contained in $(G) .
Other three-generator groups of order p^ which are not iscmorphic to
subgroups of a group G containing G* and contained in $(G) are
2
ones of the form T = N ® M for which M is cyclic of order p and
■3
N is either one of the two nonabelian groups of order p .  This result
is extended in Theorems 6.10 and 6.11 for groups T = N ® M for which
M is cyclic of order pn(n > 2) and N is nonabelian of order p^ .
Theorems 6.10 and 6.11 are a generalization of the result of Hobby in
[14] since N need not be normal in G .
Abelian subgroups of small index in a group T are important
in determining the structure of T if T is iscmorphic to the Frattini
subgroup of a group G . In Theorems 6.7 and 6.8, by using Theorems 4.2
and 5*6, it is shown that if T contains a two-generator abelian
maximal subgroup in which one of the generators is of order p, then T
is abelian if |T] = p^ and T is metacyclic if |T| = pn(n > 5) .
In the case |T| = pn(n > 5) the hypothesis that the maximal subgroup
is abelian can be weakened to the maximal subgroup is abelian or non-
n—2abelian metacyclic of exponent p
6CHAPTER I 
FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS
In this chapter the essential background material is provided.
All groups considered are finite p-groups.
Definition 1.1: Let G be a group.
(1) An element g in a group G is a nongenerator of G if
G = < X > for each subset X in G such that G = < g,X >.
(2) The set of all nongenerators in a group G is called the
Frattini subgroup of G and it is denoted by 9>(G) .
(3) A generator of a group G is a non-nongenerator.
Theorem 1.1: [1] $(G) is the intersection of all maximal sub­
groups of a group G .
Theorem 1.2; [15] Let G denote a group.
(1) $(G) = u^(G)G* and G/$(G) is elementary abelian.
(2) If |G/*(G)| = pd , then each minimal generating set consists 
of precisely d elements.
(3) If N <[ G and N < *(G) , then *(G/N) = $(G)/N .
Definition 1.2: A group G is called regular if (xy)p 
= xp n d? for each pair x,y in G where d. e < x,y >' .i i i
7Theorem 1.3: [153 Let G be a group.
(1) If the class of G is less than p , then G is a regular
group.
(2) If |G| < pp , then G is regular. ,y
(3) If G* is cyclic and p > 2 , then G is regular.
(4) If the exponent of G is p , then G is regular.
Theorem 1.4: [11] If G is a regular group, then
(1) | G/^1(G) | = Ju-j^ CG) | .
(2) Each element of o1(G) is the pth power of an element of
G and each element of fi^ (G) has order p.
Theorem 1.5: [10] A group G is regular if and only if for any x
and y in G , xFy^ = (xy)psp with s e < x,y >’ .
Theorem 1.6; [10] Let a, b be elements of a regular group
G and n a nonnegative integer.
n n
(1) Each of [ap ,b] = 1 and [a,b]p = 1 implies the other.
n n
(2) If [ap ,b] = 1 , then [a,bp ] = 1 .
(3) The subgroups ^(G) and \ ( G) are characteristic in G 
for for each k .
Lenina 1.1: [15] Let a, b be elements in a p-group G .
(1) If [a,b] commutes with a , then for all integers n ,
[an,b] = [a,b]n .
(2) If [a,b] coranutes with a and b , then for all integers
n , (ab)n = a V f o . a ] ^  .
8Theorem 1.7: If a group G has class two, then for all Integers
n and for all a and b In G , [an,b] = [a,b]n and (ab)n = anbn 
(§>
[b,a]
Proof: Since class G Is two, G? < Z(G) . Hence, the theorem
follows frcm Lemma 1.
Theorem 1.8: [15] If G is a noncyclic metacyclic group, then
m n £. . , n
G = < a,b: ap = 1, bp = a , a = a > , £ > 0 ,  lr = 1  (mod p ) ,
p^(k-l) = 0 (mod pm) . The order of G is p111*11 .
Theorem 1.9: [15] If p > 2 , then a group G is metacyclic if
and only if |G/u^(G)| < p^ .
Definition 1.3: If G is a nonabelian group and all of its
proper subgroups are abelian, then G is called a Redei group.
Theorem 1.10: [15] If G is a Redei group, then G is precisely
one of the following types:
m n . m-1
(1) G = < a,b: ap = b =1, a = a > ,  m > 2 , n > 1 ,
m n n h
(2) G = < a,b,c: ap = bp = cp = 1, a = ac > ,
(3) The quaternion group of order 8.
n
Lemma 1.2: Let G = < x : x p = 1 > , n > 2 and A = Aut G .
a —1(1) If p = 2 and n = 2 , then A = < a > , x = x and
IA | = 2  .
9(2) If p = 2 and n > 2 , then A is an abelian 2-group of type
(n-2,1) and order 2n ^ with generators a, 3 and xa = x'’ ,
8 —1 2n_^
x = x . Set y = a . Then = < y,8 > such
that xY = x1+2 , x® = x-1 and xY  ^= x“1+2
(3) If p > 2 , then A is abelian of order pn_1 (p-1) and a
Sylow p-subgroup of A is cyclic with generator a such
l+o nn”2
that x = x p . Set y = or . Then Q^(Ap) = < y >
for which A . is the Sylow p-subgroup of A and xY 
l+p11"1= x ^ . Moreover, < y > is the only nonidentity sub­
group of Ap which acts nontrivially on u,( G ) = < x p >.
Theorem 1.11: [1] If B = < b > is a cyclic group of order pn
and A is a p-group, then a group G exists such that G = AB , A < G ,
G/A = B if and only if
(1) there is an automorphism of A defined by y: a -* a ,
YPn _-l _
(2) there is an element a e A such that aT = a a a , and
(3) a7 = a .
Definition 1.4: A group G is a central product of subgroups
A and B if G = AB , A H B  = C < Z(G), A < C^(B). A central product G
is denoted as G = (AB)C .
Definition 1.5: For a normal subgroup N of a group G and 
a subgroup A of G , G is a reduced product of N by A if G = NA 
and A does not contain a proper subgroup B such that G = NB .
10
Theorem 1.12: [1] For each normal subgroup N of G , a reduced
product G = NA exists. Moreover, NO A < $(A) .
11
CHAPTER II 
P-GROUPS WITH CYCLIC PRATTINI SUBGROUPS
Iii this chapter nonabelian groups of prime power order which 
have cyclic Frattini subgroups are characterized. The cases for p = 2
and p odd are handled separately. The structure of such a p-group is
fully determined.
Ja. Berkovic [3] In the supplement to Theorem 4 has stated that 
if $(G) is cyclic, then G = AECM , with:
(1) A elementary abelian and characteristic In G ,
(2) E is extraspecial or the identity,
(3) C is cyclic and C = Z(EC), AC = Z(AEC) ,
(4) AEC is generated by fi-^ ($(G)) and all normal subgroups in
G containing ft^ ($(G)) of type (1,1) , so that AEC is 
characteristic in G , while AEC/^^C^CG)) < Z(G/f21($(G)) ,
If p > 2 , then exp AEC is p ,
(5) M is cyclic or a 2-group of maximal class, $(G) < M ,
(6) If M is cyclic, then $(G) < Z(G) and |G*| = p ,
(7) If M is a 2-group of maximal class, then |m | = 4|$(G)| ,
|G: CQ( (G))| < 2 ,
(8) If |*(G)| > 2 , then [E,M] = 1 .
The results in this chapter are more definitive than Berkovic's 
in that the generating relations for a group with cyclic Frattini subgroup 
are given. The case of p = 2 is analyzed more fully.
12
Section 1
The case for p = 2 and a 2-group having a cyclic Frattini sub­
group of order 2 is considered first. The problem is essentially reduced
to looking at extra-special 2-groups.
Definition 2.1: ( i) A 2-group G is an extra-special 2-group
if $(G) = Z(G) = G* and the order of $(G) is 2.
( ii) D , the dihedral group, is
ii 2 "3< a,b:a = b =1, bab = a > .
(iii) Q , the quaternion group is
< a,b:a^ = 1, b2 = a2, b^ab = a^ > .
( iv) Dn is the central product of n copies
of D .
( v) Qn is the central product of n copies
of Q .
Theorem 2.1: [9] An extra-special 2-group G is the central 
product of r > 1 nonabelian subgroups of order 2 . Moreover, we have 
pk^r-k iSomoIphic to DQr_^ if k is odd and to Qr if k is even. 
The groups and DQr-'L are not iscmorphic.
Theorem 2.2: Let G be a nonabelian 2-group such that the 
Frattini subgroup is cyclic of order 2. Then G is one of the
13
following groups:
(1) G is extra-special,
(2) G = A « B, A extra-special, B < Z(G), Z(G) elementary abelian,
(3) G = < z:z^ = 1 >S ® B, S extra-special and B < ^(ZCG)) < Z(G).
Proof: Two cases arise: Z(G) = 0(G) or 0(G) < Z(G) . Consider 
the first case. Then Z(G) = 0(G) = G* and hence G is an extra-special
2-group. All such groups have been classified in Theorem 5*2 [9]• Next, 
suppose 0(G) < Z(G) . If the center of G is of type (1,1,•••,!) , 
then G = A ® B with Z(G) = 0(G) ® B . Then 0(A) = A* = Z(A) and 
so A is extra-special. If the center of G is of type (2,1,•••,!) ,
ii p
then there exist Zy 1 < j < n , such that z-^ = 1 = z^ (2 < i < n)
and Z(G) = a < z. > . Since z^ =|= 1 and j0(G) | = 2 , 0(G) = < z^ > .
J—1
Because a < zA > < Z(G) and z. i o(G) for 2 < j < n ,  G is a 
1=2 o - j - -
J n , n
split extension of ® < z. > by G/ ® < z. > . Therefore, there exists
j=2 J j=2 3
^ n n
a subgroup M of G such that M = G/ ® < z. > . Since z-. ( ® < z. >)
j=2 3 1 j=2 J
n
e Z(G/ ® < z. >) , we can without loss of generality take zn e M . Hence, 
j=2 3
there exists a subgroup S of G such that M = S< z^ > .
2
Bor each s in S ^ < z^ > there exists t in S so that 
[s,t] =}= 1 . Otherwise s would be in Z(G) ^ 0(G) . Thus,
S = 0(S) = Z(S) is of order two and S is extra-special.
In the remainder of this section the concern is 2-groups with 
cyclic Brattini subgroups of order greater than 2. It is assumed that 
the groups are not expressible as direct products.
14
Lemma 2.1: If G Is a nonabelian 2-group and $(G) is cyclic,
then *(G) = G2 .
t 2Proof: Since $(G) is cyclic, then G and G are cyclic.
2 2 Hence, G/G is of exponent 2 and so G/G is regular [15, Satz, 10.2, p.
Thus, G/G2 is abelian [15, Satz, 10.3, p. 322]. It follows that G ? < G‘
Lenina 2.2: Let G be a nonabelian 2-group. If $(G) Is cyclic
of order 2m (m > 2) , then there exists g in G such that $ (G) = < g2 ;
and G satisfies precisely one of the following forms:
(1) G = CQ(< g >) ,
(2) G = CQ(< g >) < xy^ > , j = 0 or 1 , gx = g"1 ,
g7 = g1+2m , |G: CQ(< g >)| = 2  .
1+~m
(3) G = CQ(< g >) < y > , g7 = g , |G: Cq(< g >)| = 2  .
(4) G = CG(< g >) < x,y > , gx = g_1 , g7 = g1*2"1 ,
|G: Cq(< g >)| = 4  .
Proof: Lemma 2.1 implies $(G) = G2 . There exists a in G
such that < a >= G2 is of order 2111 . If the exponent of G/$(G2) is
2 22, then G < $(G ) . This is a contradiction to Lemma 2.1. Therefore,
2
there exists g e G such that g = a . Now,
JI o i o qITI
(Aut < g >)2 = < 01,3: g01 = gg , gp = g” , 3 = 1 = a > and 
nx(Aut < g >)2 = < y,g: gY = g1+2 , g3 = g"1, g3Y = g"1+2 , 32 = Y2 = 1 >
321] 
= <!*(
Since 0(G) < CQ(< g >) , then G/CG(< g >) is isomorphic to a subgroup 
of ^((Aut < g >)2) . Therefore, JG: CQ(< g >)| < 4  . There exist
elements x and y in G so that G satisfies one of the following:
(1) G = CQ(< g >) ,
(2) G = CQ(< g >) < xy^ > with j = 0 or 1 , gX = gg
and g7 = gY .
(3) G = CQ(< g >) < y > with g7 = gY .
(4) G = CQ(< g >) < x,y > with gx = gP and g7 = gY .
Any element not in CQ(< g >) can correspond to a product of the
generators of ^((Aut < g >)2) . In cases (2) and (3), |G: CG(< g >)| =
In case (4), |G: CG(< g >)| = 4 .
Groups (1) and (4) are nonisomorphic since |G: CG(< g >)| is 
different. For the same reason (1) and (2), (1) and (3), (2) and (4),
(3) and (4) are nonisomorphic. In group (2) 0(G) J: Z(G); in group (3)
o(G) £ Z(G) . Hence, (2) and (3) are nonisomorphic.
Theorem 2.3: Let G be a nonabelian 2-group such that 0(G)
is cyclic of order 2m (m £ 2). If o(G)<Z(G) , then G satisfies
JttKL o .. +om
g = < gsy: g = y' = 1» g7 = g > •
2Proof: By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, 0(G) = G and there exists g
in G of order 2mfl and G2 = < g2 > . Since G* < G2 , then < g > 
is normal in G . By Lemma 2.2, G may be one of four types.
16
If G is of type (2), then G = Cr,(< g >) < xy^ > and j = 0
j
or 1. Then (g2) ^  = (g2)X = g~2 =}= g2 since the order of g2 is 
greater than 2.
If G is of type (4), then G = CQ(< g >) < x,y > and
(g2)x = g-2 £ g2 . Hence, in cases (2) and (4) g2 £ Z(G) . A contra­
diction arises.
Consider types (1) and (3). For all u, v in G , uv = ug ,
for some d e Z ; u2 = (u2)v = (ug2d)2 = u2g ^  . Hence, g^d = 1 or
d = 0 (mod 2m_1) . Thus, for every u, v in G , uv = ug2^  , and 
A = 1 or 0.
i 2mTherefore G* = < g > is of order 2. There exist a^,***,an
in G so that CG(< g >) = < g >< a]_»***»an > 311(1 there exist
2 2biintegers b-j_, •••,bn so that a^ = g x for i = l,--.,n . Let
-b, 0 -b. -b, 0 -2b,
at = aj_g 1 . Now (a^)^ = a^g 1a1g 1 = ajg 1 = 1 . Clearly
CQ(< g >) = < g > < a^,***,^ > . Thus, we assume CQ(< g >)
= < g > < aiJ,,,sari >and a? = 1 (i=l,*..,n) . Since the exponent of 
< a-^,***^ > is 2, < a-^,•**,a2 > is regular [15, Satz, 10.2, p. 322].
So < a ^ , " * ^  > is abelian by [15, Satz, 10.3]. Hence,
CQ(< g>) = < g > ® < a 1 > ®  . . . ® < a n > .
Consider G to be of type (1) of Lemma 2.2. Then 
G = < g > ® <  a1 > « • • • « <  an >. G is abelian. This is a contra­
diction to the hypothesis. Hence, G is not of type (1).
Consider, next, G to be of type (3). Then G = CQ(< g >) < y > .
2 2e * _e+e2m“1- m
There exists e e Z such that y = g . Let y = yg . Then
2^ _ ,rt_—1s,rrf—1 _ 2/ -2e -e2m\ e2*" _ 2 — 2e _ 
y = yg yg g = y (g g )g = y g  = i •
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Clearly, G = Cg(< g >) < y > . Thus, y may be chosen to be of order 2.
Now [ y ^ ]  = 1 for each 1 , since |G: C^Cy)| = 2 and [y,g] + 1 •
Thus, G = < g > < y > ® < a - ^ > «  • • • a < an > . Since G is not a
nlttKL p v 1+2^
direct product, then G = < g,y: g = y = 1, g^ = g > . Thus,
there is a unique group.
Section 2
The structure developed in Theorem 2.3 of Section 1 will play 
a large role in determining what type of 2-groups have a cyclic Frattini 
subgroup not contained in the center of the group. The subgroup C^(G ) 
may be a direct product in the following development. The group G is 
assumed not to be expressible as a direct product.
Lenina 2.3: Let G be a nonabelian 2 group such that $(G) is 
cyclic of order 2m and <2>(G) £ Z(G) . Then C^(G2) is precisely one of 
the following types:
(1) Cq (G2) is the type of Theorem 2.3,
p
(2) Cq(G ) is a direct product of a cyclic group of order 2
and a group of the type of Theorem 2.3*
(3) C„(G2) is abelian of type (mKL,l) .
(4) C^CG2) is cyclic of order 2m *"1 .a
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Proof: Let H be a group of the type in Theorem 2.3. Since
< g > is contained in CG(G2) , then $(G) = $(CG(G2)) . Also,
$(CG(G2)) < Z(Cg (G2)) . Hence, CG(G2) is abelian, isomorphic to H ,
p
or isomorphic to H ® C2 ® ••• « C2 . 3y Lemma 2.2, G = CQ(G )< x > .
2 2 '^nrf-l
In the case that C^(G ) is abelian, assume Cq(G ) = < g: gc >
2 2 ® < c^ c^ = 1 > ® • • • ® < c^ : c^ = 1 > for elements cp ‘*,>cic G •
2 x 1Assume there exists c-^  and c2 in CQ(G ) such that c^ f c^ and
x I 2 x 2111
c2 f c2 • Since c^, c2 e n^(Z(CG(G ))) , then c^ = c-jg and
x _ 2™
C2 c2® *
—1 x 2m —1 -2m —1Consider (c^Cg ) = ^ g  g = c^ c,-, . The element c2
-1 2 2m may be replaced by c^Cg as a generator of CQ(G ) . Since c2 =j= g
2m
and fi-^ ($(G)) = < g > , then c2  ^$(G) . Hence,
2
G = ((< g >®< c^ >®< c^ >«•••»< Cjj. >)< x >) ® < c2: c2 = 1 > .
Therefore, G is a direct product and one of the factors has as its 
Prattini subgroup $(G) . This contradicts the hypothesis. Hence, if
Cq (G ) is abelian, it must be of type (m+1,1) or (m+1) .
2
Next consider CQ(G ) to be nonabelian. Suppose there exist
2 2 2
cl,” ’,ck so CG(G ) = H ® < ci: c1 = 1 > ® ® < ck : ck = 1 >  .
2 x 1Now G = Cq (G )< x > . If there exist c^, c2 in G and ^  f c^ and
c2 ^ c2 * then replace c2 by c^c2^ and (c^c2^)x = c^c"^ . G will
be a direct product. This again would contradict the hypothesis. Hence,
Cq (G2) = H a < Cl > or Cq (G2) = H .
2
The three types for CG(G ) are noniscmorphic. One is abelian.
Of the two which are nonabelian, |CG(G2): $(CG(G2))| is 2^ if
Cq (G2) = H ® < c1 > and 22 if CQ(G2) = H .
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Theorem 2.4: Let G be a 2-group. If $(G) is cyclic of order 
2m and $(G) J: Z(G) , then G satisfies precisely one of the following 
types:
pmti 2 pm
(1) < g,x|g = l 3 x = g  , g  = g > ,
(2) < g.xlg2^ 1 = x2 = 1, g* = g-1+^  > .
2mfl
(3) < g.x|g = x2 = 1, gx = g_1 > ,
pm+T p p pm
(4) < g,c,x|g = x = c = 1 = [g,c], c = eg , g = g >
(m > 1) ,
plfttl p p p11 x _n+p^
(5) < g,c,x|g = c = x = 1 = [g,c], c = eg , g = g >
(m > 1) ,
Pnrt-1 9 9 o^ -9
(6) < g,y,x|g = 1 = y = X = [x,y], [g,y] = g , [g,x] = g" > ,
(7)
oflH-l 2 2 2
< g>yjcsxlg = 1 = y = x = c , 1 = [x,y] = [g,c] = [y,c],
-2 ^
= [c,x], [gax] = g > Cs»y] = g > •
Proof: By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 there exists g in G such that
G2 = < g2 > = $(G) . Since G2 ^ Z(G) , then G is of type (2) or (4)
p
of Lenina 2.2. Note In this case that |G | > 2 and m > 1 . The
2elements in G a, CQ(G ) must have order 2 or 4. In both cases (2) and
(4) G = Cq (G2)< xy*^  > with J = 0 or 1.
Consider j = 0 . To show that x has order 2 or 4, suppose
x2 = g2a for a e Z . Since gx = g-1, x-1x2x = x2 = x_1g2ax = g“2a
= g2a . Hence, g^a = 1  or a a 0 (mod 2m“1) . Therefore, x2 = g2™8
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for B = 0 or 1.
Next consider j = 1 . To show that yx has order 2 or 4, note 
x 2mAthat y = yg for A = 0 or 1. If A = 1 , then
pin-1 x pm pm-1 pm _pm-l+prt>-l+pm-l _m-l pin pin pm~l
(yg- ) = yg g = yg g = (yg- )g g = yg-
-2m"1 xThus, by replacing y by yg we may assume y = y . Thus,
.if if if li 2 2b
(yx) = y x = y . Now, y = g for some b e Z and
/ -b+b2n>"1  ^ _ -b -b +b2m _ 2, -2b -bf1, b2m _ 2 -2b _
(yg ) = yg yg g = y (g g )g = y g = l .
1 r\
Thus, by replacing y by yg- , we may assume y = 1 . Hence,
(yx)^ = 1 . Note, we have also shown that [y,x] = 1 .
In case (2) of Lemma 2.2, CG(G2) = C^(< g >) and in case (4) 
Cg (G2) = CG(< g >)< y > . In both cases, $(CG(G2)) = $(G) and
$(Cg (G2)) < Z(Cg (G2)) . In Lemma 2.3 the possibilities for CG(G2)
are given.
Consider case (2) of Lemma 2.2 that G = CG(G2)< xy^ > for j
2equal to 0 or 1 and CQ(G ) = CQ(< g >) . Subcase 1 considers
? 2 CQ(G ) to be nonabelian and not a direct product. Hence, CG(G ) is
p
isomorphic to the group of Theorem 2.3. But CG(G ) = < g,y > and 
y £ CQ(< g >) . This contradicts the case under study. Subcase 2
p
considers CQ(G ) to be nonabelian and is a direct product. Thus,
Cq (G2) = < g > < y > ® < c | c 2 = l >  . But Cg (G2) =)= CG«  g >) . This
2contradicts the case under study. Subcase 3 considers CG(G ) to be
2 2 2  
abelian and hence CG(G ) = < g|g = 1 > or CQ(G ) = < g: g >
2
< c: c = 1 > .
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If C„(G2) = < g > , then G Is one of the following types: u
2mfl 2 2™ x -1< g,x: g = 1, x = g , g = g > , or
2m+1 . 2 x -l+2m< g>x: g = 1 = x , g = g > , or
2^^ 2 x -1< g,x: g = 1 = x , g = g >.
These groups are nonlsomorphlc [8, p. 135]*
P ptirKL ?
If Cn(G ) = < g :  g > ® < c :  c = 1 > , then G is one of(j
the following:
2m+1 2 2 , r x 2m x - l< gjCjX: g = c = x = 1 = [g,c], c = eg , g = g > , or
p p x  y
< gjC,x: g = c = x = 1 = [g,c], c = eg , g = g > .
These groups are nonlsomorphlc [8, p. 139].
In case (4) of Lemma 2.2 G = CQ(G2)< x > and CQ(G2)
Q Q
= CQ(< g >) < y|y = 1 > . Subcase 1 considers CQ(G ) to be nonabelian 
and is not a direct product. Then
? 2mfl o v 1+2™
Cq(G ) = < g,y: g =y^ = l, g 7 = g > •
2 2111If x = g , then G may be written as G = < g > < y > < y x >  with
vx -1+2111 -p01-
g^ = g and yx having order 4. Then replace yx with yxg ,
an element of order 2. Hence, only one group is obtained:
G = < g,y,x: g = y = x = 1 = [y,x], [g,y] = g , [g,x] = g" > .
22
o
Subcase 2 considers C^(G ) to be nonabelian and is a direct
P P
product. Hence, CG(G ) = < g > < y > ® < c | c  = 1 > .  Now
G = (< g >< y >®< c >)< x > or G = (< g >< y >®< c >)< yx > .
Clearly these two groups are the same since
g7* = g“1+2in, (gc)yx = (gc)"1, gx = g"1, (gc)x = (gc)-1^  .
p pin _cPi—1 ^ p _pift
Suppose (yx) = g . Consider (yxg ) = (yx) g” = 1 . Replace
_pm-l
yx by yxg , an element of order 2. Hence, only one group occurs:
2m *‘l 2 2 2
G = < g,y,c,x: g = y = x = c = 1 = [x,y], [g,c] = [y,c] = [x,c] = 1,
—2 2m Cg,x] = g , [g,y] = g > .
2 2 Subcase 3 considers CQ(G ) to be abelian. However, CQ(G )
. . v +1+2111
= CQ(< g >)< y > and g^  = g . S o  this subcase cannot occur.
All possibilities have been considered. Groups 1 - 6  are all
nonisomorphic, [8, pp. 135-9]. Group 7 has four generators whereas
groups 1 - 6  have two or three generators. Thus, group 7 is not
isomorphic to any of groups 1 - 6 .
Section 3
We shall consider p odd and p-groups having cyclic Erattini 
subgroups.
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Theorem 2.5: Let G be a nonabelian p-group having $(G)
cyclic. Then
(a) |G1| = p ,
(b) |G: Z(G) | = p2"1 for some integer m ,
(c) G is a direct product of nonabelian subgroups G^,•••,Gk 
■with amalgamated subgroup Z(G) . Also, Z(G^) = Z(G) and 
|G±: Z(G)|=p2 for i = l,...,k,
(d) All maximal abelian normal subgroups of G have order 
pm |Z(G)| ,
(e) For any maximal abelian normal subgroup of G there 
exists a maximal abelian normal subgroup U2 of G so 
that G = ILjUg and = Z(G) .
Proof: If Z(G) is not cyclic, then Z(G) must be of the form
X ® Y such that X is cyclic and Y is the direct product of groups
of prime order. Hence, G = M a Y , $(G) = $(M) , and Z(G) = Z(M) a Y
= X a Y . This occurs since $(G) is cyclic and so YH$(g ) = 1 . 
Therefore, the classification problem involves classifying M such 
that Z(M) is cyclic and $(M) is cyclic.
Therefore, assume Z(G) is cyclic. Several cases arise:
(1) *(G) = Z(G), (2) Z(G) * *(G), (3) Z(G) £ *(G), (4) $(G) ^ Z(G) .
If Case (3) occurs, then there exists a subgroup A of G such 
that G may be represented as a reduced product G = Z(G)A [1, p.64].
Since the product is reduced, then Z(G)fiA < $(A) . Because Z(A)
= Z(G)HA and 3>(A) < $(G) , it follows that Z(A) < $(G) . Then
G = (A*Z(G))Z^  , Z(A) is cyclic, Z(A) < $(A) and $(A) is cyclic.
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Therefore, Case (3) involves Case (1) or (2)
If Cases (1) and (4) occur, then the groups have been classified
[15, Satz, 13.7, p. 3531.
Hence, consider Case (2) that Z(G) £ $(G) . Then CG($(G)) £ G 
for otherwise $(G) < Z(G) and it follows that Z(G) = $(G) . Since 
$(G) is cyclic and G/CQ($(G)) is isomorphic to an elementary abelian 
p subgroup of Aut $(G) , then |G: CQ($(G))| = p . Moreover, g' is 
cyclic since G* < $(G) . Since p > 2 , G is regular [15, Satz, 10.2]. 
Thus ^(G) has exponent p and either:
(1) ^1(G) is elementary abelian, or
(2) n^(G) is nonabelian and $(ft^ (G)) = fi^ (G)' has order p.
Clearly C^($(G)) is a maximal subgroup of G . Since G is
r\
nonabelian, G cannot be cyclic. Thus, |fi^ (G)| > p and so
nx(G) £ $(G) .
For this case, G =}= fi^G) since otherwise $(G) = $(ft^ (G)) 
which is cyclic of order p and hence $>(G) < Z(G) . Since ® ,
there exists a subgroup X of G such that a reduced product G = G^(G)X
exists. Now = £2-^ (G)nx < $(X) < 0(G) . Because $(G) is cyclic,
it follows that G^(X) is of order p. Thus X is cyclic since p > 2 . 
Also, g ' = [G1(G)X, ft-^ GjX] = G1(G)f [^(G),X] < ^(G) . Since G? is 
cyclic, then |G* | is p. The subgroup X is normal in G since
|X| > p2 and g ' < $(X) . Then G/$(X) is elementary abelian and
$(G) = $(X) = u^CX) = u^(G) . Since G is regular and |G*| = p , 
then Uj(G) < Z(G) . Thus, $(G) < Z(G) . This contradicts the assumption 
that Z(G) £ $(G) . Consequently, for p > 2 the only case that arises
is $(G) s Z(G) .
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CHAPTER III 
P-GROUPS WITH METACYCLIC FRATTINI SUBGROUPS
The metacyclic p-groups (p > 2) are in the class of absolutely 
regular p-groups which are those groups G having |G: u^(G)| < p^ .
Ja. Berkovic has shown that if G is a p-group (p > 2) with a meta- 
cyclic Frattini subgroup $(G) , then
(3.1) G = AB j for which A and B are defined as follows.
Set $ = fi^ ($(G)); hence, |$Q| - p2 . Then
O
(1) A is generated by and all subgroups N of order p 
and exponent p which contain and are normal in G ,
(2) B is absolutely regular or of maximal class and $(G) < B ,
(3) If B is absolutely regular, then fi^ CB) = ,
(4) If B is not regular, then p = 3 j
(5) A/$o is an elementary subgroup in the center of G/$Q ,
(g) If 3 < p , then A is regular and its exponent is p.
Moreover, A = £2^ (G) and G is regular.
Absolutely regular groups are regular. If we set |G: u-^ (G) |
/p\ C
= p and if G is absolutely regular, then w(G) < p - 1 . By 
[15, Satz 10.13, P- 332] with i = 1 and K^(G) = G , G is regular .
In Section 1 it is shown that a nonabelian metacyclic p-group 
can be isomorphic to a Frattini subgroup of a p-group if and only if it 
can be isomorphic to a Frattini subgroup of a metacyclic p-group.
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In Section 2 it is shown what type of metacyclic p-groups can be 
isomorphic to Frattini subgroups of metacyclic p-groups.
In Section 3 the commutator subgroup is dealt with.
All metacyclic groups in this chapter are assumed to be non-
cyclic.
The notation of Ja. Berkovic is used throughout Chapter III 
and Is referred to as (3.1).
Section 1
Theorem 3.1: If p > 3 , a nonabelian metacyclic p-group C is
isomorphic to $(G) for some p-group G if and only if C is isomorphic
to $(B) for the metacyclic subgroup B of G given in (3*1).
Proof: Set $0 = ^(^(G)) . By (3.1) G = AB and $(G) < B .
Since p > 3 > then B is regular.
By (3.1) ^(B) = . From [15, Satz 11.4, p. 337]> it follows
that B is metacyclic. Then |B: $(B)| = p^ . Moreover, B <» G implies 
*(B) j G . Consider G/*(B) . From (3.1) G/*(B) = (A*(B)/*(B))(B/*(B)) 
and |B/$(B)| = p . Because $(B) < $(G) < B , three cases arise:
(i) *(B) = *(G); (ii) *(G) = B; (iii) *(B) < *(G) < B and each of 
index p in the next.
Case (ii) has G = A and $(G) = . Hence, $(G) is abelian
2
of order p .
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In Case (iii) if 0Q < *(B) , then G/*(B) = (B/$(B))(A$(B)/$(B)) 
and A$(B)/$(B) is abelian. But A<t>(B)/$(B) < Z(G/$(B)) . Thus 
G/$(B) = B/$(B) ® A$(B)/$(B) . So G/$(B) is the direct product of 
elementary abelian p-groups. Hence, $(G) < $(B) . Thus, $>(G) = $(B) . 
This contradicts the case under consideration.
Hence, ^ $(B) . Since p > 2 , $(B) is a cyclic maximal
subgroup in $(G) and <E*(G) = $(B)$q = [$(B)] < a: aP = 1 > . But
$0 < Z($(G)) since o(G) is metacyclic and Z($(G)) cannot be cyclic. 
So $(G) is abelian.
Thus, if $(G) is nonabelian, then $(G) = $(B) and B is a 
metacyclic p-group.
Theorem 3.2: If p = 3 , and C is a metacyclic p-group, then
C is isomorphic to $(G) for a p-group G if and only if:
(1) C is abelian, or
(2) C is nonabelian and C is isomorphic to $(B) for the
metacyclic subgroup B of G given in (3-1) •
Proof: By (3.1) G = AB and B is regular or of maximal
class.
Suppose B is of maximal class. By [15, Satz 14.17, P- 371] 
b " = 1 , B^ is metacyclic and class B-^  is less than or equal to two. 
Also, B' < Gf < $(G) and |B: B?| = 32 . Since b ' = $(B) , then 
$(B) must be abelian.
Hence, three possibilities exist: (i) $(G) = $(B), (ii) B
= *(G) , and (iii) |B: *(G)| = 3 •
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Statement (i) implies $(G) is abelian. Statement (ii) says B 
is metacyclic. Thus, B is regular and |B| < 3^ [15, Satz 14.21,
p. 373]. If B is a nonabelian 3-group of order 3 ,^ this contradicts 
[14] since B = $(G) . Hence, B is abelian, B = $(G) , and 
|B| < 3^ . If |B| = 3^ , then |B: Bf | = 3 since B is of maximal 
class. This contradiction implies |B| = |$(G)| = 3^ •
For Case (iii) |B: $(G)| = 3  • There are three groups B
for which y 1 (B )  is nonabelian, |B| = 3n and n > 5 [6, Theorem 4.2].
is maximal in B [15, Satz 14.22, p. 374]. Therefore, y-^B) = $(G) .
subgroup of a 3-group by Corollary 4.3, we shall restrict |B| = 3n 
and n > 6 .
The three-groups B are given as:
with 6 = 0, 1, or 2. If 4>(G) is nonabelian, then
^n om om—1
$(G) = < s-L,s2: = s2 = 1, [s-j_,s2] = s 2 > which is a Redei
on s on
metacyclic group. Also, (s^ ) = 1 = s2 • So m < n . Since 
om s _om+l
(s2 ) = 1 = s-^ , then n < m + 1 . Thus, m < n £ m + 1 . By
[6, Theorems 4.2 and 4.3] the only other possibility is that $(G) is
abelian.
Assume $(G) is nonabelian. Hence it is one of the above 
three-groups. Then G = AB , |B: $(G)| = 3 , and s-^   ^$(B)G* by (3.1).
5If |B| > 3 j then y-^ (B) is the only metacyclic subgroup of B which
h
Since a nonabelian metacyclic 3-group of order 3 cannot be a Frattini
B = < s,s1,s2: s^
jn jn-1
S2 = ls S2 = s^l»s^J s2 = tsi>s2^
3 _ q63m"1 - s2 >
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In
on—1 om-1 on-1 s on—1
The subgroup = < s^ , > , (s^ ) = s^ , and
om-1 s -sm-l
(sg ) ~ s2 • 37 (3.1) there exist N^,•■•,Nr such that
A = , |Nj.: $ | = 3 » and the exponent of Is 3 for
i = l,2,***,r . For any a in A there exist n. In N, ,*..,n
1 1  
1 r
Nr and Integers i]_, *‘' ,lp such that a = n^ •••n^ . For each 1 ,
i = l,***,r , n^ has order 3. For each u and v  ,
(nu V 3 = W § V V  = 1 = s3i ^ 1  1
- 1 •
Therefore, the exponent of A Is 3- Let n^ e A . There exist 1 and
s 3n_li 9m~^l
j such that n-^  = n-jS^  s^ . Then
( s n ^  = s n / n f s f 'X f 1* =
= ^  = s h f 1' .
o om-l» q o om-1, 3
Since s = s^ for 5 = 0, 1, or 2, then (sn-^r = (s s^ ) = 1 .
Thus, for each h e  G ^ B , the order of h Is less than or equal to 9-
Consider G = G/B'$(G)^ . Then $(G) = < s^ > = u-^ ((J) and G
Is abelian. Hence, there exists g e G so that = s^ . Clearly
g £ B . Thus, there exist Integers i and j such that g^ =
and g^ = 1 = SjS^s^ .
Since $(G) is Redel metacyclic, then the generators s^ and
s2 may be chosen so that $(G) splits [15, Aufgabe 22, p. 309]. Since
sf e < s^ > , j must be congruent to 0 modulo . Ifence, s^s^ = 1
and so s^ = 1 . However, m < n and n = 1 . Thus m = 1 and
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O
and |$(G)| = 3  • This contradicts $(G) being nonabelian. Hence,
$(G) must be abelian if B is of maximal class.
If B is regular, then by Theorem 3.1 C is abelian or C is 
$(B) for a metacyclic subgroup B of G .
The case that $(G) is a maximal subgroup of B will now be 
considered more fully.
Theorem 3.3: Let C be a metacyclic p-group and C = $(G) for
a p-group G which has the form G = AB in (3.1). If $(B) < $(G) < B
and the respective quotients have order p, then C must be abelian and
n-1 n-2
B is Redei metacyclic of the form < a,b: ap = bp = 1, [a,b] = ap >
or abelian of type (n-1,1) .
Proof: By (3.1) G = AB , |$Q| = p2 , A is generated by
normal subgroups N of order p , < N , and the exponent of N is
P  •
By Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 B is regular for p > 2 . Consider
$(B) < $(G) < B for which the respective quotients have order p and 
|B: *(B)| = p2 . Form G* = G/*(B) . Then G* = A*B* such that 
A* = A$(B)/$(B) , B* = B/$(B) , and A* and B* are normal in G .
Now |B | = p and B is elementary abelian. Moreover, |$(G )| = p .
If < $(B) , then A* < Z(G*) and A* is elementary abelian. Thus,
G* is elementary abelian. This Implies that $(G*) = 1 . The contra­
diction implies that i $(B) . Therefore, B = [< a >] < b: bp = 1 >
and $(B) = < ap > since the exponent of B is not p . Moreover,
$(G) = < ap >< b > .
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There are two possibilities for B of order pn , n > 3:
n-1 .,n—2
(1) B = < a,b: ap = bp = 1, b~ ab = a > and
n-1
(2) B = < a :  ap = 1 > ® < b: bp = 1 > .
Let C be isomorphic to $(G) for a p-group G and B be
the subgroup of (3.1). Assume $(B) < $(G) < B , each having index p
in the next. Then B is abelian of type (n-1,1) or Redei metacyclic
Dn“l n „n-2
of the form < a,b: a = bp = 1, [a,b] = ap > by Theorems 3-2
and 3.3*
Hence, t>2(B) has index p in B in both cases and is normal
O
in G . Thus, B/u2(B) is of order p and is either abelian of type
(2.1) or is Redei metacyclic. Also $(G/u2(B)) = 3>(G)/u2(B) is of type
(1.1) and $(B/u2(B)) < $(G)/u2(B) < B/u2(B) each with index p in the 
next.
Therefore, if C is isomorphic to $(G) , C/u2(B) must be a
Frattini subgroup of type (1,1) . Hence, the following theorem is 
given. The group G is assumed to be of the form AB of (3-1).
Theorem 3-^* Let C be metacyclic of type (1,1) and isomorphic 
to $(G) for a p-group G of the form AB of (3.1). If C is not
isomorphic to $(M) for any proper subgroup M of G and
$(B) < $(G) < B each having index p in the next, then one of the
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following conditions Is satisfied:
1. If B is abelian of type (2,1) and (BN)' £ $(B) for some
N < A , then G is precisely one of the following:
a. If N is nonabelian and p > 3 , then
2
G = < x,y,z: xp=yp=zp =1, [y,x] = zsp, [z,x] = y >
and s is 1 or a quadratic nonresidue modulo p.
b. If N is nonabelian and p = 3 , then
G = < x,y,z: x3=y3=z9=l, [y,x] = z3s, [z,x] = y > 
and s is 1 or 2.
c. If N is abelian, then
2
G = < x,y,z: xp =yp=zp=l, [x,y] = z > .
2. If B is abelian of type (2,1) and (BN)’ < $(B) for all
N < A , then G is precisely one of the following:
2
a. G = < a,x,y,z: ap =xp=yp=zp=l, [x,y] = z > .
b. For p > 3, G = < x,y,z,w: xp=yp=zp=wp=l, [z,w] = y,
[y,w] = x > .
c. G = < x,y,z: x3=y3=z9=l, [y,x] = z3s, [z,x] = y > and
s is 1 or 2.
3. If B is Redei metacyclic of order p , then there must exist
N < A such that (BN)' ^ $(B) . G is precisely one of the
following:
a. For p > 3 > G = < Xja-^a^a^: xp=a^,ap=ap=ap=l,
[a2,x] “ a^, [a^jx] - a2  ^ ■
b. G = < x,y,z: xp=yp=zp =1, [y,x] = zsp, [z,x] = y > and
s is 1 or a quadratic nonresidue modulo p.
c. For p = 3, G = < x,y,z: x9=y3=z3=l,[x,z] = y, [y,z] = x-3 > .
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Proof: Let $Q = $(G) . By Theorem 3*3 B is abelian of type
(2,1) or Redei metacyclic of order p .
Assume first that B = < a: ap = l > ® < b : b p = l > .  There 
must exist at least one N , a subgroup of G , such that B < BN < G . 
Otherwise, G = B . A contradiction arises since |$(B)| = p . If all 
N < Z(G) , then A £ Z(G) and A is elementary abelian. Hence,
G = B ® A* for A* elementary abelian. Therefore, o(G) = $(B) .
So there exists at least one N £ Z(G) . But G* = $(B) implies 
G/$(B) is elementary abelian. Again $(G) = $(B) and a contradiction is 
reached. Two cases arise:
(1) (BN)' ^ $(B) for some N < A . Then $(G) = $(BN) =
and |BN| = p^ . Moreover, exponent N = p and exponent
(2) (BN)’ < $(B) for all N <; A . Since g ' £ $(B) , then
G/$(B) is nonabelian. There must exist N, N^ such that
(NN^)' i 4>(B) . So $(BNN1) = $(G) and |BNN1| = p4 or
p^ , depending on whether N^ < BN .
Consider (1). For N nonabelian and BN of type (1,1,2) 
there are only two possibilities:
(a) For p >  3 j BN = < x,y,z: xp=yp=zp =[y,z] = 1, yx=yzsp,
zx=zy > and s is 1 or a quadratic nonresidue mod p
[15, (9) or (10), p. 3^7].
(b) For p = 3, BN = < x,y,z: x3=y3=z9=[y,z] = 1, [y,x] = zsp,
[z,x] = y > and s is 1 or a quadratic nonresidue mod p
[15, (9) or (10), p. 347].
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Therefore, C exists as a Frattini subgroup of BN .
For N abelian, $(BN) = = Z(BN) since B is abelian.
Therefore, BN is Redei and is given by
2
(c) BN = < a,b,c: ap =bp=cp=l, [a,b] = c > .
Note that = $(BN) .
Next consider (2). Suppose that |BNN-J = p^ . Then N^ £ BN .
Case (2) implies (BN)’ = (BN^)' = $(B) . Hence, BN/$(B) is elementary
abelian. Now (NN^' < $(B) implies $(ENN^) = $(G) . Hence,
$(B) = $(G) = $(BN) , a contradiction. Thus, this case does not arise.
So |BNN1| = p5 .
Since (NN1)' ^ $(B) , then |(NN^)’| is p or p2 . In the
first case (NN^)’ = < b: bp = 1 > is a minimal normal subgroup of 
NN^ . Hence, (NN^)' < Z(NN-j,) . Since B is abelian, (NN^)' < Z(BNN^) . 
Therefore, < Z(BNN^) . Now if B < Z(BNN^) , then BN and BN^ are
abelian. Furthermore, |Z(BNN-^ )| > p^ implies BNN^ is abelian. Hence,
| Z(BNN1) | = p3 and B = Z(BNN^) . Then BN^ = [BN] < x: xp = 1 > , for 
x in ^  . There exists y in N such that < [x,y] > = (NN1)'
< Z(BNN1) . So BN = < a > ® (NN-^ ) ’ a < y > . But BNN-j/(NN^)' is 
abelian and < xCNN^)’ > a < y(NN1)' > has order p2. Thus,
|< x,y >| = p3 and < x,y >n< a > = 1 . Consequently,
(d) BNN^ = < a > a N2 where N2 is nonabelian of exponent p
and order p3. Also, ^(BNN^) = < ap > ® N2 , B = < a > ® N2 ,
and exists as $(BNN1) .
Suppose B ^ Z(BNN^) . There exists x e N and y e N^ so
that b = [x,y] and < [x,y] > < (NN-^ )’ < ZCBNN.^ since < ZCBNN-^ ) .
So |< x,y >| = p3 and < x,y > is a nonabelian p-group that has 
trivial intersection with < a > . Note if < x,y >n< a > =!= 1 , then
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e < x,y > and so $Q < < x,y > . Thus, < x,y > is abelian 
since < Z(ENN^) . Since (BN)' and (BN^)' are contained in 
$(B) = < ap > , then < a > 3 BNN-^  . Thus, ENN^ = < a > ® < x,y > .
This leads to < a > < Z(BNN^) and so B < Z(BNN^) . The contradiction
implies this case does not arise.
Next consider | (NN^)' | = p2 . Then $(BNN1) = (NN-^ )' = $Q .
Since |NN.J = p4 , for p > 3 , then NN^ is regular and has exponent 
p. By examining the groups of order p4 and exponent p, there is only 
one group satisfying |(NN1)'| = p , namely
(e) NN1 = < x,y,z,w: xp=yp=zp=wp=l, [z,w] = y, [y,w] = x,
[x,w] = 1 = [y,z] = [x,z] = [x,y] > .
Hence, $(NN1) = exists as a metacyclic Frattini subgroup.
For p = 3 , NN^ is of maximal class but not regular. It
has the f o m
(f) NN1 = < x,y,z: x3=y3=z9=[y,z] = 1, [y,x] = zsp, [z,x] = y >
and s is 1 or a quadratic nonresidue mod p.
Again, $(NN^) = . Note that $>Q J; Z(G) in the case that | (NN^)f | = p2.
This completes the discussion of B being abelian of type (2,1) . 
Next, consider B = < a,b: ap = bp = 1, ab = aap > and $(G)
= . There must exist one N so that N | Z(G) . The same two cases
arise:
(1) (BN)' J: $(B) for some N < A . Then $(G) = $(BN) and
I BN I = p4 .
(2) (BN)’ < $(B) for all N < A .
Again, there must exist N, N^ such that (NN^) ’ £ $(B) and so 
|BNN1| = p4 or p^ (depending on whether N^ < BN).
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h p
Consider (1) and so |EN| = p . Since |$ | = p > if 
= Z(BN) , then B is abelian. Thus, | Z(BN) and BN has 
maximal class since = (BN)' . Since p > 2 , then B is regular.
Hence, is the unique maximal subgroup in B of exponent p. All
p
other maximal subgroups of B are cyclic of order p . Clearly,
B* = Z(BN) . Examining [15, p. 3^7] and [8] the following groups exist 
that satisfy the conditions:
(a) [15, (13)] Let BN = N< x >, N < BN , N elementary
abelian and p > 3 • Let N = < a-^ sa^,a^ > and
T3 X X Xx^ = a1, a1 = a^, a  ^~ a^a2, a^ = a^ SL-^ •
Then B could be
B = < x,a2 > with B* = < xP > = < a-^  > and [a^jX]
= aj e B .
With 3>0 = $(BN) = B H N  , all conditions are satisfied.
(b) [15j (9)] BN = < x,y,z: yp=yp=zp2= l = [ y ^ , [y,x]=zsp, [z,x]=y >
and s is 1 or a quadratic nonresidue mod p.
(c) For p = 3, < x,y,z: x9=y3=z3=l=[x,y], [x,z]=y, [y,z]=x“3 > .
Next consider (2), that (BN)’ < $(B) for all N < A . Suppose
IBNN.J = p21 . Then N^ < BN . Now (BN)' < <t>(B) implies BN/$(B) 
is elementary abelian. Thus, $(EN) = $(B) , a contradiction. Hence,
|BNN1| = p5 and ^  £ BN , N £ BN1 . Since (BN)' < $(B) and 
(BN^)' < $(B) , then < a > < BNN^ . Hence, |ENN^ : (< a >)| = 1
or p. The first implies < a > < Z(BNN^) . Then B is abelian. This 
contradiction implies that Cg^ (< a >) is a maximal subgroup of BNN^ .
Since I^ b^NN-l(< a >): < a H  = P > cgj^ [ (< a >) is cyclic and so
CBnn1(< a >) is regular. Since B ^  cbNN-j_^ < a 5 there exists 
x e ^(B) = such that x  ^CBN^(< a >) . But a >)| = •
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Hence, BNN^ = C^BNN1 <^ a < x : xP = 1 > = (< a >) since
1
x e $Q = $(BNN-^ ) . From this contradiction, (2) does not arise.
Section 2
The results of Section 1 lead to the classification of metacyclic 
nonabelian p-groups which can be isomorphic to Frattini subgroups of 
metacyclic p-groups. For completeness, it is shown that any abelian 
metacyclic p-group can be isomorphic to a Frattini subgroup of a meta­
cyclic p-group. The results of Section 2 may be generalized to the 
type of metacyclic nonabelian p-group which can be a normal subgroup of 
a metacyclic p-group and contained in its Frattini subgroup. Since the 
enphasis is the Frattini subgroup, this is not done.
Lemma 3.1: If C Is a nonabelian metacyclic p-group, then C 
is of the form C = < a,b: ba = bbp , bpn = 1, a ^  = b ^  A > .
Proof; Suppose | C ’ | = p . Then C is Redei metacyclic and
q r^ n vUn v^ ntl
hence C = < a,b: b = bb^ , a^ = 1, bp = 1 > . Next, suppose
•j. tP+I   —
| C | = p and k > 1 . Consider C/< bp > = C . Then | C' | = p
_   p - _ n „m
and so C = < a,b: (ir ) = 1, b = bbP s aP = 1 > . Hence,
r>n+k „ nn _m r,n+l>
C = < a,b: bp = 1, ba = bbp , ap = bp > .
Theorem 3.5: Let C be a nonabelian metacyclic p-group of the
form C = < a,b: ba = bbpn, a13"1 = bApn+1, b ^ +k= 1>, m < n . If 
C < $(G) and C < G for a p-group G , then class C Is 2 and k < m < n.
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Proof: Since C Is metacyclic, C is regular. Let d = [a,b] . 
Hence, [a,bp ] = [a,b]p = dp . If k = m , then [a,d] = [a,bp ] = dp 
and k < n . Thus, [a,d] = 1 and C* < Z(C) and so class C = 2 . 
Consider [arbs,b] = [ar,b] = [a,b]r = dr . Now dr = 1 If and only If 
divides r . Then arbs = apI1^ bs = bs+r P^ . Hence, no power of 
a is in Z(C) . Thus, Z(C) is cyclic. This contradicts [14] and 
so k =}= m .
Dm
Consider k > m . Since < d^ > is characteristic in C ,
let G = G/< dP™ > and C = C/< d ^  > . Then
_  _____  m n _ m
C = < a,b,d: iP = d , bP = d, W  =1, [a,b] = d > .
Hence, the preceding argument is applied to d to obtain a contradiction.
n k  n k
Therefore k < m . Note that Z(C) = < at , b^ > . Since
r,n nk
k < n , bp = d , and bp e Z(C) , then d e Z(C) and so class C 
is two.
Theorem 3-6: Let C be a nonabelian metacyclic p-group of the
a  n n  n m  n n + 1 X n n + k  
form < a,b: b = bbp , ap = b* , bp = 1 > with 1 < n , k < m ,
and k < n . Then C can be isomorphic to the Frattini subgroup of a
metacyclic p-group.
nmtl xr>n+2 nn+k+l i+r,n“1
Proof: Define G =< x,y: xP = y > y = 1, y = y > .
Now (l+pn_1)pm+ = 1 + pn+mD = 1 (mod pn+k+1) since k < m . Also
pn+2pn-l s q (mocj pn+k+1) since n > k . Therefore, G is metacyclic
[15, Satz 11.2, p. 336]. Let a = xP and b = yP . Then ba = (yP)^
. (yP)l+Pn = b^ n .
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The group C in Theorem 3.5 has m < n . In Theorem 3.6 this 
restriction is lifted but we assume k < n and k < m . Then class C 
is 2 since the order of [a,b] is pk < pn implies [a,bp ] = [a,b]^ = 1.
Theorem 3.7: If C is a nonabelian metacyclic p-group of the
a nn T-jH+k rjn+li
form < a,b: b = bbp , bp = 1, aF = bp > with k < m , k < n ,
n > 1 j then C = $(G) for a metacyclic p-group G if and only if G
Ann+2 nn+k+1 x 1+Dn_1has the form G = < x,y: x^ = y s y^ = 1, y = y p >.
Proof: If C is $(G) for a metacyclic p-group G , then for
an automorphism ? of C to correspond to an element of G , a" = arbs
and b? = bu for integers r, s, u . This follows since G* is cyclic 
n n+k-1
and contains < b^ > . Now < b^ > is a characteristic subgroup
_n+k-l C nn+k-l _n+k-l 
of C of order p . Hence, (bp ) = bp = by . Therefore,
(n+k-1) (u-1) = 0 (mod pn+k) or u = 1 (mod p) . It follows that
b' = b1+Bp and b=P = b (1+BP>P = b1+BP2[ M ]  . „a%f = bl-ipn for 3ome
number T . Thus, b1+Bp2'-1'H ’-'_1_lpn = 1 or P2[B(UT)-lpn_2] s 0 (pn+k).
Hence, [B(l+T)-ipn-2] = 0 (pn+k_2) or B(l-KT) = 0 (pn“2) . Therefore,
B = 0 (pn‘2) and b5 = b1^ " ' 1 . Now a«2 = ( a W  = (aIbs)Ib<1+§:,n'1)s
= ai>2b-PnsI’(2)bs^ s<1+epn X> and a^3 = (aV ) r2(b1+5 >n"1)srts(1+5 ,n"1)-pnsr(2) 
= ^ s^-pPrscf )+(n5>n-1)[srts]-pnsr(|) _ Ifenoej a?u . arubP fop
>-P pP p >-P a^bJ -lDn
F e Z and so as = a b . Now as must equal a = ab .
Therefore, r^ = 1 (mod pm) or r = 1 (mod pm) . There exists an integer
R so that r = 1 + Rpm .
- n+1.
Since as = (ab^ los) , we have 
aS2 = abRpn+1Absb (1+Bpn_1) (s+Rpn+1A) = ab2s+2Rpn+1A+Bspn"1
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= ab^us+pn+1(uRX+RX )+pn“1(Bs (2 )+Bus )+§)2nuRX+(B) 2p2n_2s (2)
= ^(u+1)s+pn+1(u+1)RA+pn"1Bs(U2X)
since n > 2 and b has order pn+k with k < n .
Hence,
of =  ab PS+pn + 2 RA + p nBs ( ( p - 1 ) / 2 )
v | v i_"|
and this must equal ab . Thus, ps = 0 (mod p ) or s a 0 (mod p ).
_ ^n+1, . n-1 , 5L n-1
Therefore a = ab^ p and b? = b ^
Thus, If G Is metacyclic with x and y as generators and C
is $(G) , then there exist Integers E, F, G, H so that
ax = abp , bx = bbp , ay = abp 1(3 , and by = b b ^  1h .
Since G Is regular, then the action of x on y must be yx = y1+p
r>m+l xnn+2 nn+k+1 y 1 +r,n-1
Conversely, if G = < x,y: x^ = yAp , yP = 1, yx = yXTp > 
then $(G) Is Isomorphic to C .
The last type of metacyclic group, namely
n 11 n m  l n n + l  n n + k
C = < a,b: b = bbp , ap = b p , bp = 1 > , k > n
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Is dealt with in Theorems 3.8 and 3.9- This group does not have class
Dn «n d2 n
2 unless k = n since [a,tr ] = [a,b]^ = tr
Theorem 3.8: Let C be a nonabelian metacyclic p-group of the
a nn vJn , nn+t+i n+k 
form < a,b: b = bbp , a^ = b F  , bp = 1 > , (App) = 1 ,
k > n . If C = $(G) for a metacyclic p-group G , then t > k - n
and k < m .
Proof: By [15, Hilfsatz 1.3, p. 253], [arbs,a] = [bs,a] . Now 
[b,a] commutes with bs and so by [15, Hilfsatz 1.3, p. 253] [bs,a]
= [b,a]s = bp s = 1 If and only If p^ divides s . In that case
arbs = arbsp . Then arbsp £ < a > If and only If pn+^+^ does not 
divide p^ . Hence, n + t + 1 must be greater than k . Otherwise, no 
power of b is in Z(C) and hence Z(C) would be cyclic. This would
contradict [14] since C = $(G) . Therefore, t > k - n - 1 . Then
nk _k nn+k nk nk“1
[a,bp ] = [a,b]p = bp = 1 and so bp e Z(C) . Also, bp £ Z(C) .
If Z(C) is to be noncyclic, then k < m is necessary. Then
n k  n k  
Z(C) = < aP , bp > .
Theorem 3-9: Let C be a nonabelian metacyclic p-group of the
n m  ^ n+t+1 „n+k
form < a,b: b = bbp , ap = b lp , bp =i >5 U ^ p )  = 1 , k > n .
Then C = $(G) for a metacyclic p-group G if and only if t > k - n ,
k < m and n > 1 .
Proof: If C = $(G) for a metacyclic p-group, then for
- _ n — I n
Z e (Aut C) there must exist integers A and B so that a = abp
c
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and = bbp ® (Theorem 3.7). There exist x and y , elements of
G , so that < xP,yP > = C . If a and b are not in Z(G) , then n 
must be greater than 1. G must have the form
n+W-l m U  X pn+2+t n-1
G = < x,y: /  - 1, x? = y 1 , yX = y1^ >
If G is to be metacyclic, by [15, Satz 11.2, p. 336]
(1) (l+pn-1)p”,':L = 1 + pn4m + ... e  1 (mod pn+k+1) and
(2) pn+2+tpn_1 = 0 (mod pn+lcfl)
must be satisfied. Since k < m , (1) holds. For (2) to hold, 
p2n+l+t _ q (mocj pn+k+1) or t > k - n . Then
., , n+l+t„ „ „ „n+k „ m „ Xnp p „ ^ n
*(G) = < x V :  (yP)P = 1, (xP)p = (yP) 1 , (yP)X = yP(yp)p > = C
for xP = a and yP = b .
Corollary 3-9: If C = < a,b: ap = bp = 1, ba = bbp > ,
then C cannot be a Frattini subgroup of a metacyclic p-group.
Proof: From the notation of Theorem 3.9, k = 1 = n and m = 2 .
However, n must be greater than 1 for C to be nonabelian.
Theorem 3.10: Let C be an abelian metacyclic p-group. Then
C can be a Frattini subgroup of a nonabelian metacyclic p-group.
Proof: By the Abelian Basis Theorem there must exist a and b
m n
so that C = < a,b: ap = 1 = bp = [a,b] > . Let
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mtl n+1 m
G = < x,y: x^ = -f = 1, r  = xxr > and xp = a and yp = b .
By [15> Satz 11.2, p. 336] G is metacyclic. Also, $(G) = C .
Section 3
If $(G) is metacyclic, then G* is metacyclic. In this 
section the type of nonabelian metacyclic p-group which can be g ’ is 
determined. More generally, the nonabelian metacyclic p-groups C 
which are contained in G* and are normal in G are classified.
Theorem 3.11: Let N = < a,b,c: cp=l=bp , [a,b] = aP™ = c > and 
m < n . If N is normal in G for a p-group G , then b £ G* .
Proof: Any automorphism y of N which is of order a power
y 4 l el v d2 e2 Yof p is given by a - a 1  , b - a b , and c - c for integers
m y nm dn e, m dnpm e.p111
d^, dg, e-p and e2 • First, (ap ) = ap = (a d )p = a b
since N is regular and |N | = p . Thus, d-^  - 1 = 0 (mod p) and
e-^  = 0 (mod pn-m) . Then aY = a^+p(4belp . Next, (bY)”'*‘(aY)(bY) 
m
= (aY)ap and so
-e9 l+pdn e,pn-m e e0pm+pd1 e-,pn-rn
b 2(a -4) 1 )b 2 = aa ^  4) 1
n-mrn pd, e.,p
which must equal asc a d . Thus, e2 = 1 (mod p) . Hence,
aV . a1 V ”, . aV X
.n-m
u „  _ iT e „ u
and cY =
Assume b e G* . There exist x , y in G and [x,y] = b^
1+pd, e,pn-m d l+pe?
with (j,p) = 1 . Assume a = a "Id , b = a b and
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t  —  n-m
cx = c and a*
1+pd elP d npe2
y = a "o , by = a b , and cy = c . Now
bx - W  = bbJ bxy = byxbJ ^  axy = ayxbJ be satisfied.
Hence, the following computations are performed.
d? l+pep y d (1+pd,) d l+pe? 1+pe d enp 
= (a 2b 2) = a 2 1 (a %  2) 2b 2 1
d2(14pd1)+d2(l+pe2) (l+pe2)(l+pe2) d^p' 
= a b b
n-m
d l+pe0 x d (1+pd,) d_ l+peQ l+pe0 e,djp 
d = (a d 2) = a 2 1 (a 2b 2) 2b 1 ^
d2(l+pd^)+d2(1+peJ (l+pe2)(l+pe2)+e1d2pn_m 
= a b
yxbj d2(14pd1)+d2(l+pe2)+pmj(d2+d2) (l+pe2)(l+pe2)+e1d2pn“m 
b = 3, b
1+pd e pn-m y 1+pd, e pn m 1+pd d l+pe? e,pn m 
^  = (a -H) 1 ) = (a \  1 ) (a b 2) 1
(1+pc^) (l+pd^+dge-jp*1-111 e1pn“m(l+pd1)+e1pn''m(l+pe2)
= a b
Hpdn e pn"m x 1+pd.. elPn"m 1+pd d 1+pe e pn m 
yx = (a -4) 1 ) = (a 4) 1 ) X(a 2b 2) 1
(l+pd1)(l+pd1)+d2e1pn-m e1pn"m(l+pd1)4i1pn_m(l+pe2)
= a b
yxfaJ (l+pd1) (l+pd1 )+d2e1pn-m+jpm e1pn-m(l+pd1)+e1pn-in(l+pe2)
a == q, b
The following congruences are obtained.
(1) d2elPn_m = e1d2pn'"m (mod pn) ,
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(2) dgCl+pd^) + d2(l+pe2)
= d'2(l+pd1) + d2(l+pe2) + pm(j(d2+d2)) (mod p™*1) .
/0s -r „ Ji-m _ , — n-m , . m/ m+l-v
(3) 2 1 2 1 ' *
(4) e1pn-m(l+pd1) + e-Lpn-m(l+pe2)
= e1pn-m(l+pd1) + e1pn_m(l+pe2) (mod pn) .
F!rom (1) and (3) we obtain:
(1*) d ^  - e-|d2 = 0 (mod pm) and
(3*) pn-m(d2ei-d2e1) - jpm = 0 (mod p”1*1) .
Let d^^ - e^d2 = Apm . Now (3*) implies Apn - jpm = 0 (mod p111*"1) 
or p divides j since n > m . This is a contradiction. Hence b £ G* .
Theorem 3.12: Let N be a nonabelian metacyclic p-group and
|n '| = p . Let N = AB , A and B cyclic, |B| > |A| . Let G be
t t
a p-group and N < G and B < G . Then N < B .
Proof: Let A = < a > and B = < b > and so |< b >| > |< a >| .
Consider N/N* = < aN* > ® < b N *  > . There exist integers m and n
■qTti Dn i
such that a^ > b^ e N . Let c = [a,b] . Two cases arise. Case 1
Dn Dnconsiders b^ = c and Case 2 considers b^ = 1 . Consider Case 1.
m n
If ap = 1  and bp = c , then
m n n+1
N = < a,b: ap = 1, [a,b] = bp , bp = 1 >
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|< b >| > |< a >| , and n ' < < b > . If ap = c“ and 0 < a < p ,
set a = a, b = ba, c = ca . Since class N is 2, [a,b] = [a,ba] = [a,b]“
cl — t>m — a — —
= c = c , = a. = c = c , and b^ = c . Thus, a = 1 is the
only consideration if 0 < a < p .
Dm -  -Dn“mSuppose a = 1 and a^ = c . Since m < n , set a = ab ^ ,
_ _ m n-m m m n n n _
b = b, c = c . Then IP = (ab""p )p = ap b~p = cc~ =1, t? = c ,
 ______________________ ___m ___ n _n+l
and [a,b] = c = c . Hence, N = < a,b: IP =1, [a,b] = ir , tr = 1 >,
r
m < n , and N < < b > .
n m
Next, suppose bp = 1 . Then ap = c since N is nonabelian.
By the hypothesis m < n (since |< a >| = p™*1 < pn) . Hence,
m m+1 n " f
N = < a,b: ap = [a,b], ap = 1, bp = 1 > , m < n and b e G .
A contradiction arises by Theorem 3.11; now, the only possibility for 
m n n+1
N is < a,b: ap = 1, [a,b] = bp , bp = 1 > with m < n and N < B .
Theorem 3.13’ Let N be a nonabelian metacyclic p-group. Let
G be a p-group, N < G , and N < $(G) . Let N = AB , A and B
cyclic, B < g ' and |B| > |A| . Then N* < B , 
m n k
N = < a,b,c: ap = 1, bp = c = [a,b] ,cp = 1 > , k < m < n and class
N is 2.
* t i
Proof; There exist a and b such that N B/N = < bN > ,
n 'a/N* = < aN* > , and N/N' = < aN* > ® < bN > .
Let c = [a,b] and N = N/< cp > . Clearly N is metacyclic
nonabelian and |N* | = p . Since n 'b/N? < g ’/N* = (G/N)’ , then
_ _____ _ _ m n _
N = < a,b,c: c? = 1, c = [a,b^, i P  = 1, tr = c > , m < n by
Theorem 3-12. Then ap = cp^ and bp = c^+p  ^ for integers i and
j . Let p^ be the order of c .
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Since N < $(G) , then class N = 2 , k < n , and k < m by 
Theorems 3*5 and 3-12. Set a = a ^ ^ b -^  , b = b, and c = c^^^
Then
SP1"  .  a ( W ) p mb - 1P t I ' V 1Pn:,'1 Ja 1 ^ ] pm(pm- 1 ) / 2  =
„ ( fK U p J V C U R D p I .  x> 5Pn = c , and f f ,b ]  = [ a ^ . b ]  = [a .b ]1^ 3 = o .
Hence, N has the form
m n k
N = < a,b,c: ap = 1, b = c, cp = 1, c = [a,b] >
with class N = 2 and k < m < n .
The next theorem precisely states the conditions on a p-group G
so that a nonabelian metacyclic p-group N satisfies N < G and N < G*
m n n+k
By Theorem 3.13, N = < a,b,c: ap = 1, bp = [a,b] = c, bp = 1 > and
k < m < n . Hence, in the statement and proof of the next theorem it
will be assumed that N has this form.
Theorem 3.14: Let N be a nonabelian metacyclic p-group of the 
form given in Theorem 3*13 and contained in G . Then if a"V = [x,y] 
for x, y in G:
l w  k o n+k-m l+d-,p e,p
(1) a = a b ,
d 1+epP
b - a b ,
r  ^ n+k-m 
ay = a bSlP ,
by . a V ^  •
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(2) d2e2 - d2e2 = 0 (mod pk 1) , e^dg - = 0 (mod pm~k) .
(3) pk(d2d1-d2d1) = p(d2e2-e2d2) (mod pm) ,
— <- k-1 , s , k-l-r v _ . mr-k-1 / , m-lv
1 P^ 1 2  1' 2 1' JP  ^ P ' J
®ld2-eld2 E P ^ kW ( d2+^2+d2®2P “^1 1^+e2p^ 1+®2P^  m^od P^  '
Proof; By Theorem 3.133 N is of the form
m n k
N = < a,b,c: ap = 1, [a,b] = bp = c, cp = 1 >
k k
with k < m < n , class N = 2 , and Z(N) = < a ,bp > . Let y be
an automorphism of N of order a power of p. Then there exist integers
y  d L  e l  y  d 2  e 2dn, d,-,, e-,, and e« so that a - a d and b ’ = a b .
1 2 1 -ntl-l Dn+k-l y <t,e,pn-*-l
Now, bp e Z(G) and so (bp ) = (a b )
vjn+k-1 dpP11^ -1 epPnk_1 e?pn+k“1
= bK  = a b = b since k > 1 and m < n .
m
y pra , p’U ®!1’"1 ®ipl"Hence, e2 = l(mod p) . Also, 1 = (ap ) = ap = 1 = ap ulb ^ = b
and so e^ = 0 (mod pn+k-in) .
Now, (aY)”d(bY)(aY) must equal (bY)(bY)”p . Hence,
-d d i+e^ d a -d pn 1+e^, a, e^Hi pn-d e^ 1
a a b a = a (bb ; = a bb
n+1
which must equal
d2 l+e^ l+e^ -pn d2 l+e2p-pn-e2pn+1 
a b (b ) = a b .
Thus,
-d1pn(l+e2p) a -p^l+e^) (mod pn+k) or pn(l+e2p)(l-d1) = 0(mod pn+k) or
(l+e2p)(l-*d1) = 0(mod pk) .
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Hence, = 0 (mod pk) . The automorphism y has the form
,, , k n+k-m , _,
1+dlP eiP Y d? l+e2P
aY = a b and bY = a b
There exist x and y , elements of G , such that [x,y] = a^bJ* and
i | 0 (mod p) . There exist Integers d p  d p  e p  i p  d p  d p  e p  i"2
such that
1 W n k D n+k-m , ,. ^ 1A-r k — n+k-mX+d-p G-jP dp X+6pP X*K3.-|P S-jP
a - a b , b - a b , ay = a 1 b 1 and
d l+e^ 
by = a b .
Computing a3^  = ayxa±b  ^ and . b S ™ ^ :
„ n+k-m , ,-r k — n+k-m /,, , k\ -y nj-  ^  ^ n+k-ml+d1p ®*iP y l+dnp 6-ip (l+d-,p ) d_ X+6pP 6-,p
a ^  = (a b ) = (a 1 b 1 ) 1 (a 2b 2 ) -1
/ , i ks ^ n+k-m — n+k-m/, ,, ks. n+k-m/,,— %(1+d.jP ) (1+d-^ p )+d2e-jP e ^  (1+d^ J+e-jP (l+e2p)
- a  b
n+k-m
(Note that bp e Z(N) because n + k - m > k) .
— -n+k-m „ ,, , k Q _ n+k-m , ,-y k * „ - n+k-ml+d,p e,p x l+d,p e,p l+d,p d„ l+e5p e,p
ayx = (a 1 b 1 ) = (a 1 b 1 ) 1 (a 2b 2 ) 1
/, i, kv /, ,-t k\,, — n+k-m „ n+k-m/,,-r kVl— n+k-m/,, •,(1+d.jP ) (l+d-jp )+d2e1p e^p (l+d-jp )+e-Lp (l+e^)
- a  b
ayxa = ayx .
y x a V  _ (l+diPk)(l+diPk)+d2®lpn+k"m e1Pn+k“m(l+d1pk)+e1pn+k“m(l+e2p)+jpn
ci *~3, Id
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-t k — n+k-md0 1+e^p y 1+cLp e p d d 1+e^p 1+epP
b ^  = (a 2b ^) = (a 1 b 1 ) (a %  2r) ^
(14d1pk)d2+d2(l+e2p) e1d ^ nfk-in+(l-te2p)(l+e^p) l+e^ d2 (l+e2p)e2p/2 
= a b [b ,a ]
dQ l+eQp x l+d,pk e-.pn+k-111 d d 1+e^p 1+e^p
byx = (a 2b = (a 1 b 1 ) (a 2b ^
d2(l+d1pk)+d2(l+e2p) d2e1pn+k_m+(l+e2p)(l+e2p)^ l+e2p d2^(l+e2p)i'2p/2
D — cl
d2e1pn+k“m+(l+e2p)(l+i’2p)+(-ipn)(l+e2p)(l+e2p) 1+e2P d2 (1+e2P e^2P>/2
•b [b ,a ]
y x a V  _ d2' 1+dlpk  ^+d2 ^1+®2P  ^Jpn(d2+d2+d2®2P^b = a b •
Note that
_  _ l+e^p _ 1+e^P
l+eop cL ( * ) -p^d+eppJC P * )
[b ^  ,a 2] 2 = b d ^   ^ and
1+ipP _ 1+epP
l+e^ d2 ( 2 ) -p d2(l+e2p)( 2 )
[b sa ] = b
The following congruences are obtained.
(1) (d2e1-d2e1)pn+k_m s 0 (mod pm ) .
(2) ^ - " ( I d d / )  + e / ^ M i . p )
= elPn+k- " ( l « / )  + + Jpn (mod pn+k) .
(3) (l+d1pk)d2 + d2(l+e2p) s d2(l+dlPk) + djtl+ijp) (mod pm)
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(4) + (l+e2p)(l+e2p) - pn(1+22P)(l+e2p)d2
= d2e1pn+k_m + (l+egpMl+igP) - xpn(l+e2p) (l+e2p)
+ jpn(d2+d2+d2e2p) - pnd2(l+e2p)( (mod pn+k) .
Using (3)j we obtain
(3*) pk(d2d1-d2d1) = p(d2e2-d2e2) (mod pm)
or d2e2 - d2e2 = 0 (mod pk_1) .
Prom (4), (®lc^2-^ 2el)pn+k+m
l+epP _ _  l+e„p
-Pn( 2 )(l+e2p)d2 + pnd2(l+e2p)( * )
-jpn(d2+d’2+d2e2p) = -ipn(l+e2p)(l+e'2p) (mod pn+k) or
(e1d2-d2e1 )pn+k“m + (pn/2) [ ( d ^ ^ - ^ e ^  )((l+e2p)( l+e2p) ]
-jpn(d2+d2+d2e2p) + ipn(l+e2p)(l+e2p) = 0 (mod pn+k) .
%
By (3 )3 the second term on the left hand side of the congruence 
vanishes and (e1d2-d2e1)pn+k”m + pn[i(l+e2p)(l+e2p) - j(d2+d2+d2e2p)]
= 0 (mod pn+k) . Hence, (e1d2-d2e1)pn+k-m = 0 (mod pn) or e^d2 - d2e^
= 0 (mod pm_k) .
Congruence (2) becomes
pn+k-’m[pk(e1d1-e1d1) + p(e1e2~e1e2)] = jpn (mod pn+k) or 
(2*) e^p^cLj-eg) + e1(e2-pk“1d1) = j p ^ " 1 (mod pm_1)
• (^d poui) [(d^a+i) (d^9+i)T - (d2£2P+2W-2P) s Ts2P - 2PT9 <*o
(md porn) [(d^a+i)(d2s+i)x - ( ^ W p j f y  + ^ / [ V p - V p ] ^  - Ta2p-2pTa 
ao (md pora) [(d^a+i)(d^a+x)x - (d2e2p+2p+2p+2p)fl^d + 
^/[[(V^VpJ^d^djCdSa+iJCd^a+i)] ^ d  = V p  - 2pTa (^)
c(t7) P ^  (i) USDJ& 
* (THnd Pow) 0 = (IPI_iId-Se)2p + (2s-TpT_^d)2p 
ao ( d poui) o b 2p2ad +  2a2pd -  Tp2p d -  Tp2P Jui ■ / « £ - r ^  i  ^





Nonabelian p-groups all of whose maximal subgroups are abelian 
are called Redel groups.
A Redei group has the form
_m n . . m-1
(1) G = < a,b: ap = bp = 1, a = a > m > 2, n > 1 or
m n
(2) G = < a,b,c: ap = bp = cp = 1, [a,b] = c >
[15, Aufgabe 22, p. 309].
It is to be shown that a Redei group can be a Frattini subgroup
4
of a p-group if and only if it is metacyclic of order greater than p .
Theorem 4.1: A Redei nonmetacyclic p-group cannot be a normal
subgroup of a p-group G and contained in its Frattini subgroup.
Proof: Let N be Redei nonmetacyclic. Hence,
m n
N = < a,b,c: ap = bp = cp = 1, [a,b] = c > . Assume N < $(G) 
and N < G for a p-group G . Since u^(N) = < ap,bp > is characteristic 
in N and N < G , then o-^N) < G . Let G = G/u^N) . Then N/u^N) 
is a nonabelian group of order p^ contained in ^(G/u^CN)) = $(G)/u1(N) . 
This contradicts Hobby [1*1]. Hence, N cannot be contained in $(G) 
and N <• G for any p-group G .
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Theorem 4.2: For p > 2 , let G be a p-group having
|$(G)| = p^ and M be an abelian normal subgroup In G of type (2,1) 
contained in $(G) . If Cq (M) = M , then 3>(G) Is abelian.
Proof: If Cq (M) = M , then G/M = H is isomorphic to a sub-
group in (Aut M) . However, | (Aut M) | = p and Aut M is nonabelian
Jr sr
of exponent p. Since $(H) ={= 1 , then H Is Isomorphic to (Aut M) .
2 p 
Let M = < a: ap = l > ® < b : b p = l >  and Aut M
= < 0,u,a: 0P = up = aP = 1, [0,<o] = a > such that (a"V)9 = a^+^pb^ , 
( a V ) ” = as+tpbs+t , and ( a V ) “ = au(1-P>bv . Let x, y, z be 
elements of G corresponding respectively to the automorphisms 0, to, 
and a . Then consider G/J2^ (M) . Since MA2^(M) = < a >fi^ (M)/fi^ (M) , 
then G/^1(M) of maximal class Implies that y2(G) = $(G) , y^(G) = M ,
Y^G) = fi^ (M) , Y^(d) = < ap > , and Yg(G) = 1 • Hence, G would
have maximal class. However, by [15, HLlfssatz 14.14, p. 369] for
2
p > 3 , the exponent of y2(G) P • Bu^ tt**-3 contradicts |< a >| = p .
If p = 3 , then y2(G) is abelian [15, Satz 14.17, p. 371]- The contra­
diction arose by assuming that G/n^(M) Is of maximal class. Consequently
G/n-^ (M) is nilpotent of class 2.
If $(G/fin(M)) = $(G)/fin(M) were not elementary abelian of order
3 2
p2 , then G/n1(M) must be of the form < g,h: gp = hp = 1, gh = ggp >
and so <&(G/J2^ (M)) = < gP > . Hence, <&(G) < ft-^ (M)GP < C^(M) = M . This
contradiction Implies that $(G)/fl^ (M) is elementary abelian of order 
Pp since |G/o^(M)| = p . Then G/fl^M) is a nonabelian Redei subgroup.
Of the two types, GA2-^ (M) cannot be metacyclic.
Otherwise, u1(G/fl1(M)) = $(G/fi-L(M)) = $(G)/fi1(M) = u1(G)n1(M)/n1(M). 
Hence, $(G) = u^ (G)fi^ (M) < CQ(M) = M , a contradiction.
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Suppose xP = a V  . Then a V  - - i' V x = ( a V ) 9
_ . So jp i 0 (mod p2) . Hence, j = 0 (mod p) and xP = .
For jP* = = y-1yPy = (a^13)^  = as+tpbs+t, tp = 0 (mod p2) and
s = 0 (mod p). Therefore, t = 0 (mod p) and s = 0 (mod p). So 
yP = a°P . Finally, 2P « a V  - z“W )  z = ( a V ) z = au(1-p)bv .
p
Hence, up = 0 (mod p ) implies that u = 0 (mod p) . Consequently,
ZP = a^Pbv . Summarizing, xP = a^, yP = asP, and zP = a^Pbu .
Both < x >ft^ (M) and < y >fi^ (M) cannot belong to ft-^ (G/fi^ (M)) since 
there is an element in u^(G/fl^(M)) which is not in y^G/Q^M)) .
Hence, (i,p) = 1 .
Clearly [z,x] = aaPb^ and [x,y] = z a ^ 11 . Then 
x'VSt = (Za“pb6)lc = zkatoPbw  yields
y - V y  = (xz) V ^ < k(k-1)/2>I*>b1‘n ;
(xz)k = x^ zka(k(k-l)/2)ap+(l/6)k(k-l)(k-2)3Pb(k(k-l)/2)e ^
Since x""^ zPx = (a^Pbu)x = a^P^Pb11 , then up = 0 (mod p2) . Hence, 
u = 0 (mod p). Then xP = a^ for (i,p) = 1 and zP = a^p . Moreover, 
y-^xPy = (xz)P = xPzP and (a^)y = a'V' = ai+tP . Hence, i = 0 (mod p).
A contradiction arises. This occurred by assuming that G/M = H = (Aut M) . 
Therefore, $(G) is abelian.
Theorem 4.3: If M is abelian of type (2,1) , M < $(G) ,
M < G , and G/C^(M) = P is a nonabelian p-group of order p^, then 
$(G) is abelian.
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Proof: Theorem 4.2 resolves the case for M = C^(M) . Now
suppose that M < CG(M) and $(G) is nonabelian. Let $(G) = M< a > ,
M = < a: sP = l > ® < b : b ^  = l >  and aP = a^rbs . Form the reduced 
product G = (CG (M)/fi1(M))(H/fi1(M)) . Then H n C Q (M) < $(H)nCG(M) = fl^M) 
since a £ H . Then < $(H) because of the method of obtaining H.
Also,
= N/CG(M)nH = H/fi-^ M) = G/Cq (M) = P .
Thus, H/ft-^ M) = P . Also, $(G) ± CG(M)/^1(M) ,
*(G) = (< a >fi1(M)/fi1(M)) « (< a >fi1(M)/fi1(M)) , and < a >n1(M)/n1(M)
= < a > < Z(G) .
If CG(M)/fi^ (M) is nonabelian, then there exist elements 
x, y e Cg(M)^M such that [< x >S2^(M)A2^(M),< y >n^(M)/fl^(M)] = < a > , 
since < Z(G) . Since CgdO/n^M) < G , then
[CG(M)/fi^(M),G] < < a > . Hence, N = < x,y > M < G and [x,y] = a"V
such that (i,p) = 1 . Moreover, < [x,y] > < M implies that
I
< [x,y] > < N . Since N/< [x,y] > is abelian, then < [x,y] > = N .
Consequently N < G . This implies that < a"V ><Z($(G)) . This
contradiction arose by having assumed that CG(M)/fi^ (M) is nonabelian.
Consider CG(M)/fi-^ (M) to be abelian. Suppose there exists an 
x e Cg(M)^M such that [x,G] < . Then < x > M < G . So
< x > M is abelian of type (2,1,1) . By the Abelian Basis Theorem
2and since |< a >| = p , x may be chosen to have order p.
Since CG(M)’ < and [x,G] £ ^(M) , then there exists
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h in H and [x,h] = a V ,  (i,p) = 1 . Thus, hT'Sch = xa"V and 
yP = 1 . This is a contradiction since |< h""^ xh >| = . So if
Cq (M)/C2^ (M) is abelian, then [Cq (M),G] < ft^ (M) .
For each y e C^M)^ M , < y > M < G and < y > M is abelian.
The previous result has shown that < y > M must have the form (2,1,1).
Hence, CG(M)/fi1(M) has exponent p. Since < a < Z(G)
and [H,Cq (M)] < fl1(M) , then $(G) = $(H) . Hence, $(G) = $(H) .
Thus, H is a p-group and M < H and M < $(H) and CH(M) = M . By 
Theorem 4.2, $(H) must be abelian. Thus, $(G) must be abelian.
Corollary 4.3: If N is a Redei metacyclic p-group of order p \
then N cannot be $(G) for any p-group G .
2 2
Proof; Assume N = $(G) . Let N = < x,y: yP = y^ = 1, x^ = xx^ >. 
Then all the maximal subgroups of N are abelian of type (2,1) . Hence,
there exists a normal subgroup of G of type (2,1) and contained in
N. This implies N is abelian by Theorem 4.3.
Hence, of the Redei p-groups the following cannot be Frattini 
subgroups of p-groups.
(1) Redei, nonmetacyclic (Theorem 4.1).
(2) Redei metacyclic of order p^ [14],
(3) Redei metacyclic of order p^ (Corollary 4.3)•
The remaining Redei metacyclic p-groups can be Frattini sub­
groups of p-groups as is proven next.
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Theorem 4.4: If N is a Redei metacyclic p-group of order pn,
n > 4 , then N can be a Prattini subgroup of a metacyclic p-group.
Proof: By [15, Aufgabe 22, p. 309] N is of the form
a-1 h na-^
< a,b: a = bp = 1, a = ap a > ,  a - 1 > 3, P - 1 > 2 .
Suppose ? e (Aut N)n . There must exist integers A, An, and Bn such
£ A C *1 01that a = a and b = a b if z is to correspond to an element in
a metacyclic p-group having N as its Prat tin! subgroup.
ot—2 oi—2 . a—2
Now (aP )? = ap = a p implies A = 1 (mod p). Next,
( b ' r V j C b 5) = a?ap°-2 or b ' V ^ b ® 1 = a1+AV “"2 = .
r 1+Ad r 1^-jP
Hence, B^ = 0 (mod p). Thus, a = a p and b^ = a b . Next,
a? = a^1+^p  ^ = a1+^p +p D for an integer D . If sp = a V  , then
rp h*3 l+1na_2 a-4
a = a = a . Hence, A = 0 (mod p ) . Also,
d pA1+p2(A1B1 (p-1))+p“"2E l+p2(p-l)(B-i+B?)+B?p3 
b = a 1 b
d r s CP ar —ro01-2for an Integer E . If ? - a b , then b = b = ba and
a _3
so A1 = 0 (mod p01-3) and B, = 0 (mod p3-'3) . Hence, a? = a^+^p and
A p“-3 1+B pP"2 
b = a b
If x and y are generators of a metacyclic p-group G having 
N as a Prattinl subgroup, then since G is regular it must be of the form
Pa P3 y i+P01"3< x,y: x^ = = 1, x^ = x y >
/  o i-3 \  a —3
where xp = a and yp = b . Then (xp )^  = xpxp p - a^ = aap
P-l a-1 P-2 a-2
Also, jr cannot be x for then b would be a
For G to be metacyclic
g
(1) (14pa_3)p = 1 (mod pa) and
(2) p ° V " 3) = 0 (mod pa)
must be satisfied [15, Satz 11.2, p. 336].
g
Now (2) Is clearly satisfied. Next (l+p“-3)p = 1 + pa+ ”^3 + j 
for an Integer F and ot < a + g - 3 since g > 3 . Hence, G is meta­
cyclic .
Theorem 4.5: A necessary and sufficient condition that a meta­
cyclic nonabelian p-group G have a Redei metacyclic Frattini subgroup 
is that G is of the form
a g i + n a “ 3
G = < x,y: xp = jr = l , x y = x'^ >, a > 4, g > 3 .
Proof: Let G be as above. Then
. ( 0 )  = < x P , / :  (xPjP”' 1 = (yP)P6' 1, = (xP )P °'2 >
a+g-
is Redei, metacyclic. The converse is Theorem 4.4.
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CHAPTER V
ON NONABELIAN PRATTINI SUBGROUPS OP ORDER p5
n
The nonabelian groups of order p (p > 3) which may be isomorphic 
to a Prattini subgroup of a group are classified in this chapter. Nine- 
teen noniscmorphic groups of order p are obtained.
In Section 2 it is shown that twelve of these cannot be isomorphic 
to Prattini subgroups.
In Section 3 three-groups are constructed which have one of the 
remaining seven groups as its Prattini subgroup.
Hence, the maximum number of types of groups that could be 
Prattini subgroups of order p are identified.
Section 1
If a nonabelian group T of order p is isomorphic to a normal
subgroup of a p-group G contained in $(G) , then |Z(T)| > p and
Z(T) cannot be cyclic (Hobby [14]). Hence, T must have at least
•3
one abelian normal subgroup of order p .  These two conditions are used
throughout this section. Two cases are studied:
5
(1) groups of order p with an abelian maximal subgroup, and
(2) groups of order pJ with no abelian maximal subgroup.
In this section the identification of p-groups with either a 
cyclic or a metacyclic Prattini subgroup is considered. A judicious use 
will be made of the results in Chapters I, II, and III since the cases 
are frequently easier to handle directly.
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Theorem 5.1: If T is of order , normal In a group G , and
contained in $(G) , then T 1 < Z(T) . For p > 2 , T is regular.
Proof: By Hobby [14] Z(T) cannot be cyclic. Hence, |Z(T)| > p
and |T/Z(T)| < p3 . If |T/Z(T)| = p2 , then T/Z(T) is abelian and
T* < Z(T) . For |T/Z(T) | = p^ , T/Z(T) is a normal subgroup of G/Z(T)
contained in $(G)/Z (T) . By [14] T/Z(T) cannot have a cyclic center if
it is nonabelian. Hence T/Z(T) is abelian. Thus, T* < Z(T) . Since
P ^
T is nonabelian, the only possibilities are |T/Z(T)| = p or p .
Therefore, class T is 2 and for p > 3 T is regular.
5
Theorem 5.2: If a group T of order p has an abelian maximal
subgroup A , and T is a normal subgroup of a group G contained in
$(G) , then u-^ (T) < Z(T) and the exponent of T r is p .
Proof: Since A is maximal, u-^T) < A . Then [v>1(T),A] = 1 
because A is abelian. There must exist t e T ^  A such that T = A< t >.
Then [tp,a] = 1 for a e A . By Theorem 4.1 T is regular. Hence,
[tp,a] = 1 = [t,alP . Thus, u-^ (T) < Z(T) and the exponent of T* is 
P •
Lemma 5.1: If T , a regular group of order p^, has an abelian
maximal subgroup A and T = A< a > , then ap = 1 or ap e A 'v u-^ (A) .
Proof: By Theorem 5.2 aP e Z(T) . Suppose ap ^ 1 for any 
a £ A . Then there exists an x in A and ap = xpt . Let a = ax-t .
Then T = A< a > and a? = apx”pt = 1 since T is regular and the
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exponent of T 1 is p . This contradiction implies ap sf: u-^ (A) .
Hence, either ap = 1 or ap e A ^ u-^A) .
In the following classification A denotes an abelian subgroup
h ,
of order p . If A is of type (1,1,1,1) then the generators of A 
are {a^a^a^a^} . If A is of type (2,1,1) , then
A = < a^a^sSLy ap = ap = ap = 1 > . If A Is of type (3S1) s then
A = < a^,a2: ap = ap = 1 > . The group T is assumed to be of the
form T = A < a > ,  a |: A .
Theorem 5-3: If a group T of order p has an abelian maximal
subgroup and T is a normal subgroup of a group G contained in $(G) ,
then class T is 2 and the possibilities for T are precisely the 
following types:
2 3
( I) T = < alsa: ap = ap = 1, [a-^a] = ap > .
2 3 2
( II) T = < a-j^ a: ap = ap = 1, [alsa] = ap > .
3 2
( III) T = < a-j_,a2,a: ap = ap = ap = 1, [a-^a] = ap > .
2
( IV) T = < a^a^a^a: ap = ap = ap = ap = 1, [a^a] = ap > .
( V) T = < a ^ a ^ a ^ a ^ a :  ap = ap = ap = ap = 1 = ap, [a,a^] = a1 > .
2
( VI) T = < al3a2>a^,a: ap = ap = ap = ap = 1, [a^a] = aP > .
2
( VII) T = < a^a^a^a: ap = a^ = ap = ap = 1, [ag,a] = a2 > .
(VIII) T = < a^a^a^a: ap = ap = ap = 1, ap = a2, [a^a] = ap > .
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2
( IX) T = < a1,a23a^Ja: ap = ap = ap = 1, ap = a2, [a^a] = ap > .
2
( X) T = < a^a^a^a: ap = ap = ap = ap = 1, [a^a] = a2 > .
2
( XI) T = < a^a^a^a: a^ = ap = a^ = 1, ap = a2, [a-^a] = a2 > .
( XII) T = < a ^ a ^ a ^ a ^ a :  a^ = a^ = ap = a^ = 1 = ap,
( XIII) T = < a ^ a ^ a ^ a ^ a :  ap = ap = ap = ap = 1, ap - a^
( XIV) T = < alsa2,a33
[als£
( XV) T = < a-j^a^a^
[als£
( XVI) T = < alsa2,a3,
( XVII) T = < an,aOJao3
2 2
(XVIII) T = < alsa2,a: ap = ap = ap = 1, [a^a] = a^, [a2,a] = a^ > .
2 2
( XIX) T = < alsa2,a: a^ = ap = ap = 1, [a-^a] = apa1} [a2,a] = > s
E  ^O(mod p) and 0 < F < p - 1 .
Proof: %  Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 T r < Z(T) , u -^ CT) < Z(T) ,
and the exponent of T 1 is p . Since $(T) = T ?u^(T) 3 then $(T) < Z(T) .
Lemma 4.1 is used throughout the proof.
a-p [a^a] “ a2 > .
al " a2 = ap =3
1 = ap ,
a-^ j [a3,a] = a2 > .
2
ap = ap = ap = 
3




ap = ap = ap = 2 a^ = 1, [a3,a] = ap, [alsa]





13 a •” a2, [a3,a] a^3
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Consider the case that |Z(T)| = p^ . By [14] Z(T) is not 
cyclic. If $(T) = Z(T) j then T is Redei and is one of the following 
types [15, P- 309]:
2 2
T = < a1}a2,a: ap = ap = ap = 1, [a^a] = a2 > .
2 3
T = < alsa: ap = ap = 1, [a-^a] = ap > .
2 3  2
T = < a-^a: a^ = ap =1, [a^a] = ap > .
3
T = < a1,a2,a: = ap = ap = 1, [a^a] = a2 > .
By Theorem 4.1, the first and fourth groups cannot be normal subgroups of 
a group contained in its Erattini subgroup. Hence, the groups obtained are:
2 3
(I) T = < a13a: ap = ap = 1, [a13a] = ap > , and
2 3 2
(II) T = < a13a: ap = ap = 1  [a13a] = ap > .
2Next, consider the case that |$(T) | < p . Suppose i>(T) is
cyclic of order p . Then Z(T) must be of type (2,1) . Since the
exponent of T* is p , |T* | = p . There exist a^ and a2 such
that Z(T) = < a13a2: a^ = ap = 1 > . Then T = N ® < a2: ap = 1 >
such that |N| = p^ and $(T) < Z(N) . Since T is nonabelian, N 
must be nonabelian. By the regularity of T there exists g in T 
such that $(T) = < g p >. If g | N , then g = na2 for n e N and
I e Z . Then gp = (na2)p = nPa2P = nP . Hence, $(N) = $(T) = Z(N) .
Thus, N is Redei metacyclic of exponent p^ and has the form
3 2 
< a^,a: a^ = ap = 1, [a^,a] = ap > . The group T has the form
3 2
(III) T = < a^a: ap = ap = 1, [a^a] = aP > ® < a 2: ap = 1 > .
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The next case is that $(T) is cyclic of order p. First consider
Z(T) to be of type (2,1) . There exist a-^  and a2 such that Z(T)
2
= < a^,a2: ap = ap = 1 > . Since < Z(T) , $(T) = u-^ (T) = < ap >.
D
Therefore, T = N a < a2: a2 = 1 > and N is nonabelian of order p .
Thus, |N* | = p and $>(N) = < ap > = N' < Z(N) . Also, Z(N) is cyclic
of order p^. By [15, p. 309] N must be of the form
2
N = < a^a^a: ap = ap = ap = 1, [a^a] = ap > . Hence, T is of the type
2
(IV) T = < a-pa^ja: ap = ap = ap = 1, [a^a] = ap > a < a2: ap = 1 > .
Suppose Z(T) is of type (1,1,1) . There are elements a-p a2,
a^ of T such that Z(T) = < a^a^a^: ap = ap = ap = 1 > and without
loss of generality let $(T) = < a^ > . Then T = N ® < a2,a^ > and
N is a nonabelian group of order p^. There are two possibilities for
N: N = < a1,a|t,a: ap = ap = ap = 1, aj = [a,a^] > or
2
N = < a,a-]_: ap = a^ = 1, [a^,a] = ap > . Hence, T may be one of two
types:
( V) T = < a-]_,a^ ,a: a^ = ap = ap = 1, a1 = [a,a^] > a < a^a^: ap = ap = 1 >
or
2
(VI) T = < a,a-j_: ap = ap = 1, [a^,a] = ap > ® < a^a^: ap = ap = 1 > .
Consider 3>(T) to be of type (1,1) . First suppose Z(T) is
of type (2,1) . There exist a^ and a2 such that Z(T)
2
= < a19a2: ap = ap = 1 > . Then 3>(T) = < ap,a2 > . Since |Z(T)| = p^
and |T| = p5 , |t’| = p. Either T* < ux(Z(T)) or T* ^ u1(Z(T)) .
Hence, without loss of generality T* = < a2 > or T* = < ap > . Con­
sider the first case that T* = < a2 > . Then T = T/u^(Z(T)) is non­
abelian of order p \  |T* | = p = |$(T)| , and Z(T) is of type (1,1) .
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By [15, p. 309] T Is type 1H or 11 of Huppert. Thus,
T = < a13a2,a^,a: = 1, aP = a2, [a^a] = a2 >
or
T = < a^a^I^a: ^  = i^ = i^ = ap = lJ [a^a] = a2 > .
Consider the first form of T . Since Z(T) is of type (2,1) ,
T has an abelian subgroup of type (2,1,1) or (2,2) . First suppose
T has an abelian subgroup of type (2,1,1) and none of type (2,2) .
If ap = api , then < > is abelian and by the Abelian Basis
Theorem a^ may be chosen so that ap = 1 . Similarly if aP = ap  ^ ,
then a may be replaced by a generator of order p. If ap = a2 or 
"D kap = a2 for j or k not congruent to zero modulo p, then < a ^ ^  >
or < a,a^ > is abelian of type (2,2) . A contradiction arises. Hence,
the generators a, and a may be chosen to be of order p. Thus,
J 2
T = < a^a^a^a: ap = ap = ap = ap = 1, [a^a] = a2 > .
Next assume T has an abelian subgroup of type (2,2) . Then
ap = a2 or aP = a2 in which i or j is not congruent to zero
modulo p. If both are not congruent to zero modulo p, since G is
regular and |t ’| = p , then (a^a-i) = a^a-^  = a^a"^ = 1 . The
1 -igenerator a^ can be replaced by a^a . Hence, a^ and a may be 
chosen so that ap = a2 and ap = 1 . Thus,
T = < a^a^a^a: ap = ap = ap = 1, ap = a2, [a^,a] = ap > .
Consider the second form of T . If T has abelian subgroups
of type (2,1,1) and has no abelian subgroup of type (2,2) , then
2
T = < apa^a^ja: ap = ap = ap = ap = 1, [a^a] = a2 > .
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This group has the same defining relations as the group obtained when 
T had the first form and T had no abelian subgroups of type (2,2) .
If T has an abelian subgroup of type (2,2) , then
2
T = < a^a^a^a: a^ = a2 = ap = 1, a^ = a2, [a^,a] = a^ > .
This group has the same defining relations as the group obtained when
T had the first form and T had an abelian subgroup of type (2,2) .
Hence, in the case of T* £ u-^ (T) two groups are obtained:
2
(VII) T = < a^a^a^a: a^ = a2 = a^ = ap = 1, [a^,a] = a2 > or
(VIII) T = < a-^a^a^a: a^ = = ap = 1, a^ = a2, [a^,a] = a^ > .
Next consider T* < u^(T) and without loss of generality let
T* = < a? > . The group T = T/< a2 > is of order p \  Z(T)
_ 2 _
= < a1: a^ = 1 > ,  and $(T) = < > . Huppert in Satz 12.6 on page
346 and Aufgabe 29 on page 349 has classified all groups of order p^ for
p > 2 . Of these groups, the only possibility for T is the one of
type (8). Hence,
T = < a-j^a^a: a^ = a^ = i? = 1, [a^,a] = a^ > .
If T has an abelian subgroup of type (2,1,1) and has no abelian sub­
group of type (2,2) , then the generators a^ and a may be chosen 
so that
T = < a^a^a^a: a^ = a2 = a^ = ap = 1, [a^a] = a^ > .
However, $(T) = < a^ > . A contradiction arises since $(T) is assumed 
to be of type (1,1) . If T has an abelian subgroup of type (2,2) ,
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then
(IX) T = < a^a^a^a: ap = a^ = aP = 1, ap = a2, [a^a] = ap > .
Finally consider $(T) to be of type (1,1) and Z(G) to be
of type (1,1,1) . There exist a^a^a^ such that Z(T) = < a^a^a^ > 
and $(T) = < a-L,a2 > . Then T = N ® < a^: ap = 1 > with N non-
abellan of order and Z(N) of type (1,1) . Also $(N) = $(T) = Z(N)
since a^ e fl^ (Z(T)) . By [15, p. 309] N Is type (15) or (7) of 
Huppert. Hence, there are two possibilities for T :
2
(X) T = < a1,a2,a: ap = ap = ap = 1, [a-^a] = a2 > ® < a^: ap = 1 >
or
2
(XI) T = < a^,a2,a: ap = ap = 1, ap = a2, [a^a] = a2 > ® < a^: ap = 1 > .
A
Consider the case that |Z(T)| = p . For any abelian subgroup 
A of order p \  Z(T) < A for otherwise G is abelian. By [14] Z(T)
cannot be cyclic. Hence, Z(T) is of type (1,1) .
First, suppose T has an abelian subgroup A of type (1,1,1,1) .
There exist a ^ a ^ a ^ a ^  such that A = < a ^ a ^ a ^ a ^  > and Z(T)
= < aj,a2 > . There must exist a e T 'v* A so that T = A< a > . Since
T = Z2(T) , a^ = aia2a3 aad a^ = a^aEa2 for integers E, F, R, and U .
First assume |T’| = p; without loss of generality suppose T* = < a-^  > .
Then U = F = 0 (mod p) .
Now ( a ^ E)a = (aE)a(a^ E )a = a^a^a^a"® = aEa^E . Thus,
■p _,p TD
a^a^ e Z(T) and so a^ e < a4,a1,a2 > . This contradicts the independence
of the generators of A . Therefore, |T*| > p and hence T’ = Z(T) .
By Lemma 5*1 and Theorem 5*2 ap e Z(T) . The element ap may be chosen, 
without loss of generality, to be 1 or a^ • The two groups obtained
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are
( XII) T = < a ^ a ^ a ^ a ^ a :  = ap = = 1 = ap, [ag,a] = a1#
[ajpa] = a2 > or
(XIII) T = < a ^ a ^ a ^ a ^ a :  a^ = ap = ap = a^ = 1, ap = a.^ [a^a] = a-^
[a^a] ■" a2 > •
Consider T to have an abelian subgroup A of type (2,1,1) .
2
Hence, there exist a-^a^a^ and A = < a^a^a^: = ap = ap = 1 > .
Since u-l(T) < Z(T) , Z(T) = < ap,a2 > . There exists a e T ^  A so
that T = A< a > . Now a-^  is a generator of T since ap = 1 or a2 .
„ h O
Thus, N = < a ^ a ^ a ^ a  > is of order p . Since |Z(N)| = p ,
< ap,a2,a2 > is elementary abelian. By Burnside [p. 146, xiv] [a^a]
= ap or a2 .
First assume < a^ > < T . Then [a-pa] = aP . Suppose [a^a]
Ep , E p-In3- , P\^v Ep\P“l E pE p-1 Ep(p-l) E p-1= a^ . Then (a-^ a^  ) = (a-jatjj (a^a^ ) = a^a^ a^ - p ' = a^a^
E D—1and so a^a^ e Z(T) . Hence, a^ e < a^,a2 > . A contradiction is
obtained. Hence, if < a^ > < T , then
2
(XIV) T = < a^a^a^a: a^ = ap = ap = 1 = ap, [apa] = aj£, [a^a] = a2 >
or
( XV) T = < a^a^a^a: a^ = ap = ap = 1, ap = a2, [apa] = ap,
C a^»a] = a2 > .
If < a^ > i T , then consider B = < al3a2,a > . If |B| = p^ ,
then a^ = a^a2 without loss of generality by [8,(x) of p. 146]. In
this case, < a-pa^a > is of order p-\ Thus, < ap,a2,a2,a > must 
satisfy a^ = a^a2 or a| = a ^  [8,(xiv) of p. 146].
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Suppose 4= . Then T* = < a2 > and (a"^) = a ^ a ^ a ^
= a'^a^ . Hence, a^a^ e Z(T) . A contradiction arises.
Thus, aa = a^ap and T* = Z(T) . T has one of the following
forms:
2
( XVI) T = < a-^a^a^a: ap = a^ = ap = ap = 1, [a3,a] = a^,
[a1,a] = a2 > or 
2
(XVII) T = < a^a^a^a: a^ = ap = ap = 1, ap = a2, [a3,a] = a^,
“ &2  ^ *
If |B| = p^ , then C = < a^,a3,a > Is of order p^ or p-*.
If |C| = p^ , then C Is isomorphic to (9) or (10) of [15, p. 34]
if p > 3 or Example 10.15 of [15, p. 334] if p = 3 . Hence,
Q» q. So
al = ala3 a3 = a3ai • ® ie number S is 1 or a non-quadratic
residue mod p. Hence, T r = < a3,a^ > and class T is 3 • However,
T = Z2(T) implies T f < Z(T) and class T is 2 . Therefore, C is 
not of order p \  Next suppose |c| = p^ . Since T = Z2(T) , then
al = alal a2 ^or integers E F element [a3,a] may be
chosen to be ap or a2 without loss of generality. First assume
cL IDa^ = a^a^ . Now < alsa2,a > = < a ^ a ^ a  > implies there exists
R, S, U e Z so that a^ = a^a2aU . Then aa = (aE) sl^ sP  = a^ap
= a^a2aUap = aEa^Rpa^Fa2aU which implies ap = a ^ pa^F or ap 1^-ER^
= a ^  . So RP = 0 (mod p) and 1 - ER = 0 (mod p) . If p|F , then
aa = a^+Ep and < a-^  > 3 T . A contradiction arises. Thus, p|R and 
p|F . Since 1 - ER = 0  (mod p) , a contradiction is obtained. There­
fore, if aa = a^ap , then Z2(T) < T . But Z2(T) = T and hence without
loss of generality aa = a^a2 . There exist integers E and F so that 
aa = a^a^a^ . Since C = B , there exist R, S, U 0 Z and a^ = a^a2a^
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a R S U  R REp RP S U ,, 1-RF REp 0
Since = a^a2 " aia2a a2 = alal 2 a2a 3 n a2 = ^  *
RE = 0 (mod p) and 1 - RF = 0 (mod p) . If R = 0 (mod p) , then a
9 P t
contradiction arises. Hence, E = 0 (mod p) and a-^  = a-^ a^  . If p|F ,
—P —P
then a-^  e Z(T) . A contradiction arises. Now (a-j_a~ ) = a^a^ and
a^a~P e Z(T) . Thus, |z(T)| > p^ . This contradicts the assumption
that |Z(T)| - p2 . Hence, C is not of order p-\ The possibilities
are exhausted if T has only abelian subgroups of type (1,1,1,1) .
Suppose T has an abelian subgroup A of type (2,2) . There
p2 o2exist a^ and a2 such that A = < a^,a2: a^ = a2 = 1 > . There
exist a e T ^ A and T = A< a > . Since u1(A) < Z(T) and |u1(A)|
= p2 , then u-^ (A) = Z(T) = < ap ,a^ > . If < a-^  > < T , then aa = a^"^
without loss of generality. Consider N = < a^,a2,a > which is of order
p \  Since Z(N) = < a^,ap > , then aa = a2ap or aa = a2aEp . If 
aa = a » then (a~Ea2) = a^Ea2 . Hence a”Ea2 e Z(T) . A contra­
diction arises. Thus aa = a2ap and
2 2
(XVIII) T = < a-j_,a2,a: ap = ap = ap = 1, [a^a] = a^, [a2,a] = ap > .
If no element in A of order p2 generates a normal subgroup of
rj ii
T , then consider < alsa2,a >; this is a subgroup of order p . Then
2 2
(XIX) T = < a-j^a^a: ap = ap = ap = 1, [a-^a] = apals [a2,a] = a^a^3 >
with E | 0 (mod p) and 0 < P < p - 1 .
If T has an abelian subgroup of type (3,1) , then Z(T) is 
cyclic since o-^ (T) < Z(T) . This contradicts [14]. If T has an
p
abelian subgroup of type (4), then |Z(T)| > p . A contradiction arises.
All the possibilities have been exhausted in the case that 
|Z(T)| = p2 .
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None of the groups I - XIX are isomorphic. Groups I - XI have a center
o 2
of order pJ whereas groups XII - XIX have a center of order p . First
consider the groups I - XI. I and II are Redei whereas the rest are not.
Group I does not have a cyclic subgroup of order pJ normal in I whereas
II does. The only non-Redei group of exponent p^ is III. The only group
2
of exponent p is V. Groups IV, VI - XI have exponent p . The center of 
these groups Is either of type (2,1) or (1,1,1). Those groups with 
center of type (1,1,1) are VI, X, and XI. Group VI has a Frattini
2
subgroup of order p whereas X and XI have Frattini subgroups of order p . 
The pth powers in group X generate a subgroup of order p whereas in 
XT it is of order p*\
Next, consider groups IV, VII - IX which have a center of type 
(2,1). Group IV has a Frattini subgroup of order p whereas the remainder
p
have one of order p . Group VII has no abelian subgroup of type (2,2);
groups VIII and IX possess an abelian subgroup of type (2,2). Group
VIII has a cyclic subgroup which is not in the center but which is normal
in the group. Group IX does not possess such a subgroup. Hence, each
group I - XI is distinct.
Consider groups XII - XIX. The only one of exponent p is XII.
2
The rest are of exponent p . Group XIII is the only one with an abelian 
subgroup of type (1,1,1,1). Groups XVIII and XIX are the only ones 
with an abelian subgroup of type (2,2). Group XVIII has a cyclic
p
subgroup of order p normal in It whereas XIX does not.
2
Groups XIV and XV have a cyclic subgroup of order p normal in 
it whereas XVI and XVIII do not. The pth powers in XIV and XVI generate 
a subgroup of order p. The pth powers in XV and XVTI generate a subgroup
p
of order p . Hence, the groups XII - XIX are distinct.
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Theorem 5.^: If T has order p^, only nonabelian maximal sub­
groups, and |Z(T)| = p2 , then |T!| = p^ .
Proof: Assume |Tr| < p2 . Consider Case 1 that Z(T) = T* and
Z(T) is type (1,1) . Since class T Is 2, T is regular. Because
the exponent of T* is p , = t ' = Z(T) .
There exist a ^ a ^ a ^ a ^ a  such that Z(T) = < a-L,a2 > and a^,a^,a 
are the generators of T . If T = T/< a^ > , then T 1 = < > = $(T) ,
and T is of order p \  By Satz 12.6 [15, p. 3^6] |Z(T)| = p2 . With­
out loss of generality Z(T) = < a2,a^  > . Note that Z(T) may be cyclic
and so a^ = a2 . Now T* = < a2 > and
__ _ _ _ _ _a2j _ __
T = < Q.^ 3 3 3 sl • 0*2 ~ ^2* a2 = a35 a4 = a4a2 ^
a l^ v a ci S
T = < 3,-^ 3 3-2 3 8*3 3 ctjj y 9, i 3*2 = a3 = ^3 ]^_3 ^4 =  ^ *
Thus a^Ca1^ 1^  = a^rara^ a^ j1 = a1^ 1 . The group M = < a ^ a ^ a ^ a ^ a ^  >
is abelian. Suppose |M| = p^ . Then a^ e < a ^ a ^ a ^ a  > . However,
a ^ a ^ a  are generators of T . This contradiction implies |m | > p^ .
This contradicts the assumption that T has no abelian subgroups of order 
p \  Thus, Case 1 cannot occur. Case 2 considers Z(T) to be equal to
t 2T and cyclic of order p . There exists a^ so that Z(T) = < a-^ : a^ = 1 >.
Class T is 2 and T is regular by Satz 10.2 [15, p. 322].
p
Since T is not cyclic, |ft^ (T)| > p and the exponent of fi^ (T)
is p . Hence, there exists a2 e fi^ (T) such that a2 £ < a^ > . Then
< a-^ ,a2 > is a normal abelian subgroup of T of order p , since 
T f < < ap a2 > • Since a2 £ Z(T) , A = CT(< a^,a2 >) is a maximal sub­
group of T . A is abelian because < a1}a2 > < Z(A) and |A: < aisa2 >| < p
This contradicts the assumption that T has no abelian subgroups of order p .
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Thus Case 2 does not occur. Consider Case 3 that |Z(T)| = |Tf| = p2 
and T f | Z(T) . Therefore C^Ct') is a maximal subgroup of T .
Hence, t 'z (T) ^ZCCrpCT1)) and |Ct (Tt): t ’z (T)| < p  . The subgroup 
Ct (T’) is abelian. A contradiction arises. Case 5j which is |Tr| = p , 
is all that remains to be considered. Since T* < Z(G) , class T is 2 
and T is regular. Since the exponent of T* is p , then u^(T) i Z(T) . 
Thus $(T) = u-^ (T) , t ' < Z(T) , and T has three or four generators.
There exists a-^  such that < a1 > = t' and let a ^ a ^ a  be three
generators of T not contained in Z(T) . The elements a^ and a may
be chosen so that a^ = a^a1 . There exist integers i and j such
that a ^  = a^a^ and a^ = a^a^ . If j = 0 (mod p) , then Z(T)< a ^  >
is abelian of order p \  A contradiction arises. Thus j ^ 0 (mod p).
Now (a^a^) = a^a^a^a^ = . Hence < a~^a^,a >Z(T) is an
abelian subgroup of order p^. A contradiction again arises and this 
case cannot occur.
Q
This exhausts the possibilities. Hence, |T’ | > p . Since 
ITf = p5 , |Tf| = p3 .
Theorem 5.5' If T has order p^ and only nonabelian maximal 
subgroups, then T is not isomorphic to a normal subgroup of a group G 
and contained in $(G) .
Proof: Assume T is a normal subgroup of group G and T < $(G) .
By Hobby [14], Z(T) is not cyclic. Thus, |Z(T)| > p . If |Z(T)| = p^, 
then T has an abelian maximal subgroup. This contradiction implies 
Z(T) is of type (1,1) . Since T/Z(T) 3 G/Z(T) and T/Z(T) < $(G/Z(T)), 
T/Z(T) must be abelian [14]. Hence, T* < Z(T) , and |T*| < p2 . This
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contradicts Theorem 5*4. Therefore, T cannot be normal in G and 
contained in $(G) .
The group T satisfies property (*) if T is a nonabelian group 
of order p'* that is isomorphic to a normal subgroup of a group and con­
tained in its Frattini subgroup.
In Theorems 5-4 and 5.5 it has been shown that if T satisfies 
(#), then it must have an abelian maximal subgroup.
Theorem 5.6: If T satisfies (*), then class T is two and 
T could be isomorphic to precisely one of the following:
(1)
2
T = < P,Q,R,S: FP = Q P = R P = S P =1. [Q,S] = sp , [R,S] = P > .
( 2) T = < P,Q,R,S,U: pP = QP = #  = Sp = UP = 1, [RjU] = P, [S,U] = Q
( 3)
2
T = < P,Q,R,S: pP = R p = qP = S p = 1 [R,S] = Q > •
( 4)
2
T = < P,Q,R,S: pP = qP = RP = SP = 1 [P,S] = Qs ;r ,s ] = pP > .
( 5)
2 2
T = < P,R,S: pP = SP = rP = 1, [P,S = sp , [R»S] = pP > .
( 6)
2
T = < P,Q,R,S: pP = qP = rP = S P = 1 [PjR] [S,R] = Q > .
( 7)
2 2 
T = < P,Q,R: pP = QP = RP =1, [P,R = PP, [QjR] = RP > .
( 8)
2 2
T = < P,Q,R: pP = QP = Rp = 1, [P,R = pP >
( 9)
2 2
T = < P,R,s: pP = RP = SP = 1, [P,S = Rp, CR,S] = p^Prsp > ,
0 < S < p - 1 and r  ^0 mod p) •
(10)
2 2
T = < P,Q,R: pP = QP = RP = 1, [P,R = pP, [Q,R] = qP > .
(11) T = < P,Q,R,S: pP2 = Q P = I ^ = s P = l [PjR] = Q > .
(12)
3




(13) T = < P,Q,R,S,U: = #  = pP = SP = UP = 1, [S,U] = P > .
2
(14) T = < P,Q,R,S: pP = QP = RP = Sp = 1, [P,S] = pP > .
2 2
(15) T = < P,R,S: pP = SP = RP = 1, [P,S] = pP > .
2
(16) T = < P,Q,R,S: pP = Qp = Rp = Sp = 1, [R,S] = Pp > .
2 2
(17) T = < P,Q,R: pP = QP = rP = 1, [P,R] = qP > .
2 3
(18) T = < P,Q: pP = QP =1, [P,Q] = pP > .
2 3 2
(19) T = < P,Q: pP = QP =1, [P,Q] = QP > .
Proof; Theorems 5*3 and 5-5*
The groups of Theorem 5-3 correspond to those of Theorem 5.6 in 
the following manner:





















In the following, T is considered to be a normal subgroup in
a group G . Consequently each characteristic subgroup of T is normal
in G . If H is a subgroup of G containing T , then any p-automorphism
on H induced by an element of G also induces an automorphism on T.
If T is a normal subgroup of a group K , then for each
a e (Aut T) , there exists an extension l->T->-L-><a>-*l such
P x
that K contains an element x for which L = t< x > and t a = ta ,a a
for all t e T .
Theorem 5.7: The following groups T of order p^ and class two
are not isomorphic to a subgroup H of a group G for which
G* < H < $(G) .
2
( 1) T = < P,Q,R,S: pP = QP = RP = SP =1, [Q,S] = SP, [R,S] = P > .
(2) T = < P,QjR,S,U: Pp * = Rp = SP = Up = 1, [R,U] = P, [S,U] = Q > .
(3) T = < P,Q,R,S: P*3 = RP = #  = Sp = 1, [R,S] = Q > .
2
(4) T = < P,Q,R,S: P*3 = ^  = Rp = SP = 1, [P,S] = Q, [R,S] = Pp > .
2 2
(5) T = < P,R,S: PP = RP = SP =1, [P,S] = SP, [R,S] = PP > .
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? - l , [PjR] [S,R] = Q >
( 7) T = < P,Q,R:
2
PP = QP = RP =1, [P,R] - * p . [Q.H] = RP > .
( 8) T = < P,Q,R: n
CM% IV)
ii % ii H [P,R] =  ^ > .
( 9) T = < P,R,S: I ? 2  = RP =  SP =  1, [P,S] - i f . [RjS] =  W p > ,
0 < n < p  -  1 and m | 0 (mod ]P) •
(10) T = < P,Q,R: P^ 52 = qP =  rf3 =  1 , [PjR] =  p p , [QjR] =  QP > .
Each of the next ten lemmas constitutes a part of the proof for 
Theorem 5*7* These groups are Isomorphic to the groups (1) - (10) In 
Theorem 5.6.
2
Lemma 5-2: The group T = < P,Q,R,S: PP=QP=RP=SP =1, QS=QSP , RS=RP >
Is not Isomorphic to a subgroup H of a group G for which G* < H < $(G).
Proof: Assume G to be a p-group that contains a subgroup H 
satisfying G* < H < $(G) and H = T . Without loss of generality, let 
H = T . There exists a normal series for T in which each term is 
normal in G and for which the factors of consecutive terms are cyclic 
of order p, namely,
1 < iP = < SP > < T* = < SP,P > < T'< q V  > < tt^T) = < P,Q,R,SP > < fi1(T)<S>=^ 
0 < i, j < p - 1, and both 1 and j are not congruent to zero modulo p.
If each element in G ^  $(G) centralizes T , then T < Z(G) .
Hence, there exists an element x in G ^ $(G) which does not centralizea
T; this element corresponds to an a e (Ant T) and a =f= id^ , . There 
exists a set of generators for T that without loss of generality can be 
assumed to be those already given and on which the Images under a can
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be given as follows:
sP + sP = spo
P + SapP = P
a,p bn c1 
Q -*• S P
o
a^p b„ c9 dP 
R •* S P Q R = Rq
a~p b, c_ d_
S -»-S P Q'% S = S
The exponents a,^,^,^, and dn are not all congruent to
zero modulo p. The condition S~1QqSo = QqsP must be satisfied. Hence,
i -i a-,p b-. c_ p(a-,+c1) b., c..
So QoSo = S S p Q S  = S 1 P XQ x
and
a,p+l b, c, 
Q0SP = S x P -lQ ±
Thus,
(1) c1 h 1 (mod p) .
The equality S”^R0So = RQPo also must hold. Now,
, , a,p bP cP d„ p(aP+cP) bp+dp d0 c_
S R S = S_±S P Q R S = S * d V d R Q o o o
and
p(ap+a) bp+l cp dp
R P  = S  P Q Ro o
Hence,
(2) c2 = a (mod p) , and
(3) d2 = 1 (mod p) .
, p(kaP-(P)cP) p(kbP-(P)dP) kcP kd~ .
The element = S J J P J Q JR and
Sp must be Sp . This occurs with no new conditions, o
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The action of aP on R is now determined:
Ra = sa2Ppb2QaR .
„3 p[3a?+3ab9+3aa,+a2b1] 3b„+3ab, o
R“ = S  2 1 1 P 2 1Q:iaR .
For i > 3 assume that
Then
Rcti ^  ^ p[ia2+(2)ab2+(2)aai+(3)a2bi]^ ib2+(2)abi^ ia^
ai+l p[ia2+(2)ab2+(2)aa1+(2)a2b1]
R = S .
i iap[ib2+(2)ab1] ib2+(2)ab1 a1aip b^ia
S P S P
QiaS 2PP 2QaR 








(**) R = S R
In view of the earlier comments, G contains a subgroup T< x^ > and 
t a = t“ for all t in T .
Since G* < T , then T< xa > < G . T< xa > = G implies that
G is cyclic. Hence, there exists at least one generator y e G such
that y e G ^ T< xa > .
Since |G: Cg (t ')| < p , then two cases arise. Consider Case 1
to be T* £ Z(G) and case 2 to be |G: Cq (T*)| = p . In Case 1, each
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element of G corresponds to the Identity automorphism in (Aut T 1) .
In Case 2, there is an element xa e G 'v Cq (t ’) . Hence, a | 0 (mod p) 
in the condition Pa = SapP . Let xD denote a group generator con-
P
tained in Cq (T*) ^ $(G) =)=<j>; x^ corresponds to an element
3 e  (Aut T< x^ >)p . The action of a on P is given as Pa = SapP
with a = 0 (mod p) in Case 1 and a $ 0 (mod p) in Case 2.
Since 3 e (Aut T< x >) , the previous computations Imply 3ot p
has the form:
SP Sp = Sp
P + P = P1
anp E.
Q -*• S P Q = Q.
apP b?
R -> S P R = R
a p b„ c_ d„
S S P Q ^  S = S
aiiP cn dii e4 
x_ -* S 4 P \  hR hS X  = (xa)1 .a
The condition (x )7^ R, (x ), = S ^ P  2Q?Rn must be satisfied. Now,a 1 1 a 1 1 1  3
, , alp b e,. p (ap+ip+abp+ae) (b9+e,+b0)
(x )7iR1(x ). = x^S S P RS x = S 2 2  2 P
a 1 1 a 1 a a
and
apP b„ p(ap+aa,+Ip) b^ +ab-, +b9
S ^  P = S R .
Thus,
(4) e^ = ab^ (mod p) , and
(5) ab2 + ae^ = aa-^  (mod p) .
-1 alp bi -1
Next, (x ), Q, (x ), must equal S P Q, . Moreover (x ).. Q, (x )_
a l x a 1 -L a ± i a 1
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. -e.. a-,p bn e, pfe-.+eN+ab-.+a-,) b,+b, a,p bn
= _S _P QS x = S 1 1 1 P 1 XQ and S 1 P
p(a1+a1) b,+b, 01
= S 1 P x •lQ . Hence,
(6) + ab-^  = 0 (mod p) .
Equations (4) and (6) imply e^ = 0 (mod p). This occurs irregardless
of whether x. centralizes T or not. Then, T< x >< x„ > must 
3 a 3
exist as a normal subgroup of G.
If G has a generator x^ which centralizes T , then there 
exists y e (Aut T< x^ >< xg >) such that y|T = and y must 
have the form:
P -> P = P2
Q Q = ^ 2
R R = R2
S + S = s2
a2lP 4>h C,, 5h
x -> S P Q R S x = ( x )0 a _ _ _ _ _ _ _  a a 2
sup 5 c 3,- e
xg S P Q ^R PS \  = (xg)2 .
The procedure showing e^ = 0 (mod p) can be followed to show
s 0 (mod p) . If xg £ Cq (T) , then the same procedure may be used
to show 5p. = 0 (mod p) . If xg e CQ(T) , then (Xg)2^Q(Xg)2 must
equal Q . Now (x^“^(x )2 = Xg1S"e5QSe5Xg = SPe5Q . Hence,
S,- a 0 (mod p) . 
b
Summarizing, the results are as follows:
-D D p (o)a b^n x
I. By (#*), x pRxP = S J n for any x e G CQ(T) and Px 
ao x aiP
= S rP, Q = S P Q , (a may or may not be congruent 
to 0 modulo p ).
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a,p b, c, dL
II. If w Cq(T) , then w  = S P Q R w for any y e G ^ T< w > .
ij-p Ej- Cp. Sp­
ill. If y, z Cq(T) , then yz = S 3 P °R .
Since $(G) - u-j.(G)G , any element in $(G) must be a word in 
u^(G) U G* , in which 311(1 are regarded as sets. Since
S e $(G) , there exist • • • ,fn e u^(G) u G' for some integer n
such that S - f^*‘*f , for i e {1,•••,n}, and f^ = g^ or [g^9h^] ,
for g. ,h. generators of G. From I - III = R or R®^ = RSp ^ P a bl ,
r f •• *f
for a,b-, e Z , and R ^ W  = r . Now RS = RP and R 1 n = R or
f • • *f
R 1 n = RSpk for some k such that 0 < k < p - 1 . A contradiction
arises. Therefore, T cannot be contained in $(G) for any p-group
G if G1 < T .
Lenina 5.3: The group
T = < P,Q,R,S,U: pP = QP = RP = SP = UP = 1, RU = RP, SU = SQ >
is not isomorphic to a subgroup H of a group G for which
G1 < H < *(G) .
Proof: Assume G to be a p-group that contains a subgroup H
satisfying G1 < H < $(G) and H = T . Without loss of generality,
let H = T . Since < P,Q,R,S > is the unique abelian subgroup of T
ii
of order p , < P,Q,R,S > is characteristic in T . Thus, there exists 
a normal series for T in which each term is normal in G and for 
which the factors of consecutive terms are cyclic of order p, namely,
1 < < P > < T* = <  P,Q > < < P,Q,R^S^ > < < P,Q,R,S > < < P,Q,R,S >< U > = T,
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0 < i, j < p - 1, and both i and j are not congruent to zero modulo p.
Two cases arise. Case 1 is j = 0 (mod p) and Case 2 is j | 0 (mod p).
Consider Case 1. Without loss of generality it may be assumed
that i = 1 (mod p).
If each element in G v $(G) centralizes T , then T < Z(G) .
Hence, there exists an element x in G ^ $(G) which does not centralizea
T; this element corresponds to an a e (Aut T) and a ={= idL, . ThereJJ X
exists a set of generators for T that without loss of generality can 
be assumed to be those already given and on which the images under a 
can be given as follows:
p -> P = P0
Q -*■PaQ ii o-
°
R -> al P Q li II 0*
S
a„ b_ c 
P Q R = sn
U
ap b„ Cp dp
P ^R ^ ii oa 
«
The exponents a, a^, b^, cm, and d^ are not all congruent to 
0 modulo p.
The condition Uq^o^o = R P  is satisfied. Next, U0^S0U0
a?+Cp b„+l Cp
must equal S0Qo • Hence, U~ S U = P Q R S and
a p + a  b p + 1  c
SqQo = P Q R S . Thus,
(1) a a Cp (mod p) .
P
The action of a on R is now determined:
ai
Ra = P Q 1? .
2 2a,+ab, 2b,
Ra = P 1 Q R .
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For k > 2 assume that
k ka-,+(~)ab, kb..
R“ = P 1 2 ^  .
Then,
k+1 kaT+C^abT+kabT+an kbn+bn (k+lJaT+^t'bab., (k+l)b,
R01 = P 1 2 1  Q R = P 1 2  XQ 1R .
Therefore,
R“P = H .
In view of the earlier camments, G contains a subgroup T< x > and 
x
t “ = t“ for all t in T .
Since g ' < T , then T < x  > « G . T < x  > = G implies that - 3 a a
G is cyclic. Hence, there exists at least one generator y e G such
that y e  G ^ T< x > .J a
Since |G: Cq (t ')| < P , then two cases arise. Consider Case 1
to be T* < Z(G) and Case 2 to be |G: Cq (t ')| = p . In Case 1, each
element of G corresponds to the Identity automorphism in (Aut T*) .
In Case 2, there is an element x e G ^ C^T*) . Hence, a i 0 (mod p)a u
in the condition Qa = PaQ . Let x. denote a group generator contained
P
in Cn(T*) ^ $(G) 4= d>; xQ corresponds to an element g e (Aut T< x >) .
u p a p
The action of a on Q is given as Qa = P®Q with a = 0 (mod p) in
Case 1 and a £ 0 (mod p) in Case 2.
Since g e (Aut T< x >) , the previous computations imply got p
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has the form:
P -* P = P-l
Q -> Q = Q.
alR ->P Q l  = R
a p  ^ 2
S -> P Q S = S.
a3 ^  °3 ^3 U -> P JR JS JU = U.
aii cii d4 eii
x + P 4Q ^R hS 4U \  = (x )n . a a a 1
_i ai
The condition (x )-, Rn (x )-, = P Q R-, must be satisfied. Since a 1 1 a 1 1
. an+e,. bn a., +eil+ab1+a1 bn+bn
(x«)l \ (xa)1 = (V I  P Q a^l = P Q R
a, b, a1+a1 b-.+b..
P 1Q = P x XQ 1 T? ,
then
(2) ejj + ab.^  = 0 (mod p) .
—1 a
Next, (x )t Sn (x )t must equal P Q RnS, . Because
a 1 x a x u i
, a0+ab0+aei,+a0 b0+b0+e,.
(x j r ^ f x  )-, = P R S and,a 1 1 a 1
a9 b ap+a„+aa1 b+b+atL
P Q ^RaS1 = P d d I  S
it follows that
(3) aa-^  = ab2 + ae^ (mod p) and,
(4) aii^  = ejj (mod p) .
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Since p > 2 , the conditions (2) and (4) imply = 0 (mod p)
This occurs regardless of whether xQ centralizes T or not. Then
p
T< >< Xg > must exist as a normal subgroup of G .
If G has a generator x^ which centralizes T , then there
exists y e (Aut T< x >< x_ >) such that yl = id™ and y must have
a p p lT ^
the form:
P + P = P2
R -> R = R2
U ->■ U = u2
%  ^4 °ii ^4 .
x ■+ P 4Q \  4S V  \  = (x )_ a _ _ _ _ _  a a 2
a.- b._ c._ d_ e._
x„ -> P 5Q 5R 5S 5x _ (x j  #
The procedure showing = 0 (mod p) can be followed to show = 0 (mod p) 
If Xg £ C^(T) , then the same procedure may be used to show e^ = 0 (mod p) .
If xg e Cq(T) , then (x J J ^ x  )2 = R = XgV^SHU^x = x^RP^x^ = RPe5 .
Hence, e^ = 0 (mod p) . Summarizing, the results are as follows:
I. x”^Rx^ = R for any x e G 'v- Cq (T) .
ci t) c d
II. If w |  cg^t) > then W7 = P 4R 4S \r for any y e G v T< w > .
iL  Sj. cL Sp­
i l l .  If y, z e Cq(T) , then yz = P °S .
Since $(G) = u -^ (G)g ' , any element in $(G) must be a word in 
u-j^ G K j G* , in which u-^G) and G* are regarded as sets. Since
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U e 4(G) , there exist e ^ ( G J u G 1 for some Integer n such
that U = f1" ,f’n , for k e {l,---,n} , and fk = gP or [g^,!^] , for
g, , h, generators of G . Prom I - III R®^ = R and R^®5^  = R . Now
K K f-j-.-f
rU - rp and r  n = R . A contradiction arises. Therefore, Case 1 
cannot occur.
Consider Case 2 that j £ 0 (mod p) . Thus, there exists a normal 
series for T in which each term is normal In G and for which the 
factors of consecutive terms are cyclic of order p, namely,
1 < < P > < < P,Q > < < P,Q,R^S^ > < < P,Q,R,S > < < P,Q,R,S >< U > = T .
If each element In G v $(G) centralizes T , then T < Z(G) .
Hence, there exists an element x in G ^ $(G) which does not centralize 3 a
T; this element corresponds to an a e (Aut T) and a =)= idT . There 
exists a set of generators for T that without loss of generality can be 
assumed to be those already given and on which the images under a can 
be given as follows:
P + P = Po
Q ■> PaQ = Qq
r V  -*• P ^ Q ^ r V  = (r V )
a, b jc9 d„+ic0 
R -> P Q S R = R0
a9 b« C-, d^
U -> P %  = UQ
o
The exponents a, a^, b^, cm , and d^ are not all congruent to 
0 modulo p. The condition = R0P0 must be satisfied. Now,
n a9 b„ jcQ d„+ic9 a9+dp+ic„ bp+jcp jcp d„+icp
ITtI U = U"XP Q S R U = P d Q S R ando o o
Hence,
(1) dg + iCg = 1 (mod p) and,
(2) jc2 = 0 (mod p) .
Since j | 0 (mod p) , c2 = 0 (mod p) from (2). From (1)
d2 = 1 (mod p) . Since (R^S^)01 = (Ri)°l(S^ )°l , then
2
. o, a.-ia0 b1-lb„ i-id9-i c„ j-ljc0 a1-ia0 bn-ib0 .
(SJ) = P 1 Q R  ^ dS d = P 1 Q ^SJ .
Hence, the subgroup < P,Q,S > Is normal in G . Since < P,Q,S >
= < P,Q,S^ > , j may be chosen to be 1 without loss of generality. 
Therefore, the Images of the elements of T under a can be given as 
follows:
P -v P = Po
Q PaQ = Qo
al ^1S -> P -^ Q 1S = S
a9 b_
R •* P Q R = R
o
o
a- b, c, d„
U + P JQ 5S %  = UQ .
The condition U”^SJL = S Q must be satisfied. Now o o o o o
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Hence,
(3) a = 0 (mod p) .
p
The action of a on R is now determined:
a a2 ^2R = P Q R
2 2a2 2b„
R = P dQ R .
For k > 1 assume that
k ka9 kb 




R01 = P Q dR .
R“P = R .
In view of the earlier comments, G contains a subgroup T< x^ > and
t 01 = t“ for all t in T .
Since G < T , then T< xq > « G . T< xa > = G implies that
G is cyclic. Hence, there exists at least one generator y e G such
that y e G ^  T< x > .ot
Let x0 denote a group generator not In T< x >; x_ corresponds
p a p
to an element g e (Aut T< x >) . The subgroup t ' = < P,Q > is con-
0i P
tained in the center of G since a was congruent to 0 modulo p for 
which Q01 = PaQ .
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al ^ 1 P Q •LS
= S1
a_ b„
P 2q 2r = R1
a„ b_ c, d_
P ^  ^S %
= U1
a4 N  %  %  %
P Q qR 4S \r 4xa = (xa}l *
U
—1_ ao k?
The condition = p Q R-^  must be satisfied. Since
— i _i — _T a o"^ "®)i ap+ei.+aQ b„+b„
(x ) \ ( x  ) = x hj 4P 2Q 2KU 4x = x 1? 2 4Q 2Rx = P 2 4 2Q 2 2Ra 1 a 1 a a a a
and
a_ b a9+a9 b9+b0
P Q ^  = P Q ,
then,
(4) e4 = 0 (mo^ P) •
If G has a generator x^ which centralizes T , then there
exists y e (Aut T< x >< x >) , such that yl = id™ and y must have
ot p p It
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the form:





a4 c4 ^4 eii 
x P \  1J x = (x )-,a _ _ _ _ _  a a 1
a,-- b,_ C|~ d,_ ec 
xg -> P 5Q 5R 5S %  5xg = (xg)2 .
The procedure shewing = 0 (mod p) can be followed to show
e^ = 0 (mod p) . If xg £ Cq (T) then this procedure also may be used
to show it- = 0 (mod p) . If xg e CQ(T) , then (xg)“1R(xg)2 = R
= U-e5RUe5 = Pe5R . Hence, = 0 (mod p) . Summarizing, the results
are as follows:
I. x”PrxP = R for any x e G ^ CQ(T) .
£tii bt. c. di.
II. If w $ Cq (T) , then w^ = P Q R 4S w for any y e G ^ T< w > .
z a4 ^4 c4 ^4
III. If y, z e Cq (T) , then yz = P 4Q 4R 4S >  .
As in Case 1 since U e $(G) , there exist f^***,^ e u^(G)uGf
for some integer n such that U = s for k e {1,• • • ,n} , and
fk = or [gk,hk] , for gk , hk generators of G . Prom I - III
__ _ ~| f* • • • f*
R = R and RLgshJ = r . Now RU = RP and R 1 n = R . A contra­
diction arises. Therefore, T cannot be contained in $(G) for any 
p-group G if g ' < T .
This conpletes the cases.
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Lemma 5.4: The group T = < P,Q,R,S: pP =1=rP=qP=SP, R =RQ > is 
not isomorphic to a subgroup H of a group G for which G* < H < $(G) .
Proof: Assume G to be a p-group that contains a subgroup H
satisfying G* < H < $(G) and H = T . Without loss of generality, let 
H = T . There exists a normal series for T in which each tern is normal 
in G and for which the factors of consecutive terms are cyclic of order p3 
namely,
1 < T P = < P P > <  tPt* = < pP,Q > < Z(T) = < P,Q > < CT(fi1(T))
= < P,Q >< S > < < P,Q,S >< R > = T .
If each element in G ^ $(G) centralizes T 3 then T < Z(G) .
Hence, there exists an element x in G ^ $(G) which does not centralizea
T; this element corresponds to an a e (Aut T)^ and a =j= id^ . There
exists a set of generators for T that without loss of generality can be
assumed to be those already given and on which the images under a can 
be given as follows:
pP + pP = pP
o
acP
Q + P Q = Q0
P -> PapQbP = P
o
anp b, d,
S P Q P XS = Sq
a^p b d„ c_
R ■+• P Q P S R = R .o
The exponents a, a^ ., b^, cm, and are not all congruent to 0
modulo p. Since T1 = < Q > is a normal subgroup of G of order p,
ap;p
T* < Z(G) . Therefore, x” Qx =Qa=P Q = Q . Hence, = 0 (mod p) .
pdn
Since Sp = 1, S^ must be 1. Now Sp = P = 1  and so d^ =
pd„
Since Fr = 1 , then FT = P = 1  and so d2 = 0 (mod p) .
Thus we have shown that the images of the elements of T 
a are as follows:
p P ^ p P  = P P
o
Q Q = Qq
P -»■ PapQbP = P
anp b..
S ->P'l Q-lS = S
o
o
a?p b c 
R ■> P Q S R = R .
The condition S-1R,S = R Q  must be satisfied. Hence,o o o o o s
_ n a , p  b p + 1  Cp
S ■LR S = P Q S R ando o o
a p p  b p + 1  c
R0Qo = P Q S R .
No new conditions on the exponents are needed.
The action of ap on S is now determined:
For j > 2 assume that
a alP bl S = P Q S .
J  Ja, jbn
Sa = P Q XS
Then,
S“J+1 = P3al V % aiPQ \  = .
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s“p . s .
X
G contains a subgroup T< x^ > and t 01 = ta for all t in
T . Since Gf < T , then T < x  > « G . T < x  > = G  implies that Ga a
is cyclic. Hence, there exists at least one generator y e G such that
y e G ^  T< x > .° a
Let x0 denote a group generator contained in G ^ T< x >;
3 a
Xg corresponds to an element 3 e (Aut T< x^ >)p . Hence, the previous 
computations Imply 3 has the form:
Pp -> Pp = P^
Q Q = Qi
P -> PapQbP = P.
a,p E.
S P Q S = S.
a^p b2 c.
R + P L Q "S 2R = R.
aQp b_ c_ cL e_
x -> P 3 Q 3S 3R 3P 3x = (x )n .a a a 1
&pP hp Cp
The equality ( x ^  R ^ x ^  = p ^ si Ri must hold. Now,
, , -d_ a„p bQ+c„ c_ d„ pa,-, b_+c0-d0c0
(x )"\(x ), = (x )_1R 3P 2 3S RR x = ( x T 3? 2Q 2 3 3 2Rx„U* jL 1 vjt J. u> OC 0» 06
_ pP(a2+a2)Qb2+b2+C3“b3C2sC2+C2R
and
pa2PQb2sC2R = pP <'a2+alc2+a2 ')Qb2+b2+blC2sC2+C2R
Hence,
(1) apC2 = 0 (mod p) and
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(2) - d^c2 = bjO^ (mod p) .
_1 PS’-]
Next, (x^ )-^  ^(x ^  niust equal P Q S1 . Therefore,
n -do a,p b d pal bn-d p(a-,+a,) b,+b..-do
(xa > i W l  = xa R P Q SR xa = xa P Q Sxa = P Q
and
pa, b p(a-,+a,) b,+b,
P -lQ ^  = P Q S .
Hence,
(3) d^ = 0 (mod p) .
The group T< x„ >< x. > must exist as a normal subgroup of G .
0t p
If G has a generator x^ which centralizes T , then there exists
Y e (Aut T< x^ >< xD >) such that yl = icL and y must have the form:
a P P ||JI -L
pP pP = pP
Q ■+ Q ~
P ■* P = P2
S -> S = s2
R -* R = R2
ioP b_ Co do e„
x -*■ P  ^Q -*S ^R -T Jx = (x )„
a a 2
a^p Bu c, dw e^
xg ->-P Q S R P Xg = (Xg)2 .
The procedure showing d^ = 0 (mod p) can be followed to show 3^ = 0 (m°d p),
If x £ Cq (T) , then the same procedure may_be used to show 3^ = 0 (mod p).
~dh 3/j —3/i
If Xg e Cq(T) , then (x )2 = S = R 4SR = SQ 4 . Hence,
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d|j = 0 (mod p) . Summarizing, the results are as follows:
I. x’"PSxP = S for any x e G ^ Cq (T) •
cl p b C 6
II. If w £ C^(T) , then w^ = P  ^Q ^S %  \  for any y e G v T< w > .
gup cL e_
III. If y, z e Cq(T) , then yz = P 5 Q jS jP jy .
Since $(G) = u-^ (G)G » ahy element in $(G) must be a word in
^(GO u G’ , in which u-^ (G) and g ’ are regarded as sets. Since
R e $(G) , there exist f]_j’"jfn e u1(G)uG* for some integer n such
that R = j for i e {l,---,n} , and f ^  or [g^h-jP , for
g., h. generators of G . Prom I - III S®P = S and = S . Now
R -1 fi*'*fn
S = SQ and S = S . A contradiction arises. Therefore, T
cannot be contained in $(G) for any p-group G if g ' < T .
2
Lenina 5.5: The group T = < P,Q,R,S: P*3 =QP=RP=SP=1, PS=PQ, RS=RPP >
is not iscmorphic to a subgroup H of a group G for which G* < H < $(G) .
Proof: Assume G to be a p-group that contains a subgroup H
satisfying G1 < H < $(G) and H = T . Without loss of generality, let
H = T . There exists a normal series for T in which each term is normal
in G and for which the factors of consecutive terms are cyclic of order p, 
namely,
i < t p = < p p > <  z(T) = < pP.Q > < n1(Cir(a1(T))) = < P^Q.S > < ^(T)
= < PP,Q,R,S > < fl1(T)< P > = T .
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If each element in G v $(G) centralizes T , then T < Z(G) .
Hence, there exists an element x in G^i(G) which does not centralize ’ a
T; this element corresponds to an a e (Aut T) and a =}= id™ . There 
exists a set of generators for T that without loss of generality can be 
assumed to be those already given and on which the images under a can be 
given as follows:
pP + pP = pP
o
Q -> PapQ = Qo
S -> PapQbS = SQ
a-iP bn c 
R P Q S R = R
o
a„p b_ c d„
P -*• P Q S R P = P .o
The exponents a, a, a^ ., b^, cm, and d^ are not all congruent
to 0 modulo p.
The condition P”1R I? = R^ must be satisfied. Now, o o o o 3
n p(a-1+c0-d9c1) -c-.+b., C-,
P o oPo = P  Q ST?
and hence,
(1) c2 - d2c1 = 0 (mod p) and,
(2) c^ = 0 (mod p) .
From (1) and (2) c2 e 0 (mod p).
The equality S_1P S = P O  must hold. Then S~PP S  
p(a2+d„) b5+l <L 0 0 0 0 p(aP+a) bp-KL dp 0 0 0
= P Q R P and PqQ0 = P * Q R P . Hence,
(3) a = d2 (mod p) .
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The action of oP on S is now determined:
Sa = PapQbS ,
S“2 = pP(2a+ab)Q2bs
For j > 2 assume that
s°3 . Pp(J*+(2,ab> s .
Then,
s„j+l _ ^ ( J a + C ^ a b + a J b ) ^ ^ ^  _ _
Hence,
S“P = s .
X
G contains a subgroup T< x^ > and t a = t01 for all t in T .
Since G? < T , then T < x  > < G . T < x  > = G implies that G isa a v
cyclic. Hence, there exists at least one generator y e G such that
y e G ^ T< x > .J a
Since |G: C^(Z(T))| < p , then two cases arise. Consider Case 1
to be Z(T) < Z(G) and Case 2 to be |G: Cq (Z(T))| = p . In Case 1,
each element of G corresponds to the identity automorphism in (Aut Z(T)) .
Sr
In Case 2, there is an element xa e G ^ CQ(Z(T)) . Hence, a | 0 (mod p)
Ot cLQin the condition Q = P . Let x. denote a group generator contained
p
in Cg(Z(T)) ^ $(G) =}= <t>; x^ corresponds to an element g e (Aut T< x^ >) . 
The action of a on Q is given as Q01 = PapQ with a = 0 (mod p) in 
Case 1 and a  ^0 (mod p) in Case 2.
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Since 3 e (Aut T< x >) s the previous computations Imply 3ot p
has the form:






S ->• P Q S s S1
R
a,p bn
P Q TR ts R1
P -V
i-P b 
P P s P1
Xa
->•
a_p b_ cQ d 




' V i V V i  =
PapQbS1 must
= xi" V ^ R  ° V Etf'36
c„ d,.
SR P 3x = x ' a ot
=
p(a-c-+ab-ad,+a) b-d_+b 
P J 5 Q 5 S
Q Sxa
and
PapQbS1 = pP(a+a)Qb+bs ^
Hence,
(4) d^ = 0 (mod p) and,
(5) -c^ + ab - ad^ = 0 (mod p) .
The group T< x >< x„ > must exist as a normal subgroup of G
06 p
If G has a generator x^ which centralizes T , then there exists 








The procedure showing 1 to show d.
to show d
Hence, 3^ = 0 = c^ (mod p) . Summarizing, the results are as follows:
I. x"pSx? = S for any x e G ^ CQ(T) .
II. If w i Cq(T) , then w7 = P 3Q 3R 3S 3w for any y e G ^ T< w > .
z a4p ^4 e4III. If y, z e Cq(T) , then yz = P 4 Q >  .
Since $(G) = o^(G)g’ , any element in $(G) must be a word in 
u1(G)uG* • Since P e <f(G) , there exist f-^,*-.,^ e u-l(G)uG' for 
some integer n such that P = f • fn , for i e {1, • • • ,n} , and
,h^] , for g^, h^ generators of G . From I - III
S ^  = S and S*-S,h  ^= S or s^s,h-1 = SpPk for some k such that
or [g.
A contradiction arises, Therefore 
for any p-group G if < I .
Lemma 5-6: The group T *
is not isomorphic to a s'obgraup H
Proof: Assume 1 tc ce a
satisfying G* < H < *(.} • and H 5 
H = T . There exi sts a ncroa.: oer.i 
in G and for which the factor of 
namely,
1 < U-j^Crp^CT))) a < * •
a  < P %> o r  >* 9' f'
If each element ir. 5 ■- if: 
Hence, there exists an element x 
T; this element corresponds to ur. 
exists a set of generators for 1 
assumed to be those already giver-, 








a_p b_ c, cL e
x -> P 5 Q 5R 5S 5x = (x )_ a _ _ _ _ _  a a 2
a2iP c. 34 en 
xg -> P 4 Q \  4P 4S 4xg = (xg)2 .
The procedure showing d^ = 0 (mod p) can be followed to show d^ = 0 (mod p).
If xg | Cq (T) , then the same procedure may be used to show d^ = 0 (mod p).
If xg e Cq (T) , then
(xg)21S(xg)2 = S = R %  ^SP_^RC  ^= SQ ^  .
Hence, d^ = 0 = c^ (mod p) . Summarizing, the results are as follows:
I. x”^Sx? = S for any x e G ^ CG(T) .
a~ b_ c_ e_
II. If w {  Cq(T) , then w^ = P Q R S  \  for any y e G ^  T< w > .
iLp EL e>.
III. If y, z e Cq(T) , then yz = P 4 Q 4S 4y .
Since $(G) = u^(G)g ’ , any element In $(G) must be a word in
u^ G K jG' • Since P e $(G) , there exist f]_s*' • »fn e u^(G)uGf for
seme integer n such that P = s for * e > 911(1
fi “ or -^si,hi^ * for siJ hi Senerators of G • I^om I - III
S ^  = S and S[g,h] = S or s^g,h] = SPpk for some k such that
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I . • I • • • I
0 < k < p - 1 . Now SP = SQ"1 and S 1 n = S or S 1 n = SpPk .
A contradiction arises. Therefore, T cannot be contained in $(G)
for any p-group G if G* < T .
2 2
Lemma 5.6: The group T = < P,R,S: Pp =RP=SP =1, PS=PSP, RS=RPP > 
is not isomorphic to a subgroup H of a group G for which G* ^ H < $(G) .
Proof: Assume G to be a p-group that contains a subgroup H
satisfying G* < H < $(G) and H = T . Without loss of generality, let 
H = T . There exists a normal series for T in which each term is normal 
in G and for which the factor of consecutive terms are cyclic of order p, 
namely,
1 < u1(<-'ip(fi1(T))) = < P P > < T ’ = < P^S*5 > < n1(T) = < R,PP,SP > < Cir(«1(T))
= < P,R,SP > < Ct(P1(T))< S > = T .
If each element in G ^  $(G) centralizes T , then T < Z(G) .
Hence, there exists an element x in G ^ $(G) which does not centralizea
T; this element corresponds to an a e (Aut T) and a =j= id^ . There 
exists a set of generators for T that without loss of generality can be 
assumed to be those already given and on which the images under a can 
be given as follows:
pp ->pp = PP 0
SP -> paPgP II
a-,p b,p 
R •> P S R II O 
I
a«p b~p c0 
P -* P S R P II 0^
aqP PqP Cq 
S -»• P S R "'P S = So •
The exponents a, a^ ., b^, cm, and are not all congruent to 
0 modulo p.
- p(2ap-Cp) p(2b„-dq) 2cq 2d- -
The element equals P J 5 S R P S .
For k > 2 assume that
sk = f <^ - (2)c3 \ pt o 3- ( 2 t y Rte3 M 3'p '
Then,
k+1 p[(k+1)a ^ - )c^-kc^] p[(k+Db^-C^d^-kd^] (k+l)c3 (k+l)d^ k+1
S_ = P S R P So
p[(kH-l)a3-(k21)c3] p[(lcH)b3-(k21)d3] (k+l)c3 (k+l)d3 k+1 
= P S R P S .
pdp
Hence, = P which must equal Pa^S^ . Thus,
(1) d3 = a (mod p) .
The condition S^PJS = PS? must be satisfied. Now 0 0 0  0 0
, , a-p b-p c- p(a-+c-) p(b-+l) c-
ST> S = S-XP S R PS = P S * R P and0 0 0
p(aP+a) p(b9+l) c-
P Sp = P * S R P .o o
Therefore,
(2) c2 = a (mod p) .
The action of aP on P is now determined:
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For j > 3 assume that
aJ p(Ja2+(^ )ab2+(^ )a1c2+(^ )ab1c2) p(jb2+(^ )b1c2) jc2
P = P S R I
Then,
pa +1 pP ^ ^'a2+(2)ab2+  ^2 ^ aic2+  ^3 ^ abic2+aJ b2+  ^2 ^'ablc2 ^
P(jb2+(^)b1c2) pja1c2 Pjb1c2 jc2 
• S P S R
a^> b ^  c2 p[(j+l)a2+(^21)(ab2+a1c2)+(^1)ab1c2]
pCU+Dbp+^p1) ^ ^ ]  (j+l)Cp 
• S R .
Therefore,
p p(p)ab c 
P“ = P  J 1 ^P .
x
G contains a subgroup T< > and t a = t01 for all t In T.
Since G* < T , then T<x > < G . T<x > = G implies that G is - a - a
cyclic. Hence, there exists at least one generator y e G such that
y e G ^  T< x > . c a
Since |G: C^CT*)| < p , then two cases arise. Consider Case 1
to be T* < Z(G) and Case 2 to be JG: CQ(T*)| = p . In Case 1, each
element of G corresponds to the identity automorphism in (Aut T f) .
In Case 2, there is an element x e G ^  C-(t ') . Hence, a | 0 (mod p)a a
in the condition (Sp )a = PapSp . Let xD denote a group generator
P
contained in Cq(t' ) ^ <f>(G) = <}>; x^ corresponds to an element 
3 e (Aut T< xa >)p • The action of a on Sp is given as (Sp)a = PapSP 
with a = 0 (mod p) in Case 1 and a  ^0 (mod p) in Case 2.
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Since g e (Aut T< x >) , the previous computations lirply 3a p
has the form:





R -* .P S .R
sup b_p c 
P ■> P S R P = P 1
a p b p  c d 
S P J S R P S = S1
a!iP bAiP c4 eii , s
x -*■ P 4 S 4 R 4S 4P 4x = (x )_ . 
a a a 1
pdq
The condition Sp = P S must be satisfied. Hence,
(3) ^3 = 0 (mcd p) .
Since S^P-jS^ must equal P-jSP , then
_ aLp tLp c0 p(a»+c ) p(b,+l) c 
S1 P1S1 = S P S R PS = P  ^S  ^ R P and
pa? p(b?+i) c 
P1S1 = p s R P .
Hence,
(4) c2 = 0 (mod p) .
anp b^p
Now (x ), Rn (x )n must equal P S R, . Then,
a 1 1 a'l ^ 1
, - -dj. a,p b,p cL p(a1+dii) pb,
(x r^R, (x ), = x 1S T X S RS x = x ■LP 4 S Tbc 
a 1 1 a 1 a a a a
p (a, +d11+ab1 +a,) p (b, +b-,)
_ p ± 4  i i s R and
Hence,
(5) + ab1 = 0 (mod p) .
aj? bjp c,
The condition (xa )1 S-^x^ )1 - P S -3 rnust be satisfied.
Thus,
_n _] “eii _d4 “cii aoP boP co cii i^i eii
(x ), S-,(x ), = x T? R P S R SR S 4P \v a 1 1 a 1 a a
= a a
p(a^+a^-c^+d^c^+ab^-aejij+a^c^) ptb^-e^+b-jC^+b^) c^+c^ a 
= P S R P S
and
p ^ g V  ° 3 p a S i  =  ^ ^ i j + a i ^ )  ^ ^ 3 + 0 3 ^ + ^ + 6 3 ^ 0 3 4 5 ^  ^
Hence,
(6) -e^ + b ^  = c^b^ + ab"2 (mod p) and
(7) -c4 + d^c^ + ab^ - ae^ + a-jC^  = c^a1 + aa2 (mod p) .
a?p b?P a»
Next, (x ), P-,(x )t must equal P S RrP_ . Then,
* a 1 1 a 1 1 1
-, -i -dj. iup b_p dj. pa p(b„+dj
(x )" P, (x ) = x S 4P ^  S ^ PS \  = x_1P d 4 Px
o 1 1 a a a a
and
p(a2+ab2+adi}+a2) p(b2+di}+b2)
= P S R £
aoP boP Q p(a0+aa,+a0) p(b9+b9+ab,)




(8) ab2 + ad^ = aa^ (mod p) and
(9) djj = aE^ (mod p) .
Since p > 2 , (5) and (9) imply d^ = 0 (mod p) .
The group T< x^ >< x^ > must exist as a normal subgroup of G .
If G has a generator x^ which centralizes T , then there exists
y e (Aut T< x >< x >) such that yl = icL, and y must have the 
ot p p I ip
form:
pP pP




5j,p 54p 5, a4 e4
x -> P 4 S 4 R HS T  \  = (x )0 a _ _ _ _ _  a v a'2
a^p bj) C|- d 5
x3 -> P 5 S 5 R 5S 5P 5xg = (Xg) 2 *
The procedure showing d^ = 0 (mod p) can be followed to show
djj = 0 (mod p) . If Xg j: Cq (T) , then the same procedure may be used to
show 3,- = 0 (mod p) . If xg e CQ(T) , then ( x ^ ^ R t x ^  mus'fc e9ual
R . Now,
n -dj- d,- pd,-
(Xg)2 n(Xg)2 = S 5RS 5 = RP p .
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Hence, 3,_ = 0 (mod p) . Summarizing, the results are as follows:
n n P(o)abnc apP bpP c?
I. x Ppx9 = P 5 ^ P  for any x | CQ(T) and Px = P <rS ‘rR ‘T ,
x alp b1p d x an d 
R^ = P S R, (SP) = PapsP . Ca may or may not be congruent 
to 0 modulo p .)
v a 4^p b4p c4 e4II. If w e  G ^ Cq(T) , then tat = P S R P w for any y e G 'v T< w > .
iLp b,_p Cp. ip.
III. If y, z e Cq(T) , then y = ? 0 S 0 R .
Since $(G) = u^(G)g ' and S e $(G) , there exist f^, • • ■ ,fneu-^ (G) UG*
for some integer n such that S = » for 1 e {l,-**,n> , and
fi = g? or Egj_,h^ ] , for g^, h. generators of G . Prom I - III
oP op PCiJab^Cp 1 r
P® = P or P®^ = P P , for a, b-,, c„ e Z , and PLSs = P .
f ...f f ,~.f
Now PS = PSP and P ^ n = P or P 1 n = PP C^P for some k such
that 0 < k < p - 1 . A contradiction arises. Therefore, T cannot be 
contained in $(G) for any p-group G if G* < T .
2
Lemma 5.7: The group T = < P,Q,R,S: PP =QP=RP=SP=1,PR=PPP ,SR=SQ > 
is not isomorphic to a subgroup H of a group G for which G1 i H <  $(G) .
Proof: Assume G to be a p-group that contains a subgroup H
satisfying GT < H < $(G) and H = T . Without loss of generality, let 
H = T . There exists a normal series for T in which each teim is normal 
in G and for which the factors of consecutive terms are cyclic of order p, 
namely,
l < T p = < P p > < T f = < pP,Q > < Z(T)< ttV > < n1(T)
= < pP.Q.RjS > < fl1(T)< P > = T ,
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0 < is j < p - 1, and both 1 and j are not congruent to zero modulo p.
If each element In G ^ $(G) centralizes T , then T < Z(G) . 
Hence, there exists an element x^ In G ^ $(G) which does not centralize 
T; this element corresponds to an a e (Aut T) and a =j= id,^  . Since 
^(T)’ = < Q > is a normal subgroup of G of order p, then < Q > £ Z(G) . 
There exists a set of generators for T that without loss of generality 
can be assumed to be those already given and on which the Images under a 
can be given as follows:
pP - pP = pP
o
Q + Q = Qq
RisJ + papQbRisJ _ (RisJ)^
aTP b- . . c.,
R -»■ P Q J-(R1SJ) Tl = Rq
a?p b~ . . Cp dp 
P -> P Q (R S'1) R P = PD
The exponents a, b, a^, b^, cm, and d^ are not all congruent
to zero modulo p. The element,
. a pa,i i[b1+ij(p1)-ijc?] C..J c,i+l 1 
(R1) = P 1 Q 1 2 1 (S 1 R 1 )
pa-ji i[b1+ij(21)-ijc2]-(2)jc1(c1i+l) iJc, Kc-ji+1)
= P Q S n
and
j a pCa-a-j^ i) b-i[b1+ij(21)-ijc2]+(2)jc1(c1i+l) 
(S ) — P Q
.3^2iJjcn -Cni J-ijc, 
Q Tl S X
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Three cases arise. Case 1 Is 1 ^ 0  (mod p) and j | 0 (mod p); 
Case 2 Is i = 0 (mod p) and j £ 0 (mod p); Case 3 is i | 0 (mod p) 
and j = 0 (mod p) .
Consider Case 1. The condition = S^  must be satisfied.o o o o
Then,
.  -jc9 -(1c 9+cL) s  iCp+d9 jc„
P” S P = P •LS R  ^  ^SJR  ^ ^S *P o o o o
-i -jc„ . (j-ijc-, )(lc9+dP) jCp . pi2c1 (j-ijcn )(icp+dp)+i2c1jc? 
= P-J-S S^Q  ^ S TP = S“P Q
and this must equal S^ . Hence,
(1) i2^  ~ 0 m^od *
Since 1 | 0 (mod p), then c-^ = 0 (mod p) .
Next P-^  P must equal R P~p . Now,o o o o o
n , -jCp anp bn jCp a,p b-.-jCp
P ; \ P o = P S P Q nS P = P Q ^ P p
and
axp-l b
R P — P Q T? . o o
Thus,
(2) jc2 = 0 (mod p) .
Since j $ 0 (mod p) , c2 = 0 (mod p)
Ill
To show that d2 = 0 (mod p) , consider the equality, again, that
P P = . Then,o o o o 3
-1 t» b dP na b+d?
po V o  = R P Q S P  = P Q  S
must equal pPaQbS . Hence,
(3) d2 = 0 (mod p)
Therefore, a must have the form:
pP ^ pP = pp
o
Q -*■ Q - Q
o
S -*■ PpaQbS = So
pa, b
R + P Q R = Rq
Pap b„
P - v  P Q P = P .o
The action of oP on S is determined:
S01 = pPaQbS .
For k > 1 assume that Sa Then,
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sak+1 = p(k+l)paQb(k+l)s ^
aP
Hence, Sa = S .
x
G contains a subgroup T< x^ > and t a = ta for all t In T.
Since G* < T , then T < x  > « G . T <x > = G implies that G isa -  a
cyclic. Hence, there exists a group generator x„ e G such that
P
Xg e G ^  T< xa >; Xg corresponds to an element 3 e (Aut T< xa >)p • 
Hence, 3 has the form:
Pp pP = pP
Q -* Q = Qp
S = Sp
pa, b,
R -*■ P Q TR = R.
Pa? b
P -* P Q P = P.
pa, b, c, d, e, 





The condition (x ), P, (x ), = P Q P, must be satisfied, a 1 1 a 1 1
Then,
, , -c, pa, b c p(a,+c,+a,) b +b,
(x r-T’-.Cx = x ~ - l R  jP d Q  d P R  ^x = P J Q P and a 1 1 a 1 a ^ a
pa, b, p(a,+a,) b,+b,
P Q P1 = P Q P .
Hence,
(4) C3 = 0 (mod p) .
The group T< x >< x, > must exist as a normal subgroup of GOi p
If G has a generator x which centralizes T , then there exists
Y
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y e (Aut T< x >< xQ >)_ such that y| = idm and y must have the 
Ot P P |ip J-
form:
p p ^ ip = E p
Q -*■ Q = ^2
S + S = s2
R -»■ R = R2
P •* P = P2
paQ bQ c- d_ eQ
x -»■ P JR ^P Jx = (x ). 
a _ _ _ _ _ _  a a 2
pa4 54 c^ 3^ e4 
Xg P 4Q 4R 4S 4P = (Xg) 2 •
The procedure showing c^ = 0 (mod p) may be used to show 
c0 = 0 (mod p) . If x_ i CP(T) , the same procedure may be used to show
J p u
= 0 (mod p) . If Xg e CQ(T) , then
—1 ~cil ci| ciJ(Xg)2xS(Xg)2 = S = R 4SR = SQ .
Hence, c^ = 0 (mod p) . Summarizing, the results are as follows:
I. x"pSx"p = S for any x e G * CQ(T) .
pa~ b~ d_ e~
II. If w f  Cq (T) , then w* = P Q JS P w for any y e G ^ T< w > .
psL Eo 3o e_
III. If y, z e Cq (T) , then yz = P ^P .
Since R e $(G) = u^(G)G* , there exist f^, * • • ,f e u^(G)yG 
for some integer n such that R = » f°r ^ e {13 • • * 3n} , and
fk = ®k or ^ k ’V  5 for gk5 hk generators of G . From I - III
SgP = S and Sts,h] = S . Now SR = SQ and S 1 n = S . A
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contradiction arises. Hence, Case 1 cannot occur.
Consider Case 2 that i = 0 (mod p) and j | 0 (mod p) . Without 




Q Q - Qq
S ->■ p P ^ s  = SQ
R
pa, bn c..
•> P XQ XS -4? = Rq
P
pa5 b0 c„ d_
P Q S R P = Po
The condition P-1S P = S must be satisfied. Then, o o o o
i -do __ t- d„ b+d„
P_±S P = R pP Q SR  ^= Ppd'Q
O 0 0
and so,
(1) d2 = 0 (mod p) .
Next P ^R qPq must equal RQP~P . Now,
n , -c5 pa, b. cn c9 p(a,-l) To^ -c0 c,
P- n P = P-±S "T ±Q ±S *T = P Q S 11 ando o o
p(an-l) bn c,
RoPo = P Q •
Hence,
(2) c2 = 0 (mod p) .
aPClearly S = S .
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G contains a subgroup T< xa > and t a = t01 for all t In T.
Since G* < T , then T < x  > j G  . T < x  > = G implies that G is
a a
cyclic. Hence, there exists a group generator xfl e G ^ T< xm >;p ot
Xg corresponds to an element 3 e (Aut T< x^ >) . Hence, frcm the
previous computations 3 has the form:
pp - PP
ii
Q + Q = Ql
S -> pPaQbS iH
COII
R
pa, b c 
-»■ P Q S R = Rl
P
pa9 bp 
-> P Q P II M
Xa
pa_ b_ cL e_
P ^S ^R jP xa
pa0 bp
The condition (x )" P-,(x ), = P Q Pn must be satisfied, 
a 1 J- a l 1
Then,
-d pa„ b„ d p(a0+d,+aP) b +bp
(x )T1Pn(x )- = x R Q PR \  = P  ^ Q T? and
a 1 1 a 1 a a
pa0 b„ p(a9+aQ) bp+b9 
P Q P1 = P Q P .
Hence,
(3) d^ = 0 (mod p) .
The group T< x„ >< xQ > must exist as a normal subgroup ofU p
G . If G has a generator x^ which centralizes T , then there
exists Y e (Aut T< x >< xQ >) such that yl = id™ and y must
a  3 P  I m J-
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have the form:





pa- 5 c 3 e
x -> P -’S R Jx = (x )-
a _ _ _ _ _  a a 2
pa^ bn Cjj 3|| ©n
xg ■> P Q S R P Xg= (xg)2 .
The procedure showing d^ = 0 (mod p) can be followed to show 
d^ = 0 (mod p) . If Xg  ^CG(T) j then the same procedure may be used
to show 5,. = 0 (mod p) . If x. e C-(T) , then (x0)“% ( x .)0 = S == = 4 =  t s u  p d tid
—u.h Qi| Clh -■
R SR 4 = SQ . Hence, d^ = 0 (mod p) . Summarizing, the results 
are as follows:
I. x“PsxP = S for any x e G 'v CQ(T) .
pa- b— c— e—
II. If w j: Cq (T) , then w^ = P Q S jP ^w for any y e G ^ T< w >
pa- 5 c- e
III. If y, z e Cg (T) , then yz = P -*Q JS JP Jy .
Since R e $(G) = u -^ (G)g ' , there exist f;p“ **fn E 
such that R = f^ • fn for some integer n , for k e {1, • • • ,n} , and
fk = ®k or g^kjhk^ j for g^, h^ generators of G . Prom I - III
T"> r* “1 f  * * * f*
Ss = S and S[gjh] = S . Now SR = SQ and S 1 n = S . A contra­
diction arises. Hence, Case 2 cannot occur.
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Consider Case 3 that 1 ^ 0  (mod p) and j = 0 (mod p) . Without 
loss of generality 1 may be chosen to be congruent to 1 modulo p. Then 
a has the form:
pP pP = pP
o
Q -*■ Q = Qq
oR -> PapQbR = R
anp b, c 
S -»• P Q xl S = S Q
aoP b c cL
P P Q R S P = P .o
The condition R " ^  R = P^pP must be satisfied. Then, o o o o 3
app b„ Cp dp p(a?+l) bp+d0 c, d9
R P R  = R P Q R S PR = P Q *P ando o o
po
p(a?+l) bp c dp 
pP = P Q R S P .
Hence,
(1) d2 = 0 (mod p) .
Next P'^S P must equal . Now o o o ^ o
. n -Cp anp bn cn c p(a-,-c1) bn+Cp cn
P-J-S P = P” n P Q Tl SR P = P 1 Q x ^R •LS o o o
Hence,
(2) c^ = 0 (mod p) and
(3) c2 = 0 (mod p) .
aPClearly Sa = S .
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x
G contains a subgroup T< xa > and t “ = t01 for all t in T .
T< xa > = G implies that G is cyclic. Hence, there exists a group 
generator x^ e G ^ T< xq >; Xg corresponds to an element g e (Aut T< x^ >) . 




R -> PapQ^R = r i
S
anP b,
+ P x Q -LS
P
iup b„ 
-»■ P Q P = pi
Xa
a_p b c d e~
+ P J Q -T JP xa = (x< A  •
a9p b_
The condition (x ), P., (x )n = P Q Pn must be satisfied. Now,
a 1 1 a 1 1
, -I -c~ a p b c p(a9+c +a„) b9+b
(x )/P,(x ) = x XR -T Q ^PR ^x = P  ^ J Q ^P .orl I s a 1 a a
Hence,
(4) 03 = 0 (mod p) .
The group T< x >< x > must exist as a normal subgroup of G
<x P
If G has a generator x^ which centralizes T , then there exists 





R + R 
S S
P -»■ P
a_p b c„ e
x + P 3 Q JR jS JP jx = (x )„ a _ _ _ _ _ a a 2
a,p b, Cn \ h
x ->P Q R S P x = (x )2
The procedure showing c^ = 0 (mod p) can be followed to show 
S3 = 0 (mod p) . If Xg j; C^(T) , then the same procedure may be used
to show c^ = 0 (mod p) . If x^ e CQ(T) s then (Xg)“1S(Xg)2 = S = Q
Hence, c^ = 0 (mod p) . Summarizing, the results are as follows:
I. x-pSx? = S for all x e G * CQ(T) .
i_p b d e
II. If w j; Cq(T) , then r  = P 3 Q 3S 3P ^w for any y e G ^ T< w >
sup 3 e,
III. If y, z e Cg(T) , then y = P 35 Q ^P ^ y .
s a n eSince R e $(G) , there exist f^,***,f e ^(G) u g ' for
integer n such that R = f]_***fn j for k e {1, • • • ,n> , and f^ = gP
CP
or [g-^ jh^ .] , for generators g^, hk of G . From I - III S& = S
f* • • •f*
_ gLSjhJ  ^ gR _ gQ g 1 n = s . a contradiction arises.
Thus, Case 3 cannot occur.
Hence, none of the possible cases can occur. Therefore, T 
cannot be contained in $(G) for any p-group G if G* < T .
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Lemma 5.8: The group T = < P,Q,R: P1? =qP=hP =1, PR=PPPJ Q^Q rP >
Is not isomorphic to a subgroup H of a group G for which G? < H £ $(G) .
Proof: Assume G to be a p-group that contains a subgroup H
satisfying G* s H < $(G) and H = T . Without loss of generality, let 
H = T . There exists a normal series for T in which each term is 
normal in G and for which the factors of consecutive terms are cyclic 
of order p, namely,
1 < u1(CT(fi1(T))) = < P p > < T f = < pP,Rp > < fl^T) = T'< Q > < CT(n1(T))
= < P,Q,rP > < CT(fi1(T))< R > = T .
If each element in G v $(G) centralizes T , then T < Z(G) .
Hence, there exists an element x in G ^ $(G) which does not centralize06
T; this element corresponds to an a e (Aut T)^ and a =}= Idrp . There 
exists a set of generators for T that without loss of generality can be 
assumed to be those already given and on which the images under a can 
be given as follows:
pP -* pP = pP
o
RP -V PapRP = rPo
anp bnp 
Q ■* P R Q = Q q
a^p b„p c5 
P P R Q P = P Q
a-p b~p c_ d_
R -*P R Q P jR = R .o
The exponents a, a^, bj, c^, and 
zero modulo p.
cl are not all congruent to
The powers of RQ will be computed:
r2 . .
For j > 2 assume that
j p[ja3-(^ )d3] p[Jb3-(^ )c3] jc jcUj 
Rq = P R Q P ~13 .
Then,
pj+i = pp^ a3"^ 2^ d3+a3“‘Jd3^ Rp^ b3” 2^^ c3+b3"'}c3-' Q^+1 c^3p^ +1 d^3Rj+l
pCU+Dag-C^1)^] p[(J+l)b3-(J21)c3Il (J+l)c3 (j+ild-^i 
“ P R Q P 'n .
pdQ
Hence, F? = P ~Tip and this must equal P^8^  . Thus,
(1) d3 = a (mod p)
The condition Rq1Q0r0 = QqF^ must be satisfied. Then,
i aip biP Pai P ^ n + D
R o V o  = R P  R QR = P R and
p(su+a) p(b,+l)
QoRo = P R Q *
Hence,
(2) a = 0 (mod p) .
The element R”1P R must equal P^P13 . Then, o o o ^ o o
Hence,
(3) e2 = 0 (mod p) .
The action of oP on P is now determined:
a p b p  
P = P R P .
k pka? pkbp 
For k k 1 assume that pa = P R P . Then,
k+1 p(k+l)a„ p(k+l)b5 
P01 = P R
aPHence, Pa = P .
G contains a subgroup T< x^ > and t = t for all
Since G* < T , T <x > < G .  T<x  > = G irrplies that G isa a
Hence, there exists at least one generator x. e G such that
p
x. e G ^ T< x >; X- corresponds to an element 3 e (Aut T< x g a J g ^ a
The previous computations imply g has the form:





The condition (x ), Q,(x = P R Q, must be satisfied a 1 1 a 1 1
n -d, a,p b,p d, p(a,+a,) p(b td^+b )
< V l V * A  “ V *  ^  R OR \ “ P R Q ^
a-p b p p(a,+a ) p(b +E.)
P R = P R Q .
Hence,
(4) d^ j = 0 (mod p) .
The group T< x >< x > must exist as a normal subgroup of (
OC P
If G has a generator x^ which centralizes T , then there exists
Y e (Aut T< xa >< Xg >) such that y 
fom:
T
= id^ , and y must have the
pP pP
rP-> rP





R R = R,
a4p pb, 5, d, e, 
x -*■ P R \  4R hP \  
a - - ==== = a 
5rP Ed? GCS dC ^  
xa + P 0 R 0 Q °xQ
p p
(x )0 a 2
(xe)2
The procedure showing d^ = 0 (mod p) can be followed to show
di, = 0 (mod p). If x. i CP(T) , then the same procedure may be used _
pc
to show 3,- = 0 (mod p). If x^ e Cq (T) , then (xg)2"*^X8^2 = Q = OR 
Hence, S,_ = 0 (mod p). Summarizing, the results are as follows:




i v aAiP kjjP C,
II. If w £ Cq(T) , then w  = P R Q P w for any y e G ^  T< w >.
z a4P E,p c4 e4
III. If y, z e Cq(T) , then yz = P 4 R 4 Q T  4y .
Since R e $(G) = u^(G)g ' , there exist f^***,^ e u -^ (G)u G'
for some integer n such that R = f^ •fn , for i e {1,*••,n} , and
h.] , for generators g., h. of G . Frcm I - III
P r r 1 f,‘"f
P® = P  and pLS>nJ = p . Now pK = ppP and P 1 n = P . A contra­
diction arises. Therefore, T cannot be contained in 0(G) for any 
p-group G if g' < T .
2 2
Lemma 5-9' The group T = < P,Q,R: pP =gP =rP=1, P^=PPP > is 
not isomorphic to a subgroup H of a group G for which G' < H < o(G) .
Proof: Assume G to be a p-group that contains a subgroup H
satisfying G* < H < o (G) and H = T . Without loss of generality, let 
H = T . There exists a normal series for T in which each term is normal 
in G and for which the factors of consecutive terms are cyclic of 
order p, namely,
1 < < pP > = T* < T P = < pPjQP > < ^(T) = < pP,QP,R > < Ct(P1(T))
= < pP,Q,R > < CT(fi1(T))< P >= T .
If each element in G ^  $(G) centralizes T , then T < Z(G) .
Hence, there exists an element x in G ^ $(G) which corresponds toa
an a e (Aut T)p and a ={= id^ . There exists a set of generators for
T that without loss of generality can be assumed to be those already
f. = g£ or [g±,
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given and on which the Images under a can be given as follows:
pp +  pp
%
°ii
QP -  PapQP ii
anp bnp 
R ->■ P Q R = R 
0
app b_p c?
Q -*■ P Q R Q
= e0
apP boP Cq d q
P -»■ P Q R Q P = P o •
The exponents a, a^, b^, c^ , and d^ are not all congruent to 
zero modulo p.
The powers of PQ are computed:
„ p2a0 p2b„ c_ d_ c„ d0 p(2a0+c0) p2b0 2d_ 2c_ nPl = P 3Q b 3Q PR 3Q P = P 3 3 Q \  %  3P2 .
For k > 2 assume that
v p(ka,+(5)c,) pkb- kd kc, v 
p£ = P j j Q JR ^  .
Then,
p(ka,+(^)c-+kc,+a,) p(k+l)b, kd„+d_ kcQ+c~ .+1 
p^-1 a p  3 2 3 3 3 Q 3q 3 3R 3 3pk+l
p[(lcH)a3+(k21)c3] p(k+l)b3 (lcH)d, ( k + D c ^ ^
= P Q Q P^  •
+ t, p[ka,+(k)cQ] pkbo+kd- kcq .
So for any k e Z , r  = P  ^ J Q 3 . Now,
pdn
PJ = Q ¥  must equal pP . Hence,
(1) d3 “ 0 (moc* P^ *
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Next, P^Q qPq must equal Qq . Then,
t a j b j )  c„ p(a9-c9) b^p c
P~" Q P = P'-T ^  Q ^  R H3P = P Q R^QO o o
and so,
(2) c2 = 0 (mod p) .
k p(ka2) pkb2 ,
Now Q0 = P Q Q . Hence, which must equal
PapQp . Hence,
(3) a = 0 (mod p) .
The action of aP on R is now determined:
a,p b p 2 p(2an+ab1) 2b.p 
R = P  Q R, R = P 1 Q R .
For j > 2 assume that
_J p(ja1+d)ab1) pjbn 
R = P x d 1 Q R .
Then,
aJ+l p[ja1+(2)ab1+ajb1+a1] p(jb1+b1) p[(j+l)a1+(^21)ab1] p(j+l)b.,
R = P Q R = P Q n •
aPHence, R = R .
x
G contains a subgroup T< x^ > and t “ = ta for all t in T.
Since G* < T , then T < x  > 3 G . T < x  > = G implies that G is
06 06
cyclic. Hence, there exists at least one generator x^ e G such that
x0 e  G ^ T< x >; x. corresponds to an element g s(Aut T< x >)„ .g a g a p
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The previous computations Imply 3 has the form:




anp b p 
P Q R = R1
Q
a9P b_p 
-> P Q Q ii <© H
P
a_p b p c 
P Q R P ” P1
Xa
a2jP 4>hP c, dj. e^ 
-* P Q R P Q \ = ' V i  •
sup b p
The condition (xa)1 R-^ (xa)1 = P Q must be satisfied.
Then,
-di, Sip b p cL p(a-)-dil+a-l) p(bl+b,)
(x ) ~ %  (x ). = x_1P 4P 1 Q 1 RP \  = P 1 4 1 Q R anda 1 1 a 1 a a
a-,P bnP p(an+an) p(b,+b,)
P Q R1 = P Q R.
Hence,
(4) d4 - 0 (mod P) •
The group T< x >< x„ > must exist as a normal subgroup of G
Ct p
If G has a generator x^ which centralizes T , then there exists 




Q P - Q P
R -> R 
Q Q 
P -> P
aiiP b/iP ca aii ei, 
x -»■ P 4 Q 4 R 4Q \  = (x )„ 
a _ _ _ _ a a 2
ScP btrP Cc air e,. 
xg -> P 5 Q 5 R 5P 5Q 5xg = (xg)2 .
The procedure showing d^ = 0 (mod p) can be followed to show 
3^ = 0 (mod p) . If Xg j: C^(T) , then the same procedure may be vised 
to show 3,- = 0 (mod p) . If xg e CQ(T) , then,
“3p- ac "”Pdj—
(xg)21R(xg)2 = R = P bR P b =RP b .
Hence, 3,- = 0 (mod p) . Summarizing, the results are as follows:
I. x-Prx5 = R for all x e G * CQ(T) .
i / x v a4p V  e4II. If wj; Cq (T) , then vr = P Q R Q w for any y e G ^ T< w > .
z a4p S4p S, e4
III. If y, z e Cq(T) , then yz = P 4 Q 4 R 4Q >  .
Since P e $(G) = u^(G)G , there exist f^,***,f e u^(G)u G*
for some integer n such that P = » for i e {l,***,n> , and
fi = or » f°r % >  generators of G . Prom I - III
y. - _
R® = R = R ®5 . Now rP = RP~P and R ^ n = R . A contradiction
arises. Therfore, T cannot be contained in $(G) for any p-group G
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If G* < T .
2 2
Lemma 5.10: The group T = < P,R,S: ^  =RP =SP=1, PS=RPP, RS=RI^Rnp > 
with 0 < n < p - 1 , m=j=0 (mod p) is not isomorphic to a subgroup H 
of a group G for which G1 < H < 3>(G) .
Proof: Assume G to be a p-group that contains a subgroup H
satisfying g ' < H < $(G) and H = T . Without loss of generality, H = T . 
There exists a normal series for T in which each term is normal in G 
and for which the factors of consecutive terms are cyclic of order p, 
namely,
1 < < (P^ ) 5 > < T* = < Pp,rf) > < n^T) = < P ^ R ^ S  > < fl1(T)< p V  > < T ,
0 < ij j < p - 1, and both i and j are not congruent to zero modulo p. 
Three cases arise. Case 1 is i | 0 (mod p) and j = 0 (mod p) . Case 2 
is i = 0 (mod p) and j $ 0 (mod p) . Case 3 is I  ^0 (mod p) and 
j | 0 (mod p) . Case 1 implies fi-L(T)< P >/< Pp > is a normal subgroup 
of G/< Pp > contained in $(G) . Since &2_(T)< P >/< Pp > is nonabelian
O
of order p ,  a contradiction arises [14]. Hence, Case 1 does not occur.
If Case 2 occurs, then a similar contradiction again arises by considering 
fi-^ (T)< R >/< Rp > . Therefore, Case 3 is the only possibility. If 
(piRj )S ^ pipj )P s then a contradiction to [14] arises by considering 
fi1(T)< p V  >/< ( p V )5 > . Therefore, (P3!^)3 = P1RJ(P1RJ)P . Since 
( p V )3 = P ^ ^ R P ^ + i )  , it follows that
(1) I = mj (mod p) and
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(2) j[l-(m+n)] = 0 (mod p) .
Since j £ 0 (mod p) , m + n = 1 (mod p) .
If each element in G * $(G) centralizes T , then T < Z(G) .
Hence, there exists an element xq In G ^ $(G) which does not centralize
T; this element corresponds to an a e (Aut T) and a =(= idrp • There 
exists a set of generators for T that without loss of generality can 
be assumed to be those already given and on which the images under a 
can be given as follows:
PpmjRpj + ppmjppj _ (pPIUjj^ PJ)
RP + pPmJa^pjbRp = rP 0
S
a,p b p 
P R S = So
pmJRj - W = (P^R^o
R
aqp b_p c- d 
+ P j R j S jP % = R
The exponents a, b, a^, b^, cw, and d^ . are not all congruent
to zero modulo p.
The element Rd equals 
o
p[ja3+mc3 oj) ] p[Jbg+Cgd^ (^)+c3(1-m) (^) ]
C.J dqj j Pdo ^
•S  ^P RJ by [15s Hilfssatz, .3, p. 253]. The element R^ = P R^ 
mist equal p P ^ V a+Jb) . Henoe,
(3) mja = d^ (mod p) and
(4) jb = 0 (mod p) .
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Since j f 0 (mod p) , (4) implies b = 0 (mod p) . Now,
.jW ljo  0 pPta2-J a3-|“ 3(2>:l RP [ V J b3-c3d3( 2) - 03 (1- m)(2 , - 02a33+03a3',2:1
Cp-CoJ mj-dqj 
• S  ^ 5 P J .
The condition S“1Prr^ S^ = r P ^ f ^  must be satisfied. Then, o o o o o
g-ipmjg _ d
o o o o
p^ pmjpmj _ prnJpp(m2j2a)Rpmj 
o o o
Thus,
(5) m2j2a = 0 (mod p) and
(6) d^j = 0 (mod p) .
Since m  ^0 (mod p) and j $ 0 (mod p) , (3) - (6) imply
(7) d3 E 0 (mod p) »
(8) a = 0 (mod p) , and
(9) b = 0 (mod p) .




s P R S
pmj * P ^ r^ S 02' ^ ^
R
a„p b~p c_
- P 3 R 3 S %
The condition S ^ R S  = R p"pFp^1-in^  must be satisfied, o o o o o o
. _ aqp b„p c- p(ao+m) p(bo+l-m) c_




Next, R~^Pm'^ R must equal P1^  . Then, 3 o o o ^ o
r V ^ r  = R XS %  ^ R  2 3^F^S 3r o o o
p[a2-m(c2-c3j)] pCb^Cginj) c2“c3^_mj -pd-mK^-CgJ) 
= P R S r R
Hence,
(10) m(c2-c3J) = 0 (mod p) ,
(11) c ^  - (l-m)(c2-c3J) = 0 (mod p) .
Since j  ^0 (mod p) and m f 0 (mod p) , (10) and (11) imply
(12) c2 - c3J = 0 (mod p) and
(13) c3 = 0 (mod p) .
The action of aP on S is now determined:
a alp blp S = P R S .
For k > 1 assume that
k ka,p kb-,p 





k+1 (k+l)pa, (k+l)b.p. .. Uc -Ub-,r
s“ = P 1 S .
aPHence, S = S .
x
G contains a subgroup T< > and t 06 = ta for all t In T.
Since G* < T , then T <x > < G ,  T < x  > = G Imolles that G is - a a
cyclic. Hence, there exists a group generator x^ contained in G ^ T< x^ >; 
Xg corresponds to an element 3 e (Aut T< x^ >)p . The previous conputations
imply 3 has the form:
pP pP = pP
Rp - RP = R p
anp bnp
S P R S = S
asp bop
R ■> P R R = R.
pmj ^ p 2Pr 2Ppmj = pmj
ajiP i^iP cii eit
x -*• P R S R P x = (x )-, .a a a 1
„l £hp b,p
The condition (x ) S., (x )-, = P R Sn must hold. Then,
a 1 1 a 1 1
cx ) : \ (x }l . x - V V  - / <  W i
a 1 1 a 1 ot a
and
a,p b,p p(a1+a1) p^+b,)
P R S1 = P R •L ± S
Hence,
(14) md^ j = 0 (mod p) and
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(15) -d-mdjj) - = 0 (mod p) .
The congruence (14) inplies = 0 (mod p) .
The subgroup T< x >< x0 > must exist as a normal subgroup of
Ot p
G . If G has a generator x which centralizes T , then there exists
y e (Aut T< x >< xe >)_ such that y| = 1dm and y must have the Ct P P | ip J-
form:
pP pp* 
r P - r p 
s -> s
R -»■ R
a2iP kjnP 3h e^.
x -* P 4 R 4 S 4R 4P \  = (x )„ 
a _ _ _ _ _  a a 2
a=P 5cP
Xg P R S R Pp Xg = (Xg) 2 •
The procedure showing d^ = 0 (mod p) can be followed to show
3^ = 0 (mod p) . If Xg ij: Cq (T) , then the same procedure may be followed
to show 35 = 0 (mod p) . If Xg e CQ(T) , then
-i -3c -e,- e 3c p(-ec--(l-m)3t-) p(-mcL)
(Xg)21S(Xg)2 = S = R 5P 5SP 5r 5 = SR 5 5 P 5
and so dj- = 0 (mod p) since m ^  0 (mod p) . Summarizing, the results 
are as follows:
I. x“pSxP = S for all x e G 'v- CQ(T) .
, , x v a4p V  e4II. If w |  Cq(T) , then wy = P 4 R 4 S w for all y e G v T< w > .
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z a4p ^ 4P °4 e4
III. If y, z e Cq(T) , then T  = P R S T  4y .
Since H e $(G) = o^(G)Gf , there exist f^,***,f^ e u^(G)u G’
for some integer k such that R = f 1 • • • fk , for I e {1, • • • ,k} , and
fI ~ or 3 for g£5 h£ generators of G . Rrom I - III
SgP = S and s^g,h  ^ = S or s*-g,h  ^= S R^ for some v such that
0 < v < p - 1 . Now SR = sR- l^-in)Pp-ri?5 vd.th m  ^ 0 (mod p) and
f ... f f ... f
S k = S or S ■*" k = SRpv for some v such that 0 < v < p - 1 .
A contradiction arises. Therefore, T cannot be contained in $(G) for
i
any p-group G if G < T .
2 2
Lemma 5.11: The group T = < P,Q,R: P*5 =QP =RP=1, PR=PPP, QR=QQP > 
is not isomorphic to a subgroup H of a group G for which G* < H < $(G).
Proof: Assume G to be a p-group that contains a subgroup H
satisfying G* £ H < $(G) and H = T . Without loss of generality, let 
H = T . There exists a normal series for T in which the factors of 
consecutive terms are cyclic of order p, namely
1 < < ( p V ) p > < Z(T) = < P ^ #  > < n1(T) = < RjPPjQP > < n1(T)< p V  > < T ,
0 < i, j < P - 1> and both i and j are not congruent to zero modulo p.
Three cases arise. Case 1 is i $ 0 (mod p) and j $ 0 (mod p) .
i 1Since T = < P,Q,R > = < P Q ,Q,R > , i can be assumed to be congruent
to 1 modulo p and j = 0 (mod p) . Hence, Case 1 does not occur. Case 2
is i = 0 (mod p) and j $ 0 (mod p) ; Case 3 is i  ^0 (mod p) and
2 2
j = 0 (mod p) . Since ^  = PpP, QR = OOP, PQ = P , and Pp = $  =1,
Cases 2 and 3 reduce to one case. Without loss of generality, let
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1 = 1 (mod p) and j = 0 (mod p) .
If each element in G ^ $(G) centralizes T , then T < Z(G) .
Hence, there exists an element x in G ^ $(G) which does not centralize 3 a
T; this element corresponds to an a e (Aut T)p and a =f= idp . There 
exists a set of generators for T that without loss of generality can 
be assumed to be those already given and on which the images under a 





R ■> P Q R ii
a^p bpP c_
P -* P Q R P ii
0
aoP bpp c_ d 




The exponents a, a^ ., b^, cm , and are not all congruent to
zero modulo p.
By [15, Hilfssatz, 1.3, p. 253],
gk . ppCka3+<2)03d3]QpCl*3+(2)03]],k03pM 3(ilc _
pd-,
Now qP = P Qp must equal Pa^Q^ . Hence,
(1) d3 E a (mod '
The condition R'^P R = PJ?|l must be satisfied. Then, o o o o o
, , a^p bpp c0 p(a?+l) bpp c„
Ro poRo = R p Q R PR « P Q R P
and this clearly equals PQP^ . Next, rq1(^oRo must eQual Q0^  •
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Then,
n -i aqP o, p(aP+a) p(b,+l) c
o QoRo = R p Q R p QR = P Q R  ~P Q and
p(aP+a) p(bP+l) c„
Q0^  = P Q R ^  .
The element Q " V qa must equal P„ . Then, o o o o
n -i -dQ -c„ a_p b^p c„ c_ d_ p(aP+cP-doCo) p(bP-c0) c_
Qq PqQq = Q" p *8. JP Q R PR JP 5Q = P ~5 Q R I
and so,
(2) - d^c2 = 0 (mod p) and
(3) c2 = 0 (mod p) .
Congruence (2) and (3) imply c^ h 0 (mod p) .
The action of aP on P is now determined:
a^p bpP 2 p(2ap+abp) p(2bp)
P = P  Q P , P  = P  ^ Q d P .
For k > 2 assume that
k p(kaP+(P)abP) kpbP 
Pa = P *  ^ Q dP .
Then,
k+1 p[(k+l)aP+(kJ1)abP] (k+l)pb„
P = P  Q dP .
apHence, P = P .
x
G contains a subgroup T< x^ > and t 01 = t01 for all t in T.
Since G1 s T  , then T <x > « G . T < x  > = G Implies that G is 3 a a
cyclic. Hence there exists at least one generator y e G such that
y e G 'u T< x > .° a
Since |G: Cg (t ')| < p , then two cases arise. Consider Case 1 
to be Tf < Z(G) and Case 2 to be |G: Cq (T*)| = p . In Case 1, each
element of G corresponds to the identity automorphism in (Aut T*) .
In Case 2, there is an element x^ e G ^ Cq (t ') . Hence, a  ^0 (mod p) 
in the condition (QP)a= PaPQP . Let xQ denote a group generator
p
contained in Cq(t') ^ $(G) ^ <fi; x^ corresponds to an element 
3 e (Aut T< x >) • The action of a on is given as (QP)a= Pa^Q^OJ* p
with a a 0 (mod p) in Case 1 and a | 0 (mod p) in Case 2.
Since 3 e (Aut T< x >) , the previous computations inply 30& P
has the form:
pp -> pP II 1-
%
qP - qP II
R
anp b,p 
P Q R = R1
P
iLp b„p 




* P 3 q  3 Q = Ql
a i|P V  c ii d ii eh
x P q Q 4 R 4P \  4x = (x )n . 
a a a 1
_n a,p bnp




a,p b p pta-.+iu) p(b1+b1) 
p'x q-l r1 = p Q j'R
Hence,
(4) djj = 0 (mod p) and
(5) ei| s 0 (mod p) .
aPp bgp—1 2 c.
The element (x ), P-, (x ), must equal P Q Pn. Now, ot 1 1 a 1 1
i -C/i S P  b p c, p(a +ca+a?) p(bp+bp)
(x )” P-, (x )n = x n P Q PR x = P d H d Q, ^ ^ P and a 1 1 a 1 a a
a~p bpp p(aP+aP) p(bp+bP)
P Q P1 = P Q d d V .
Hence,
(6) Cjj = 0 (mod p) .
Then T< x >< x. > must exist as a normal subgroup of G .
Ct p
If G has a generator x^ which centralizes T , then there exists
y e (Aut T< x >< xD >) such that yl = id™ and y must have the form: 
a p P lip x
p P - p P  =pP
qP ■> ^  = qP
. R •* R “ Rp
P P = P2
Q ■+ Q = Q2
V  EnP cL 5, s4
x ■> P 4 Q 4 R 4P 4 x  = ( x  )0
a _ _ _ _ _ a a 2
apP ^cP °c 3c ec 
xg ■* P 5 Q 5 R Pp 5xg = (xg)2 .
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The procedure showing = 0 (mod p) can be followed to show
= 0 (mod p) . If Xg  ^Cq (T) j then the same procedure may be used 
to show c^ = 0 (mod p) . If e CQ(T) , then
(X3^2 g 2^ = P = R  P R ^ = P P  •
Hence, c^ = 0 (mod p) . Summarizing, the results are as follows:
I. x-pPxP = P for all x e G ^ CQ(T) .
a^p b.p
II. If w | ^g (T) , then w^ = P Q w for any y e G <\< T< w > .
z V  hIII. If y, z e Cq (T) , then y = P Q P Q y .
Since R e $(G) = u^(G)g ' , there exist f^, •••,f e $(G)u^(G)
for some integer n such that R = > for k e {1,••• ,n} , and
fk = ^  or [gk, h^ .] , for g ^  generators of G . Prom I - III 
pgp - p = p ^ jh  ^. Now P^ = PPP and P ^ n = P . A contradiction
arises. Therefore, T cannot be contained in $(G) for any p-group G
if G' < T .
Theorem 5.8: The following groups T of order p^ and class 2
are not isomorphic to $(G) for a group G :
(1) The groups of Theorem 5.7.
2
(2) T = < P,Q,R,S: P9 = QP = RP = Sp = 1, [P,R] = Q > .
3 2
(3) T = < P,Q,R: P9 « Qp = RP = 1, [P,R] = P9 > .
The groups T in Theorem 5*7 cannot be isomorphic to a subgroup 
H of a group G for which G 1 < H < $(G) . Hence, they cannot be
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Isomorphic to $(G) since G* < $(G) .
The next two lemmas constitutes the remainder of the proof of 
Theorem 5-8.
2
Lemma 5.12: The group T = < P,Q,R,S: V9 =QP=RP=SP=1, P^PQ >
is not iscmorphic to $(G) for a group G .
Proof: Assume G to be a p-group such that T = $(G) . Without 
loss of generality, let T = $(G) . There exists a normal series for 
T in which each term is normal in G and for which the factors of
consecutive terms are cyclic of order p, namely,
1 < T P = < P P > <  T V  = < pPjQ > < Z(T) = < pPjQjS > < n1(T)
= < pPjQjRjS > < n1(T)< P > = T .
If each element in G ^  $(G) centralizes T , then T ^ Z(G) .
Hence, there exists an element x in G^$(G) which does not centralize3 a
T; this element corresponds to an a e (Aut T) and a =)= idrp . There 
exists a set of generators for T that without loss of generality can 
be assumed to be those already given and on which the images under a 
can be given as follows:
pP->pP =pP
o
Q -*■ Q = Qq
a-iP bn
S -> P Q S  = S
o
a_p b5 c 
R -»■ P Q S R = Rq
a~p b, c_ d_
P -► P J Q %  JP = PQ .
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The exponents a^, bj, c^, and are not all congruent to
zero modulo p. The condition fT^PqRq = P0Q0 must be satisfied. Then,
n , a_p b_ c d„ a,p b~+l c„ d
R P R  = R P Q S PR = P Q S ^ R JP ando o o
this equals PqQo .
The action of oP on R is now determined:
a„p b„ c„ 2 p(2a~+c0a,) 2b0+c0b-, 2c0
R01 = P 2S 2R , R a = P 2 2 1 Q 2 2 XS 2R
For k > 2 assume that
R«k = pP(to2+(; > 2al)Qkb2+(2)o2blglco2R _
Then,
^k+1 p(ka2+(2)c2a1+a1kc2+a2) (kb^C^Cgb-^+b^kCj+bg) kc2+c2
p[a2(k+l)+(k21)c2a1] [ ( k + D b ^ C ^ J c ^ ]  c2(k+l)
= P Q S R .
aPTherefore, R = R .
The action of aP on P is now determined:
po. . /^3S\% ' PC2 . pP(2a3+03al+a2 % 2b3+03bl+b2<i3s203+02a3E2d3P , ' ’
p(j3 ^  (^3a-3+3c3a.1+3z2d3+a-1<:2fi3)^ 3b3+3c.3b1+3b2<i3+b:Lo2<l3^ 3c3+3c2<l3^ !63^  ^
For k > 3 assume that
ak p [ka3+ (k) c 3a1+ (k) a2d3+ (k) a-jC 2d^ ] [ k b ^ i ^ c ^ + C ^ b g d ^ ^ b - j C ^ ]
P = P Q
kcq+(k)c9dq kd,





[kb^C^c^+C^pbpd^^bjCpdg] [b -^ ke 3+b 1 (2)c 2d3+b 2kd3+b 3 ]
• Q • Q
kc3+ (2) c2d3+c2kd3+c3^kd3+d3 p[ (k+1) a3+ C1**1) 0^ +  C ^ 1) apdg+C1^ 1) a-^dg]
[(kfl)b3+(kJ1)c3b1+(k21)b2d3+(k31)b1C2d3] (k+l)c3+(k21)c2d3 (k+l)d3
• Q • S • R P .
fiP p(?)3qCpdp (^b-^Cpdo t
Hence, Pa = P J  ^ x  ^ . Since xj e $(G) = T and T = < Q > ,
It follows that,
(1) (^)a1c2d3 = 0 (mod p) .
The action of aP on S is now determined: 
a,p b, 
Sa = P Q S .
Suppose for all k, 1 < k < n ,
k ka,p kb,
Sa = P x Q XS .
Then,
n+1 na,p rib, a,p bn (n+l)a,p (n+l)b,
Sa = P 1 Q •L(P 1 Q 1S) = P Q 1S .
Hence for all
k ka,p kb, p
k > 1, S06 = P Q -LS; in particular, Sa = S .
x
G contains a subgroup T< x^ > and t 01 = ta for all t in T.
Since G* < T , then T < x  > < G .  T < x  > = G implies that G is - a ~ a
cyclic. Hence, there exists a group generator x„ contained in
P
G ^ T< >; Xg corresponds to an element g e (Aut T< x^ >) . The
previous computations Imply g has the fom:
pP + pP = p P
Q Q = Qi
anP bl
S ■> P Q ■LS = S1
iLp b„ c 
R -»• P ^  Q dR = R 1
iLp b c_ d 
P -»■ P s  Q = P1
x ■* P 4 Q 4S 4R hP \  = (x ), .a a ' a 1
_i app b? c?
The condition (x )tTFL(x )n = P Q Sn R, must be satisfied, 
a 1 ± a 1 1 1
Then,
i -i “Sji a„p b c ei. p(a9+a1cD+a9) b„ ei,"^b-| c^^b^ Cq"H




(2) al°2 - c^^ = 0 (mod p) and
(3) bl°2 “ c2bl E ®4 m^od p  ^ *
Now
_T a0P ^0 dq
(x ), P, (x ), must equal P Q •5R_ -T., . Then, a 1 i a 1 i l l
i -i — ” i^i b-3 a-3_^ "3 i^i p (aq+cqan +dqa„+aq)
(x )/p.,(x )n = x 1? 4R P Q S 3PP R x = P 3 3 1 3 2 3 
a 1 1 a 1 a a
 ^ QC3b1+b3^ r e4d3^ 3b2+b3sC3^ 3c2+C3Rd3+d3p
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and
a^p b0 c_ d_ p(a0+coa,+d0a0+a0) b0+c0bn+d0b0+b0 c_+d0c0+c0 d_+d„
P \ \ \  = P 3 3“1 3 P 3 Q 3 3 1 3 2 3S 3 3 2 3r 3 3p ^
Hence,
(4) d^c2 - d^c2 = 0 (mod p) ,
(5) c^ b-^  + djj - e^d^ + d^b2 = c^b^ + d^b2 (mod p) and
(6) °3al + ^3a2 “ c3al + ^3a2 m^od *
Prom (1) several cases arise. Consider Case 1 to be p = 3 and 
Case 2 to be p > 3 • In Case 1 there are two subcases. Consider sub­
case 1 to be Cgdg = 0 (mod 3) and subcase 2 to be c2d^ $ 0 (mod 3) • 
Subcase 1 Implies that Pa = P . Consider subcase 2. Then s 0 (mod 3)'
Either b-^  = 0 (mod 3) or b-^   ^0 (mod 3) • If b-^  = 0 (mod 3) j then
ot3 i / \ b,c0do
P = P . Suppose b-^  f 0 (mod 3) • Then P = PQ -1  ^J and
b-jCgdg | 0 (mod 3) . Since T = $(G) = u1(G)g' , then x3 = R 3P3iQJSk,
for integers 1, j and k .
—1  ^ "3Now (x ) x (x ) must equal x . Hence, a a a ^ a 5
(x r V d  ) = x-1Rbl°2V V s kxa a a a a
Sd+b^Cgd^ag+a^) (j+b^d^+b-jk) b-jC^ d- c^-jC^+k 
= P Q R S
which must equal R ^ 2 3P31Q^Sk . Hence, = 0 (mod 3) . This
contradicts the assumption that b^ £ 0 (mod 3) and c2d^ $ 0 (mod 3) .
Thus, the only possibility in Case 1 is b^c2d-, = 0 (mod 3); hence,
3 r)
Pa = P . In Case 2, (P) = 0 (mod p); hence, P = P . Prom the previous
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computations, oP = id,p for all p > 3 .
Since T = $(G) , then xP e T . Because oP = icU, then 3p  e Z(T).
Ct -L 01
Hence, there exist integers f, g, and h such that xP = P^Q^S*1 . Assume
-in d P(f+hai) S4**! h“ 
h I 0 (mod p) . Then x xPx = xP = P Q S inplies thatT ^ a a a a
a^ = 0 (mod p) and b^ = 0 (mod p) . From (2) and (3), c2 - 0 (mod P)
or a"^  = 0 (mod p) . If c2 = 0 (mod p) , then, from (3), = 0 (mod p) .
Next suppose a^ = 0 (mod p) . The equality (xP)^ = (^)P must hold.
Then,
(xP)B = (P^Q^S*1)3 = p P ^ ^ ^ S 11 = xPQ^lh .
Moreover,
(x«)P - ( P % \ W \  )p = .a a a
for integers I and m , since by induction it can be shown that
( e,k . pS
a a
Hence, P = 1 or e^ = 0 (mod p) . Thus, if h f 0 (mod p) , then 
e^ = 0 (mod p) . _
Assume h = 0 (mod p) . Then (jP*)3 = )P and (x3)p = P .
Ct 01 Gi Ob
Again, e^ = 0 (mod p) . Hence, is always congruent to zero modulo p .
The group T< xa >< x^ > must exist as a normal subgroup of G .
If G has a generator x^ which centralizes T , then there exists
Y e (Aut T< x >< x„ > L  such that yl = id^ and y mast have the
a p P m j-
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form:
p P - p P
Q ■> Q 
S + S 
R -* R 
P + P
aqP 5 c„ 3 e
x P J Q ^  ■% -^ x = (x )0 
a _ _ _ _ _ «  <* 2
aljP ^4 c4 ^4 eii 
xg -> P 4 Q 4S 4R 4P \ g = (xg)2 .
The procedure showing = 0 (mod p) can be followed to show 
e^ = 0 (mod p) , and 5^ = 0 (mod p) since x^ and x? must be con­
tained in Z(T). Summarizing, the results are as follows:
I. x? e Z(T) for all x e G * CQ(T) .
iLp 5 c a
II. If w e Cq(T) , then w^ =  P 0 Q ^S ^R \  for any y e  G ^  T< w > .
iLp 5,. Cf. 3.
III. If y, z e Cq(T) , then yz = P 4 Q 4S 4R 4y .
Since P e $(G) there exist f^,***,f e u^(G)u G' such that
P = ^or some ^n^eSer n > ?or i e {l,***»n} , and f^ = gP Gr
[g-^h^] , for gi, h^ generators of G . Prom I - III R®^ = R = R^®,h  ^ .
P —1 ^1 * * *Now R = RQ and R = R . A contradiction arises. Hence, T
cannot be $(G) for any p-group G .
3 2 
Lenina 5.13: The group T = < P,Q,R: pP =qP=rP=i, PR=PPp > is
not isomorphic to $(G) for any group G .
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Proof: Assume G to be a p-group such that $(G) = T . Without
loss of generality, let $(G) = T . There exists a normal series for T 
in which each term is normal in G and for which the factors of consecu­
tive terms are cyclic of order p, namely,
2
1 < T *  = < p P  > < T P = < P P > <  Z(T) = < P ^ Q  > < Z(T)n1(T)
= < pP,Q,R > < Z(T)n1(T)< P > = T .
If each element in G v $(G) centralizes T , then T < Z(G) .
Hence, there exists an element x in G ^ $(G) which does not 5 a
centralize T; this element corresponds to an a e (Aut T) and a =j= idm .
ir
There exists a set of generators for T that without loss of generality
may be assumed to be those already given and on which the images under a
can be given as follows:
2 2 
pP -* pP = pP
o
pP -v paP pP = pP
o
a-iP bnP 
Q -»■ P P Q = Q o
app2 bpP Cp
R -* P P Q R  = Rq
aoP2 c„p d_
P ->P P  ^PR = P .
o
The exponents a, a^, bj, c^, and are not all congruent to 
zero modulo p.
bpP2
Since RP = 1 , then P = 1 or
(1) b2 = 0 (mod p) .
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nP V 2Next, = 1 = P and so
(2) b^ = 0 (mod p) .
The element P^ equals
?kp[pa3+o3-(^p2a3]pkRka3
2
and since pji must equal Pap P^ ,
(3) a = c^ (mod p) .
Consider the action of aP on R:
oi a2P2 c2 Ra = P ^  Q R .
2 2(2ap+a1cp) 2c,
Ra = pP 2 1 2 Q 2r .
For k > 2 assume that




aPThus, R = R .
G contains a subgroup T< x^ > and t = t for all t In T.
Since T = $>(G) , then T < x  > « G . T < x  > = G  inplies that G Isa — ot
cyclic. Hence, there exists at least one generator y e G such that 
y e G 'v T< x > .Ct
Since |G: 0^(1^) | < p , then two cases arise. Consider Case 1
to be T^ < Z(G) and Case 2 to be |G: Cq OT15)! = p . In Case 1, each
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element of G corresponds to the Identity automorphism in (Aut 1?)
P
In Case 2, there is an element x^ e G v Cq(T^) . Hence, a | 0 (mod p) 
in the condition (P^)a = Pap Pp . Let xD denote a group generator
P
contained in Cq(T^) v $(G) =}= <j>; x^ corresponds to an element 
3 e (Aut T< x >) . The action of a on Pp is given as (P^)a = Pap Ppot p
with a h 0 (mod p) in Case 1 and a  ^0 (mod p) in Case 2.
Since 3 e (Aut T< x^ >)p , the previous computations imply 3 
has the form:
pP +  pP _ pP
a1p2
Q ■> P Q = Q
a~p2 c
R ■* P Q R = R
—  2 —  a_p d
P ->- P PR =P.
ajiP2 b4p c. d4 e,
x P 4 P 4 P \  R \  = (x ), . a a a 1
2 _ 2 p
Since < V9 ,Q,R > < G , let G = G/< Pp ,Q,R > . Since Ra = R and
T = $(G) , then xP = PlpQ ^  for integers i, j, and k . Let g denotea
the image of the element g in G under the homomorphism of G -> G . 
Denote by 3 the induced automorphism. Then (x )^ 1^ must equal (x^)^ . 
Since
(xe)p = ( P ^ A  )p = P0^  and (x5 )3 = (PipQjRk)e = xp .a a
Hence, c"4 = 0 (mod p) .
If G has a generator x^ which centralizes T , then there 




R •* R 
P -+ P
a4p2 $jx> c4
x ■* P 4 P 4 P 4Q \  \  = (x )0 
a = ? - _ _ _ a a 2
a p 5 p c 3 e 
x ^ P 5 P 5 P 5Q 5R 5xg = (xe)2 .
^  xsSince R = R = R , the previous confutations imply that 
cH = 0 (mod p) and c^ = 0 (mod p) . Summarizing, the results are as 
follows:
I. x^RxP = R for all x e G v CQ(T) .
. , N v ai}P2 V  %
Cp(T) , then wy = P 4 P 4 Q 4R •II. If w $ q( ^  w for any y e G ^ T< w >
aj-p2 5,-p a e
III. If y, z e Cg(T) , then yz = P D P 5 Q ^R 5jy
someSince P e $(G) , there exist * ] _ » • * * e u-^(G)uGf for 
integer n such that P = f^***f , for i e {1, • • • ,n} , and f^ =
or [g^,h^] , for generators g^, h^ of G . From I - III RgP = R^g,h^
= R . Now RP = RP”P and R 1*”  n = R . A contradiction arises.
Therefore, T is not $(G) for any p-group G .
Remark: Groups (2) and (3) of Theorem 5-8 are isomorphic to 
groups (11) and (12) in Theorem 5.6.
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Section 3
Exanples are given of groups of types (13) - (19) in Theorem 5.6 
that are Isomorphic to Erattini subgroups. Whether or not these same 
groups are isomorphic to proper subgroups of a Erattini subgroup $(G) 
and normal In G is not known. Also it is possible that there are 
primes p > 3 for which a negative result occurs. This particular 
question is not investigated here since the primary aim is to identify 
the maximum number of types of groups that could be Erattini subgroups 
of order p^. This lays the groundwork for further investigation in 
which common structures might be identified and used for generalization. 
Up until this time3 such a basis barely existed.
The methods employed here can be applied for any prime p.
Whether or not solutions for certain congruences exist may be dependent 
upon the prime.
Lemma 5.12*: The following group has a Erattini subgroup of
type (13) in Theorem 5-6:
G = < P3Q3R3S3U3X3Y: P3 = Q3 = R3 = S3 * U3 = X3 = Y3 = 1,
[S3U] = P3 [QSX] = P3 [RaX] = Q, [X.lT1] = S3 
[S,Y] = Q"1, [UjY] = R"\ [YjX-1] - RU > .
Proof: Assume T to be a 3-group isomorphic to a group of
type (13) in Theorem 5-6. Then there exist generators P, Q, R, S, and
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U of T such that T = < P,Q,R,S,U: P3=Q3=R3=S3=U3=1, SU=SP > . There
!i
is a unique abelian, subgroup of T of order 3 > < P,Q>R,S > . Hence, 
tbere exists a characteristic series for T for which the factors of 
consecutive terms are cyclic of order 3, namely,
1 < T *  = < P > < <  P,Q > < Z(T) = < P,Q,R > < < P,Q,R,S > < < P,Q,R,S >< U >= T.
The images of the generators of T under an element of (Aut T)^ 
may be given as follows:
p -> p II o
*
Q -*■ P ^ ii o
^
al^l
R -> P R = Ro
a_ b_ c,
S -*■ P %  5S = s0
a2 ^2 °2 *^2 U P Q R S TJ = Uo •
Now U ^ S U  = S P , U '1HTJ = R_ , U ^ Q  U = Q , U ^ P D  = Prt , 
O O O O O ’  O O o O * o o o  o o o o  o ’
S“1R S = R , S ' ^ S  = Q , S ^ P S  = P , P3 = Q3 = R3 = S3 = U3 = 1o o o  o 3 o o o  o’ o o o  o o o o o o
are all satisfied. Also, < Po,Qq,Ro > < Z(T) . The exponents a, a^, bj, 
c^, and d^ can be congruent to 0, 1, or 2 modulo 3.
Therefore, a and 3 , given as follows, are automorphisms
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of T:
p + p = po p -»■ p = P 1
Q ->■ PQ = Qq Q -> Q 1—1
G?II
R QR = RQ e: R ■> R = R 1
S + S « o S ■* Q-1S
II C/3 I-
1
U -> SU = u , o U R-1U = U 1
Q 3
We need to know the action of or and 3 on the generators 
of T . Prom the above It follows that:
R01 = QR
r“2 = PQ2R
R°3 = P3Q %  = R ,
Ua = SU
u“3 = S %  = U ,
and
S3 = Q_1S
sg3 = Q“3S = S ,
U3 = R-1U
O02 = R-%
u®3 = r_3u - u .
a3 a3 «3 g3 g3 «3
Clearly Pa = P, Qa = Q, Sa = S, Pp = P, QP = Q, and R*5 = R .
The extension l-*T->K->-<a>-»-l such that K contains an
x
element x for which K = T< x > and t 01 = ta for all t In Ta a
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•?
exists If x is chosen as 1. a
The automorphism g can be extended to an automorphism g of
g"
T< x^ > by choosing (x^) = RUx^ . Without loss of generality replace
g by g . The extension 1 T< x > - * L - * < g > - * l  such that L con-
01 V
8 6tains an element x. for which L = (T< x >)< x. > and g = g for
p a p
o
all g in T< x > exists if x„ is chosen as 1.a 2 g
The element (x3) = RUx RUx = RUx Rx SU = RUx2QRSU anda a a a a a
(x3)3 = RUx RUx2QRSU = RUx Rx2S2UQRSU = RUx3PQ2RS2UQRSU = UPS^SU a a a a a a
= UPS2U2SP = P2S2UP"2U2S = 1 . The condition that (x3) must equal
(x3)3 is satisfied, a
3 2
Next, x3 must equal x . Note that x3 = (RUx )3 = U2Rxa a ^ a a
and x33 = (U2Rx )3 = R-2U2R2Ux = x . Hence, x3 = x .a a a a a a
Q
Let (xa) = (xa)i • following equalities must hold:
(1) (x )71Ut(x )n = SnUn .a 1 1 a 1 1 1
(2) x^a^llsi^xa^l = S1 ‘
(3) ^a^l^l^a^l = Q1R1 *
(4) x^a^l ^l^xa^l = P1Q1 ’
(5) (x )71Pt(x )n = P, .a'l 1' a 1 1
These are verified as follows:
(1) (x r-kj-, (x ), = x”1R’"1Ux = Q”;LR”1SU and S,U, = Q_1R_1SU .
0 t . L J . 0 t J -  Ot Ot X  J.
(2) (x )71Sn(x = x“1U“1Q-1SUx = PP-1Q-1S = Q_1S and Sn = Q_1S .
a l l  a 1 a a 1
(3) ( V l V V l  = x^Rx, = QR and Oft = QR .
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(4) (xa)“1Q1(xa)1 = PQ and P-LQ]_ = PQ .
(5) (xa)i1P1(xa)1 = P1 and P = P1 .
Summarizing, the results are as follows. Let G = (T< x >)< x > .
x a 3
Then G is a group and for all g in G , g a = g01 and 
x
g = g . All commutators and third powers of elements of G are
contained in T . The generators P, Q, R, S, and U of T are either
commutators or third powers of elements of G . Hence, $(G) = u -^ (G )g ' =  T .
Letting x be X and x„ be Y , G has the form in the statement a p
of this Lenina.
Lemma 5.15: The following group has a Frattini subgroup of type
(14) in Theorem 5.6:
G = < P,Q,R,S,X,Y,Z: 1 = P9 = Q3 = R3 = S3 = Y3, X3 = QR-1,
Z3 = Q"1, [P,S] = P3, [Q,X] = P3, [R,X] = P3,
[S,X] = Q-1R-2, [R,Y] = P"6, [S,Y] = Q,
[P,Y] = P"3Q_1, [R,Z] = P“3, [S,Z] = P3,
[Y,X-1] = P ^ ,  [Z,X-1] = P > .
Proof: Assume T to be a 3-group isomorphic to a group of type
(14) in Theorem 5*6. Then there exist generators P, Q, R, and S of
T such that T = < P,Q,R,S: P9=Q3=R3=S3=1, P^=PP3 > . There exists a 
characteristic series for T for which the factors of consecutive terms
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are cyclic of order 3, namely,
1 < T 1 = < P3 > < < Q,P3 > < Z(T) = < Q,P3,R > < n1(T)
The images of the generators of T under an element of (Aut T)^
can be given as follows:
p 3  +  p 3  _  p 3
o
Q + P3aQ = Qq
3a- b
R ->■ P Q T* = RO
3a0 b c_
S -»■ P Q R S = SQ
3ao
P P JP = PQ .
The following equalities hold and require no conditions on the
exponents: S ^ Q S  = Q = R ^ Q R  = P " V p  , Slb.S = R = P"1^ P  ,^ o o o  o o o o  o o o  o o o  o o o o *
S"3?  S = P P3 , (Pj3 = (P3) , P9 = S3 = R3 = Q3 = 1 .o o o  o o o o o o o o
The exponents a, a^, bj, and c^ can be congruent to 0,1,
or 2 modulo 3.
Therefore, a, 3a and y, given as follows, are automorphisms of
T:
p 3  +  p 3  _  p 3
o
Q •* P3Q = Q0
a: R P %  = Rq
S -> Q ■LR-2S = S,
P - P = P0 ,
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p3 + p3 = p3 
1
Q ■>■ Q = Ql
R -> P_6R n h-1
S -v QS i—t
COII






Q -*■ Q = Q2
R -> P-3R = R2
S + P3S
= S2
P P = P, •
3 3 3
The action of a , 6 , and y on the generators of T is 
the following:
2
Sa = (Q-1R"*2S)a = Q"2R-1S .
3
Sa = (Q“2R-1S)a = S ,
P3 = (P"3Q_1P)3 = p"6q"2p .
pg3 = (p-6Q-2p)3 = p #
a3 g3 3 3 e3 3
It Is easily shown that P = Pp = P' = P, Q = Qp = QY = Q 3
3 3 3 3 3
Ra = R3 = Ry = R , S3 = SY = S .
The extension l->-T->K->-<a>->-l such that K contains an
x
element x for which K = T< x > and t 01 = ta for all t in T a a
exists if x3 is chosen as QR-1 . Then (x3)a = (QR-1)01 = P3QP-3R_1
= QR-1 = (x )3 . a
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The automorphism g can be extended to an automorphism 8 of
T< xa > by choosing (xa)g = P%Sxa . Without loss of generality replace
F by 8 .
The extension 1 T< x >-*L-»-<g>->l such that L contains
a x
6 8
an element xQ for which L = (T< x >)< xQ > and g = g for all
p a p ~O gC
g in T< x > exists if xi is chosen as 1. The element (x )
a 3 3
= (P3RSxa)g = R2QS2xa and (xa)3 = (R2QS2xa)3 = xa. Thus, (x^ 3
-3 3= x0Jx x„ = x . 
g a g  a
o g g 3
The condition (x°) = (x ) must be satisfied. The element a a
2
(x3) = P 6RSx  RSx  = P 6RSx  Rx  Q“1R_2S = RSx^^Q-^  . Hence,a a a a a a
(x3)3 = P 6RSx  RSx 2R "1Q_ 1 S =P 3RSRx  Sx 2R " 1Q "1S=P6RSP“ 3RQR2 Sx 3R“ 1Q“ 1 S =P 3x 3 . a a a a a a a
The element (x3)3 a
equals (QR-1)3 = P3x3 . Therefore, (x3)3a
Let (x ), = (x )3 a 1 a The following equalities must hold
(1) ‘V ^ W l  - Q" V S1 ‘
(2) X^a^llpi^Xa^l = P1 '
(3) <x« > ; V xA  = p3ri •
(4) ^o^l^l^c^l = P\  ’
(5) X^o^llpi^Xa^l = P1 *
These are verified as follows:
(1) (x )T1S-,(x )n = x”1QSx = P3^ -1^ ^  = P %-2S and 
a 1 1 a 1 a a
Q_1R“2s1 = q_1p3r"2qs = p3r"2s .
The automorphism y can be extended to an automorphism y of
T< x >< x. > by choosing (x )Y = Px and (x„)Y = x. . Without loss 
a 3 a a 3 3
of generality replace y by y .
The extension 1 -»■ T< x ><x. >->-M-><y>->-l such that M
a 6 x
contains an element x for which M = (T< x >< x„ >)< x > and g Y
y a 3 y
v 3 - 1= g' for all g in T< x >< x. > exists if xJ is chosen as Q ° a 3 y
Note that (xY) = (Px ) = P3x and (x3)Y = (QR_1)Y = Q p V "1 a a oi a
= P^(x&) . Therefore, (Xa ^  = * Cleanly j X^3 Y^ = X^3^  * 11118
y3 ■? Q 3 y3 Q
element x' equals P x  and x = P x  . Hence, x' = x
 ^ i a a a a a
Also, xY = xg = Xg . Let (xa)Y = (xa)2 and (x^)Y = (xp)2 .
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Summarizing, the results are as follows. Let G = (T< xa >< x. >)< x > .
xa a xg ft Y
Then G is a group and for all g i n G , g  = g , g = g ,
x
g Y = gY . All commutators and third powers of elements of G are
contained In T . The generators P, Q, R, and S of T are either
commutators or third powers of elements of G . Hence, $(G) = u^(G)g '
= T . Letting X be x , Y be x. , and Z be x , G has the
or 3 y
form In the statement of this lemma.
Lemma 5■16: The following group has a Erattini subgroup of
type (15) in Theorem 5*6:
G = < P,R,S,X,Y: P9 = S9 = R3 = 1 = X3, Y3 = R"1,
[P,S] = P3, [S3,X] = P3, [R,X] = P3S3,
[P,X] = S"3, [X,S-1] = P3S“3P, [P,Y] = P3S3,
[S,Y] = R, [Y,X_1] = S > .
Proof: Assume T to be a 3-group isomorphic to a group of type
(15) of Theorem 5.6. Then there exist generators P, R, and S of T
such that T = < P,R,S: P9 = S9 = R3 = 1, P^ = PP3 > . There exists a
characteristic series for T for which the factors of consecutive terms 
are cyclic of order 3> namely,
1 < t' * < P3 > < T3 = < P3,S3 > < Z(T) = < P3,S3,R > .
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The linages of the generators of T under an element of (Aut T)^ 
can be given as follows:
p3 p3 _ p3
o
s3 ^ p3as3 = s3
o
3a, 3b,
R -v P ■LS = Ro
3a„ 3b„ c d e 
P P R S P = Po
3a, 3b, c, d, e,
S + P jP 5 = S .o
, 3ka„ 3kb, kc, kd, , d, (,)
Choose e2 = e3 = 1 . Since P£ = P R S ^FTPjS * ,
P3 = S^2p3 . Because P3 must equal P3 , d2 = 0 (mod 3) • Next,
S3 = P^d3s3 and this must equal P3aS3 . Hence, d^ = a (mod 3) • The
following equalities are satisfied and require no conditions on the
exponents: R ' V r  = S3 = P^sJ* = S^S^S , P "^ P = R = S"^ S ,o o o  o o o o  o o o  o o o  o o o o
S_1P S = P P3 , = P^ = R3 = 1 . The exponents a, a., b., c. , d„,o o o  o o 5 o o o c ’ i* j k Z
and em can be congruent to 0, 1, or 2 modulo 3.
Therefore, a and g , given as follows, are automorphisms of
then
T:
p3 -v p3 = p3 P3 ^ p3 _ p3
S3 P3S3 = S3 S3 + S3 S3
a: R ->• P3S %  = R g: R -> R = Rno 1
P S 3P = P. P P3S3P = P
S -»■ P3S"3PS = S . S ■* RS = Sn
1
'o * 1 '
3 3We need to know the action of or and gJ on the generators of
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T . Frcm the above it follows that
2
Sa = (S“3PS)“ = P6P2S .
s“3 = (P6P2S)a = s ,
p“2 = (S"3P)a = P“3S“6P .
p“3 = (P"3S“6P)a = P .
3 o 3 o o
It is easily shown that Ra = R > (S'5)01 = and g-* = id,p .
The extension l-*-T-*K-*<a>-*l such that K contains an
x
element x for which K = T< x > and t “ = ta for all t in T
a a
3
exists if x is chosen as 1. a
The automorphism g can be extended to an automorphism g of
T< x^ > by choosing (x^)^ = Sx^ . Without loss of generality replace
g by g . The extension 1 •* T< x >-*L->-<g>-*-l such that L
“ xg g
contains an element x. for which L = (T< x >)< x. > and g = g
p a p
3 -1for all g in T< x > exists if x„ is chosen as R . Denotea g
(x )3 as (x )., . 
a a 1 2 3
The element (x )3 = (Sx )3 = RS2x and (x )3 = (RS2x )3 
a 3 a -1 a
= R3S3x = S3x = x S3P3 . Now (x )3 must equal xR = x P3S3 .a a a a a a
Hence, this condition is satisfied.
The following equalities must hold.
(1) (v i V v j  = F%-3plSl •
(2) “ S‘3pi •
(3) ‘V l V V l  “ p3s3Rl •
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These are verified as follows:
(1) (x^)71Sn(x')- = x~hsx. = P3S3RP3S"3PS = P6RPS and
a 1 1 orl a a
p3s“3p1s1 = P3S“3P3S3PRS = P6RPS .
(2) (x ^ P .  (x )n = x^ S ^ pV pSx = P3P and
a 1 1 a 1 a a
S“3P1 = P3S“3S3P = P3P .
(3) (x ) ~ \ ( x  ), = x_1Rx = P3S3R and ?3s \  = P3S3R .a 1 1 a 1 a a 1
Summarizing, the results are as follows. Let G = (T< xa >)< x > .
x x p
Then G is a group and for all g In G , g 01 = g“ , g = g . All
commutators and third powers of elements of G are contained In T .
The generators P, R, and S of T are either comnutators or third
powers of elements of G . Hence, $(G) = u^(G)G* = T . Letting X be
x and Y be x„ , G has the form in the statement of this lemma,
a 3 3
Lemma 5.17: The following group has a Erattini subgroup of type
(16) in Theorem 5*6:
G = < P,Q,R,S,X,Y,Z: P9 = Q3 = R3 = S3 = 1 = X3,
Y3 = Q"1, Z3 = P^QT1, [R,S] = P3,
[Q,X] = P3, [P,X] = Q2, [S,Z] = Q,
[Z,R-1] = QS, [Y,X_1] = P, [X,Z] = R > .
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Proof: Assume T to be a 3-group Isomorphic to a group of 
type (16) of Theorem 5.6. Then there exist generators P, Q, R, and S 
of T such that T = < P,Q,R,S: p9=Q3=R3=S3=l, R^=RP3 > . 'The subgroups 
Z(T) = < P,Q > , T 1 = < P3 > , fl1(T) = < P3,Q,R,S > , and fl1(Z(T))
= < P ,Q > are characteristic in T .
The images of the generators of T under an element of (Aut T)^ 
can be given as follows:
p3 ^ p3 _ p3
Q + P ^ Q  = Qo
o
3al blP -> P J-Q -LP = P
3ap *^p a
S -> P Q P = Sq
3u*o Cq d_ pi
R + P JP JS JR = Rq .
Choose A = B - 1 . Now S3 = 1 implies Cg = 0 (mod 3) and R3 = 1
implies c^ = 0 (mod 3) • The following equalities are satisfied:
P’V  = Q = S'^QS = R’V r  , s '1? S = P = R^P R , S f ^ So o o  o o o o  o o o 3 o o o  o o o o o o o
= RoPo J p5 = Q3 = R3 = S3 = 1 . The exponents a, a^, bj, ck, and 
d^ can be congruent to 0, 1, or 2 modulo 3.
Therefore, a , 3 and y , given as follows, are automorphisms
of T:
p3 p3 _ p3
o
Q ■* P3Q = Qq 
a: P -> Q2P = PQ
S S = o
R -> R = R„ , o
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P3 -v P3 = p3 
1
Q -*■ Q u
P -> P P1
S + S = S1
R R = Rx
P3 ■> P3 = P;
Q -> Q = Q,
P -> P = P.
S + QS = S.
R -> QSR = R,
q q
We need to know the action of or and y on the generators of
T .
2
Pa = (Q2P)a = P6QP }
P“3 = (P6QP)a = P ,
2
Ry = (QSR)y = Q3S2R = S2R ,
3
Ry = (S2R)y = Q^S^R = R ,
and
2 9 
SY = (QS)y = Q S ,
sy3 = S .
3 3 3 3 3
It is easily seen that Ra = R, S01 = S, Qa = Q, QY = Q, PY = P,
y3 3and SY = S . Clearly 3 = ic^ .
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The extension l->-T->K-><a>->l where K contains an
x
element x such that K = T< x > and t a = ta for all t In T a a
p
exists If x Is chosen as 1. a
The automorphism g can be extended to an automorphism g" of
~q‘
T< x^ > by choosing (x ) = Pxa . Without loss of generality replace 
g by g . So that g now has the form:
P3 -v P3 = P3
Q -v Q =
P + P = P1
S + S = s1
= R1
x -* Px = (x ), . a a a 1
The extension 1 -* T< x > ->- L ->- < g >->1 where L contains
01 x 8 8an element x. such that L = (T< x >) < x > and g = g for all
P ot p
o —1 8
g in T< x > exists if x„ is chosen as Q . Denote (x )p as (x ), .
ot 2 p 2 a a i
The element (x.,)^  = (Px = P2x and (x )e = (P2x )e = P3x ., a a a a a a
0 P
This must equal x = P x . Hence, this condition is satisfied.a a
Now (xe)2 = Px Px = Px2Q2P and (x6)3 = Px Px2Q2P a a a a a a a
= PQ-2P^Px3Q2P = P^ = 1 . Thus, the element (x^)3 equals (x3)^  = 1 .
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The following equalities must hold.
CD - Ri •
(2) (xct>llsl(x(i)l = S1 '
(3) = «2pi
m  “ p\
These are verified as follows:
(1) (x )“1R1(x ), = a 1 1 a 1 x-1Rx a a = R and R1 = R .
(2) (x )T1S-I(x = 
a 1 1 a 1
x-1Sx 
a a
= s and Si - s  .
(3) (xa> i \ < xc,>i ‘ x-1Px ot a = q2p
and q \  = q2p .
(4) x“1Qx ot a = p3q and p \  = p3q .
The automorphism y can be extended to an automorphism y of
T< x^ >< xQ > by choosing (x )Y = Rx and (x.)Y = xe . Without lossU p  cx Ct p p
of generality replace y by y . The extension
1 T< x ><x. > - > M - > < y > - > l  such that M contains an element
“ 3 x
x„, for which M = (T< x >< x0 >)< x > and g Y = gY for all g y ot p y
in T< x >< x. > exists if xJ is chosen as P Q . Denote x'a 3 y a
as (x0)2 and (xg)Y as (xp)2 .
2 p p 3 o q
The element (xY) = Rx Rx = R x and (xY) = R^x-3 = 1 .a a a a a a
Thus, (xY) equals (x3)Y = 1 . Next, (xY) = x3 which equalsOt 01 p p
<^)T - « f  X)Y - Q"1 •
3 p-2q-1
The condition xY = x • must be satisfied. The element
2 ° “ 3
xY = (Rx )Y = QSR2x and (x )Y = (QSR2x )Y = Q2SQ2S2R3x = Qx . a a a a a a a
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p - 2 n - l  Q - 1  n _ o  o  3 p — 2 ^ - 1
Now x = (x Q) = x QP-5 = Qx = Qx . Hence, x' = xa a a a a ’ a a
Clearly, (x3)Y = x3 .
The following equalities must hold.
^  R2 ‘
(2) (xa)2 ^2 X^cp2 = S2 '
^  X^o^ 2 P2 X^a 2^ = Q P2 *
(4) (xa);1Q2(xa)2 = P3Q2 .
(5) (xg)2 X^a^2 X^3^2 ” P2 X^op2 *
(6) (xg)“1R2(xB)2 = R2 .
(7) (xg)2 S2(x^)2 = S, .
(8) (x3)"1Q2(xg)2 = Q2 .
(9) (xg^2lp2 X^3^2 = P2 *
These are verified as follows:
(1) (x )~1R„(x )Q = x"1R"1QSRRx = x “ 1 P " 3QSRx  = QSR and
a 2 2 a 2 a a a a
R2 = QSR .
(2) (xa)21S2(xa)2 = x”1R“1QSRxa = x“1QP_3Sxa = QS and S2 = QS .
(3) (xa )2lp2(xa)2 = X«lpXa = ^  811(1 q2?2 = ^  ’
(4) (xa);1Q2(xa)2 = x^1Qxa = P3Q and P3Q2 = P3Q .
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(5) ( V pX V V p = x3lRV e  = 811(1 P~(x )~ = RPx . 2' a 2 a
(6) (xg)“1R2(xg)2 = x^QSRXg = QSR and R2 = QSR .
(7) (xg)21S2(xp)2 = x^QSXg = QS and S2 = QS .
(8) (Xp)21Q2(xg)2 = Q and Q2 = Q .
(9) (xg)21P2(x3)2 = P and P2 = P .
Summarizing, the results are as follows. Let G = (T< x >< x_ >)< x > .
y y Y
d Cd 8 8
Then G is a group and for all g i n G , g  = g , g = g , 
x
g Y = gY . All commutators and third powers of elements of G are 
contained in T . The generators P, Q, R, and S of T are either 
commutators or third powers of elements of G . Hence, $(G) = u^(G)G* = T. 
Letting X be x^ , Y be x^ , and Z be x^, , G has the form in 
the statement of this lemma.
Lemna 5.18: The following group has a Erattini subgroup of type
(17) in Theorem 5.6:
G = < P,Q,R,X,Y: P9 = Q9 = R3 = 1 = X3 = Y3, [P,R] = Q3,
[P3,X] = Q3, [R,X] = Q3P”3, [X,P_1] = P^Q,
[R,Y] = P3, [YjP-1] = R"1, [Y,X-1] = P > .
Proof: Assume T to be a 3-group isomorphic to a group of type
(17) of Theorem 5.6. Then there exist generators P, Q, and R of T 
such that T = < P,Q,R: P9=Q9=R3=1, PR=PQ3 > . There exists a character­
istic series for T for which the factors of consecutive terms are cyclic
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of order 3, namely,
1 < T* = < Q3 > < T3 = < Q3,P3 > < fl^T) = T3< R > < Q p C ^ C D )  = n1(T)< Q > < T.
The images of the generators of T under an element of (Aut T)^ 
can be given as follows:
Q3 Q3 = Q3
p3 ^ Q3ap3 = p3
3a, 3b,
R -> Q ■LP Tl = RQ
3a, 3b, c 
Q -* Q P R Q = Qo
3a, 3b, c d,
P ■> Q JP ^  JP = PQ .
The condition Q-1P Q = P„ must be satisfied. Then O O O  o
i c, 3a, b, c, d, c, 3(a,tc,) b, c, d,
Q P Q =  R " T  OR Cq  OpR ^  =  Q -3 ^  p JP
o o o
and so c2 = 0 (mod 3) . Next,
pk = ^3(ka3+(2}e3)p3kb3Rkc3pkQkd3 ^
Hence, P3 = P3Q 3 and this must equal Q3aP3 . Thus, d^ = a (mod 3).
The relation Rl1P 3  = P V 3 is satisfied. The following equalitieso o o  o
are satisfied: = P ^ P , ,  , R " ^  = Pqq3 s
a ; V o  = Ro • V o  = Po > Po = Qo = Ro = 1 • The exponents
a, a^, bj, c^, and d^ can be congruent to 0, 1, or 2 modulo 3.
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Therefore, a and g , given as follows, are automorphisms of T:
Q3 + Q3 = Q3 Q3 Q3 = Q3
p3 -v Q3p3 = p3 p3 -v p3 = p3
o 1
a: R -* Q3P_3R = Rq g: R + = R,_
of T .
Q -> Q = Qq Q •> Q —
P + P%QP = P Q , P R-1P = P1 .
•3 q
We need to know the action of a and g on the generators
pa2 _ (p^ q p)01 = Q8p % 2p , 
P“3 = (Q8P3R2P)a = P , 
r“2 = (Q3P-3R)“ = Q3P"6R , 
R°3 = (q3?”^R) = R ,
and
P**2 = (R_1P)e = P 3R“2P ,
P^3 = (P-3R"2P)e = P .
3 3 3
It is easily shown that Qa = Q , R^ = R , and = R .
The extension l->T-*K->-<a>->-l such that K contains an
x
element x for which K = T< x > and t a = ta for all t in T a a
exists if x is chosen as 1. a
The automorphism g can be extended to an automorphism g of 
T< x > by choosing (x = Px . Without loss of generality replace
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3 by 3 . The extension 1 -* T< x 3 > - * l  such that L
a XB 3contains an element x. for which L = (T< x >)< x > and g - g
p a 3
q
for all g In T< x > exists If x^ Is chosen as 1.
& a 2
Denote (x )3 as (x)-, . The element x3 = (Px)3 = R”^P^x 
^ a a 1 a a a
and (x )3 = (R-1P2x ) 3 = P“3R_1R,'"2P3x = x . Hence x3 = x
a a a a a a
g 3 *3 6
The condition (x ) = (x) must be satisfied. The element a a
(x3) = Px Px = Px2P%QP and (x3)3 = Px Px2P3RQP = PP-6R_1Q-1Px3P3RQP a a a a a a a a
= 1 which equals (x3)3 = 1 .or
The following equalities must hold.
(!) x^a l^ Pl^ xa l^ P R^1^ P1 ‘
(2) ^o^l^l^o^l ^ 1  ’
(3) ( V l V V l  - ^1 •
These are verified as follows:
(1) (x )71P. (x ). = x “ 1P " 1 R ":LPPx  = x “ 1Q3R_ 1 Px  = Q3Q-3P3R-1P3RQPa 1 1 a 1 a a a a
= P6QP and P3R1QP1 = P3P3RQR"1P = P6QP .
(2) (x ) 7 1 R1 ( x  )-, = x " 1P“ 1P 3RPx  = x ^ p V W  = Q %  anda 1 1' a 1 a a a a
Q3?-^  = Q3?"3? ^  = Q %  .
(3) (x (x )n = x_1Qx = Q and Q, = Q .a 1 1 a 1 a a 1
Summarizing, the results are as follows. Let G = (T< x >)< x > .
x ^ x
Then G is a group and for all g in G , g a = ga , g 3 = g3 . All
commutators and third powers of elements of G are contained In T .
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The generators P, Q, and R of T are either canmutators or third
powers of elements of G . Hence, $(G) = u^(G)G* = T . Letting X
be x and Y be x„ , G has the form in the statement of this 
a 3
lenma.
Theorem 5.9: There exist groups having a Rrattini subgroup
isomorphic to one of the types (13) - (19) in Theorem 5.6 for the prime 
P = 3 •
Proof: Lemmas 5*12 - 5.16 verify that groups (13) - (17) can
be isomorphic to Frattini subgroups. Groups (18) and (19) of Theorem 5.6 




GENERALIZATIONS OP THE RESULTS OP CHAPTER V
In this chapter the results of Chapter V are generalized. If a
two-generator group T of order p^ is isomorphic to a Prattini subgroup
of a p-group G , then T must be metacyclic. This result is extended
in Theorems 6.1 through 6.4 to groups T of order pn, n > 5 , such
that T contains the commutator subgroup of G .
In Section two, it is shown that if $(G) has order pn, n > 5 ,
and contains a maximal subgroup which is noncyclic metacyclic of exponent 
n_2
p , then $(G) must be metacyclic.
Only odd primes are considered.
Section 1
Theorem 6.1: Let T be a two-generator group of order p^, class
two, and isomorphic to a subgroup H of a group G satisfying
G < H < $(G) . Then T is isomorphic to a nonabelian metacyclic Redei
group.
Proof: Theorems 5-6 - 5.9.
Note that the other metacyclic groups of order p^ are of class 3.
2 3
For example, T = < a,b: a*5 = bp = 1, ba = bb-p > , T* = < bp > ,
2
Z(T) = < bp > .
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Theorem 6.2: Let T be a two-generator group of order pn (n > 5),
class two, and isomorphic to a subgroup H of a group G satisfying
G1 < H < 0(G) . Then T is isomorphic to a nonabelian metacyclic group.
Proof: Let T be a minimal counterexample for which the theorem
is false. Assume T is isomrophic to a subgroup H of a group G
satisfying G* < H < o(G) . Without loss of generality, assume T = H .
Let |T| = pS . By Theorem 6.1, s > 6 . Let M be a subgroup of order
p contained in Z(G) n (G’no(T)) . Ihen G'/M < T/M < $(G)/M = #(G/M) ,
|T/M| = p3-'*' , and T/M has two generators since M < $(T) . There
exists m in G so that M = < m|irP = 1 > .
First, assume T/M is nonabelian. Since class T is two, class
T/M is two. Because |T/M| < |T| , T/M must be metacyclic. Then
  a 3 y _jr 3
T/M = < a,b: IP = 1, t? = aP , a = a > with k*3 = 1  (mod p01) ,
pY(k-l) = 0 (mod p“) , and a + 3 = s - 1 [15, Satz 11.2, p. 336].
Hence, T = < a,b,m: mP = 1, ap = m^, bp = ap iff5", a*3 = a^ rn^  > for
integers i, j, and £ . If m £ u-^T) , then T/u1(T) is a nonabelian
O
group of order p contained in $(G/u^(T)) . This contradicts Hobby [14].
Hence, m e u^(T) and $(T) = u-^ (T) has index p^ in T . Thus, T is
metacyclic.
Secondly, assume T/M is abelian. Then T* = M is of order p.
Since T has two generators, there exist a and b in G so that
— — u • V j
T/M = < a > ® < b >  . Hence, T = < a,b,m: nr = 1, ap = m , bp = nr,
V\ 1,r
a = am > for integers u, v, j and k such that k f 0 (mod p) and 
u + v =  s -  l. If mij: u-^ (T) , then T/u^T) is a nonabelian group of 
order p^ contained in $(G/u1(T)) . This contradicts Hobby [14]. Hence, 
m e u-j_(T) . So $(T) = ^(T) and T is metacyclic.
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c
Theorem 6.3: If T is a two-generator group of order p and
class greater than two, then T Is not isomorphic to a subgroup H of
a group G satisfying G* < H < $(G) .
Proof: Theorem 5•6.
n
Theorem 6.4: If T is a two-generator group of order p (n > 5)}
class greater than two, and isomorphic to a subgroup H of a group G 
satisfying G* < H < $(G) , then T is isomorphic to a nonabelian meta­
cyclic group.
Proof: Let T be a minimal counterexanple for which the theorem
if false. Assume T is isomorphic to a group H satisfying G* < H < $(G). 
Without loss of generality, assume T = H . Let |T| = ps . By Theorem 
6.3s s > 6 . Let M be a subgroup of order p contained in Z(G)Hy^CT). 
Since class T is greater than two, y^(T) =j= 1 . There exists m in 
G so that M = < m|irP = 1 > . Then g ’/M < T/M < $(G)/M = $(G/M) ,
|T/M| = ps-'1' , and T/M has two generators since M < $(T) .
If T/M is abelian, then T* = M and class T is two. A
contradiction arises. Hence, T/M is nonabelian.
If class T/M is two, then T/M must be metacyclic by Theorem
 a 3 y _j- 3
6.2. Then T/M = < a,b: IP = 1, bP = 5P , a = a > with = l(mod pa),
pY (k-l) = 0 (mod p 01) , and a + 3 = s - 1 [15, Satz 11.2, p. 336]. Hence,
T = < a,b,m: irP = 1, ap = m^, bp = ap m^, a0 = a^m^ > for integers
i, j , and I . If m |  u-j^ T) , then T/u1(T) is a nonabelian group of
order p^ contained in $(GA>1(T)) . This contradicts Hobby [14]. Hence,
m e u-^T) and u-^ CT) = $(T) has index p2 in T . Therefore, T is
metacyclic.
The remaining possibility is that class T/M is greater than two. 
Since |T/M| < |t | and T/M satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem,
T/M must be metacyclic. Then T must be metacyclic for otherwise 
T/u1(T) would be a nonabelian group of order p^ contained in $(G/u1(T)).
All possibilities for T/M have been examined. Hence, a contra­
diction to the first statement of the proof is obtained. Hence, the 
theorem follows.
Theorem 6.5: If $(G) is a nonabelian two-generator group of
order pn (n > 5) , then $(G) is metacyclic.
Proof: Theorems 6.1 - 6.4.
Section 2
c
The groups of order p^ which are Prattini subgroups of p-groups 
and have an abelian subgroup of type (3,1) must be metacyclic. This
result is generalized to groups of order pn , n > 6 .
Theorem 6.6: If T is a nonabelian group of order pn (n > 4)
having no element of order pn_1 and having a maximal subgroup which is
n—2noncyclic metacyclic of exponent p , then T is isomorphic to 
precisely one of the following groups:
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n-2 2 n-4
( iv) < P1,P2: pP = Pg = 1, [Pr P2] = Pj > .
( v) < P1JP2,P3: PP = P| = pPn 2 = 1, [P1SP2] = pf* 3,
[P2,P3] = 1, [P1#P3] = P2 > .
-.n-2 2 n-4 n-3
( vi) < PlaP3: pP = PP = 1, [PlsP3>pP pP, [P1SPP] = P^ >
n-2
( vii) < P1SP2,P3: P£ = p P = p P = i =  [P1#P2] = [P2,P333
[P^jPg] = P2 > ‘
nn-2 n-3
(viii) < PlsP2iP3: PP = PP = pP = 1=[P1,P2]J [P2,P3] = P^ ,
[pi,p3] = P2 > .
n-2 2
( ix) < P1,P3: pP = pP = 1, [PpP3] = P3 > •
Proof: Assume T is a nonabelian group of order pn (n > 4) having
no element of order pn_1 and having a maximal subgroup which is noncyclic
n-2metacyclic of exponent p . Two cases arise. Case 1 is T possesses
n—P
a cyclic subgroup of order p which is normal in T . Case 2 is T
n—-2
does not have a cyclic subgroup of order p which is normal in T .
There exist P^ and P2 in T such that the order of P1 is
pn“^ and the order of P2 is p . Consider Case 1. Without loss of
generality, let < P-^  > be normal in T . Then T is one of the follow­
ing nonisomorphic groups [8, p. 136]:
nn-2 n-3
( i) < P1SP2,P3: PJ = PP = PP = 1, [P2,P3] = P? > •
n-2 2 n-3
( ii) < P1,P2: pP = pP = 1, [P13P2] = pP > .
Consider Case 2. First assume that any maximal subgroup of T
n_P
which is noncyclic metacyclic of exponent p is nonabelian. Since 
P2 n—3
|< Pp >| = p , P^ = P-pP-^  • '®ie nuiriber‘ c can taken to be
n_2
congruent to 1 modulo p . For any P, e T i < P. ,P_ > ,
P 3 P
T = < P-^Pp >< P3 > , P13 = P]_P^ P1Pa and Pp3 = P p P ^  for integers
a, b, and d . If P ^  = pP+aP , then < P^ > < T . This contradicts 
the case under study. Hence, d  ^0 (mod p) . Without loss of generality, 
d = 1 (mod p).
Let H = < P-j_,Pp > • Since H is a maximal subgroup of T ,
„n-3
H < T . Thus, fi^ (H) = < P^ , Pp > < T and abelian of type (1,1) .
Therefore CT(^(H)) is a maximal subgroup of T or is T . Since
P1 £ Crj,(R^ (H)) , CT(fi^ (H)) is a maximal subgroup of T . Hence, without
loss of generality, b can be chosen congruent to 0 modulo pn_3. Hence, 
p3
Pp P2 .
The action of Pp on Pp is now determined. The element 
pi3 = pj1+pa)P2 . Assume for j > 1 that P^3 = p(l+Pa)Jpj > ^ en
/ I  1 = (p(l+pa)^pj^P3 = (p(Hpa)p jd+pa^pj = p(Hpa)j+1pj+l _
1 1 2 3* 2 2 3. 2
Po (l+na)P
Hence, P^ = . Since < PpjPp > is n13*!1113-! i*1 T j
$(T) = u-l(T)Tt < < P]_jP2 > ' 'Phe element Po e < Pi>P2 > *
P§
Suppose P1:5 = P1 . Then
p(l+pa) _ p^ or (i+pa)P = i (mod pn-2) .
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2 n—2Hence, p [a+Ap] = 0 (mod p ) for seme integer A . Therefore,
a e 0 (mod pn~^) and P ^  = P - ^ P ^  . Now
pP3P2a = (pl+apn"3p ?2 = pl+apn“3-apn_3p _ p p 
1 r^l 2 1 2 1 2  *
Thus, if a £ 0 (mod p), then P^ may be replaced by P^P^3- and the 
same group T is obtained.
If P^ centralizes Pp , then PP e < Pp > . If P^ = 1 , then 
the following group is obtained:
(v) T = < P1}P2,P3: P^ = P^ = P^n 2 = 1, P^2 = P ^  3,
P P
P23 = P2> Pl3 = P1P2 > ’
If P^ e < Pp >^ < {1} , then there exists an integer i , i | 0 (mod pn~2),
so that P^ = Pp . If (i,p) = 1 , then P^ would have order pn-P. A
contradiction arises. Hence, p divides i . If P^ = P*p and (i,p) = 1, 
then < PgjPp > is an abelian subgroup of type (n-2,1) . This contra­
dicts Case 2. Thus, there exists an integer k such that P~ = P ^
'3
^lp  —  -lr -r> —k-» p
= P^ and kp = kP • Let P3 = PjPf . Then ^  = (P3P1
-pkn __
= P^Pj = 1 and P3 PjJ?3 = P3 P^P3 for i = 1,2. Therefore,
< pijP2,P3 > = < > ' 'Plie same §J:,0UP T -^s obtained as in the
case of P? = 1 .
Po - o i l
Suppose P-jb ={= Pp . Then P^ = PpP^ for integers i and j
such that j  ^0 (mod p). Prom the previous confutations, P^ = Ppp P^ .
Now
^ 3  _ = pl+jpn"3 _ P(l+pa)p
1 “ 1 rl rl
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Therefore, (l+pa)p a (l+jpn-3) (mod pn- )^ or a a 0 (mod pn_3) 
Hence,
P^3 = pj1+aPn 4)p2 and P^3 = P2 •
d ilp 1There exists 1^ = Ip such that P^ = P1 Pp • Now
- i n  2 ? -1-, -1-, ? - P l n - l n a p 11-11
( P ^  •*•) = P^(P3'1P1 1P3)P1 1 = ? p 1 x
Assunle for L > 2 that
-1, I , -£i1-d)ai.1pn'4 
<P3P1 > = P3P1
Then
-1 l+l -£ir d)allPn"4 -1 -£i -d)alnpn"4 -1
(P3P1 x) = E^ P1 * 1 P3P1 x = J-(P31P1 P g ^  Px






p  . pPp-plr < ! )aliPn'4+<2>aliPn'4 . p^i^pj P_:Lip - p)
3 3 1 1 2 1 " 2 •
Also, P^P^P^ = P3PP^P3 for 1 = 1,2. Hence, < P^P-^^ > = < P ^ P ^ ^  >, 
The element P3 may therefore be chosen such that P^ = P^ with 
j  ^0 (mod p). The number J may be chosen to be congruent to one 
modulo p. Then P-^ 3 = P^+ap and P ^  = P^"^ ^ = PP+ap  ^ Imply
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that a may be chosen as one. The group obtained is
n-2 2 P0 „ n-4 P? n-3
(vl) T = < P1SP3: p£ = P^ = 1, Pj3 = P ^ p P  , P ^  = P1+P1
>.
The other possibility In Case 2 Is that T possesses an abelian 
subgroup of type (n-2,1) . Without loss of generality, assume this 
subgroup is < P1>P2: Pi*1 = ^2 = P^1’P23 = 1 > '
For any P^ e T ^  < pi*P2 > J T = < pijP2 ><: P3 > 
pP e < P-j.jP2 > since $(T) = ^(T)^ 1 < P1,P2 > * Since < PljP2 > 
is abelian, P^3 = . Thus, there exist Integers a, b, and c such that
pP3 = P Pcpapn“3 pP3 _ P pbpn 3 
1 rlr2 1 3 2 2 1
and c  ^0 (mod p). Without loss of generality, let c be one. If
aDn"3
a £ 0 (mod p) , then replace P2 by P2Pi
Since pP e < P13P2 > 3 several possibilities arise. First, suppose 
d on“3
P^ = 1 . Now CT(< P£ ,P2 >) is T or is a maximal subgroup of T .
pn"3Since < P1SP2 >< CT(< P^ ,P2 >) , there are two possible groups;
n-2
( vii) T = < P1,P2,P3: PJ =pP = pP = l =  [P^Pp] = [P2,P3],
[P1SP3] = P2 > , or
(vlii) T = < Pr P2>P3: pPn 2  = pP = P^ = l =  CP1,P2], CP2,P3]
-.n-3
=  P J  , [ P 1 ,P3 ] =  P X P 2 > •
k.p
If pP e < P^ > , then by the previous computations Pp = P^ 
for some integer k^ such that p divides kj . Then
(P3P1kl)P = P ^ P ^  = 1 and < P1}P2,P3 > =< Pi»P2>P3Pikl > *
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The group obtained Is Isomorphic to one of the last two.
Finally, let pjj = P ^i ' ® ien ^3 = P2^1^  P divides .
Also, ( P ^  1)P = pPp~ lP = P^ . Hence, k may be chosen to be congruent 
to zero modulo pn-  ^and j as one. The group obtained Is
n-2 2
(ix) T = < P-^: pP = pP = 1, [P1SP3] = PP > .
This completes all possible cases.
Groups (1) - (Iv) are nonisomorphic [8, p.136], Groups (1) - (Iv)
2have a cyclic normal subgroup of index p whereas (v) - (ix) do not.
Groups (vl) and (Ix) satisfy T* < u-^ (T) and (v), (vii) and (viii) 
satisfy T* ^ u^T) .
Group (vi) satisfies u-^ (T) ^ Z(T) whereas (ix) satisfies 
u-^ (T) < Z(T') . In group (viii) ^(G) is nonabelian. The subgroup 
«1(G) is abelian in (v) and (vii). In group (v) CT(< P^ >) = < P^ > 
and in group (vii) CT(< P^  ^>) = < P1}P2 > • Hence, none of groups 
(i) - (ix) are isomorphic.
Theorem 6.7- If T is a nonabelian group of order pn (n > 4) with a
n_p
maximal subgroup which is noncyclic metacyclic of exponent p , not of 
type (iii) in Theorem 6.6, normal in a group G , and contained in $(G) , 
then T is isomorphic to a nonabelian metacyclic group.
Proof: Assume there exists a group G for which T is normal in 
G and contained in $(G) . The possibilities for T are given in 
Theorem 6.6. Group (i) has a cyclic center, namely Z(T) = < P^ > .
By Hobby [14], T cannot be a normal subgroup contained in $(G) . A
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group of type (ii) Is Redei metacyclic of order greater than p^. By 
Theorem 4.4 T can be a normal subgroup of G and contained in $(G).
Group (Iv) has u1(T) = < P^, P^ > = $(T) . Hence T is metacyclic and 
can be a normal subgroup of G in $(G) by Theorem 3.8. Group (v) 
has Uj(T) = < P^ > . Hence, T/u-^ (T) is a nonabelian group of order
p . By Hobby [14], T cannot be a normal subgroup of G in $(G) .
Group (vi) has a cyclic center and again by Hobby [14], T cannot be of 
type (vi).
A group of type (vii) has u-^T) = < P^ > and T/u^T) is
O
nonabelian of order p .  Group (viii) has T/u^(T) also nonabelian of
O
order p .  Hence, groups (vii) and (viii) are not among the possibilities. 
Group (ix) has $(T) = < P^, P^ > = u1(T) = Z(T) and $(T) has index p2 
in T . Therefore, T is Redei metacyclic. By Theorem 4.4 T can be
contained in 4>(G) as a normal subgroup of G .
Hence, the only possibilities for T are metacyclic groups.
n-2 V 1,n-3 _
Theorem 6.8: If T = < P£ =P^=1, P ^ P ^  p >®< P3: 1^=1 >
(n > 4) , then T is not isomorphic to $(G) for a group G .
Proof: Assume there is a group G for which T is isomorphic
to $(G) . Without loss of generality, let T = $(G) . Since n > 4 , 
n - 2 > 3 . Consider u3(T) = < P^^ > which is normal in G . The
group T/u^OT) is isomorphic to a group of order p'* of type (3) of
Theorem 5.8. Hence, T/u3(T) cannot be a Prattini subgroup of a p-group. 
However, TA>3(T) = $(GA>3(T)) . A contradiction arises. Therefore, T
is not $(G) for any group G .
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Corollary 6.8: If $(G) has order pn (n > 4) and has a maximal
subgroup which is noncyclic metacyclic of exponent p , then $(G) is 
metacyclic.
Three-generator groups were of major consideration in dealing 
£
with groups of order p .  The next theorem deals with three-generator 
group if T* = $(T) .
Theorem 6.9’ If |$(G)| > p^ , then $(G) cannot contain a 
subgroup T with G* < T and |T| > p^ such that |T: T* | = p^ .
Proof: Assume there exists a group G such that G* < T < $(G) ,
|T| > p^ and |T: T | = p^ . If [Tj = p'’ , a contradiction to Theorems 
5.7 - 5-9 arises. Hence, |T| > p^ . There exists a subgroup N of T 1
such that N < G and |T : N| = p^ . Then T/N is a normal subgroup
of G/N of order p^ and T/N < $(G/N) . Also, (G/N)' = G'/N < T/N 
and |T/N: (T/N)'| = |T/N: T t/N| = |T: T* | = p^ . A contradiction 
arises to Theorems 5-7 - 5.9* Hence, T cannot contain G* and be 
contained in $(G) .
H. Bechtell in [2] has shown that the group 
T = < x,y,z,w: xp = = zp = wp = 1, [z,w] = x > can be a Erattini
I | Q
subgroup. It is a three-generator group of order p and |T: T*| = pJ . 
Hence, the restriction in the preceding theorem of |T| > p^ cannot be 
removed.
A group T which is the direct product of a nonabelian group 
N of order p and a cyclic group of order greater than p is considered
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e:
in the next two theorems. The minimal order of such a group T is p .
In this case, T is isanorphic to a group of type (3) or (8) of Theorem 5.7.
Hence, T is not isomorphic to a subgroup H of a group G satisfying
f p
G < H < $(G) by Theorem 5.7. In Theorem 6.11 N has exponent p , 
whereas in Theorem 6.11 N has exponent p. This generalizes a result of 
Hobby [14] since N is not assumed to be normal in G .
Theorem 6.10: If |$(G)| > p^ , then $(G) cannot contain a sub­
group T of order pn(n >5) such that G* < T and 
T = < P,R: pP2 = RP = 1, [P,R] = pP > ® < Q: QPn 3 = l > .
Proof: Assume there exists a group G such that |$(G)| > p^
and $(G) contains a subgroup T of order pn(n > 5) for which G* < T
n—3 2
and T = <  P,Q,R: qP = Rp = pP =1, [P,R] = pP > .
First, assume |T| = p^ . Then T is isomorphic to group (8)
of Theorem 5.7. A contradiction arises. Thus, the theorem follows.
2
Next, assume |T| = pn , n > 5 . Now u2(T) = < $  > 311(1
T/u2(T) f *(G/u2(T)) . Also, (G/u2(T))' = g 'u2(T)/u2(T) < T/u2(T)
[15 Hilfssatz 1.6, p. 255]. Then |T/u2(T)|=p5 and T/u2(T) is
isanorphic to group (8) of Theorem 5.7. A contradiction arises.
Hence, T cannot be contained in $(G) and contain G* .
Theorem 6.11: If T has the form
m
T = < Q,R,S: QP = RP = S = 1, [R,S] = Q > ® < P :  pP = 1 > ,  m > 2 ,
then T is not isomorphic to a subgroup H of a group G satisfying 
G* < H < *(G) .
Proof: Assume there is a group G such that T is isomorphic to a 
subgroup H of G satisfying G* < H < $(G) . Without loss of generality,
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let T = H .
If m = 2 , then T is isomorphic to group (3) of Theorem 5-7.
A contradiction to Theorem 5.7 arises. Thus, m > 2 . Then 
(G/u2(T))' = g 'u2(T)/u2(T) < T/u2(T) < *(G/u2(T)) and T/\>2(T) is 
isomorphic to group (3) of Theorem 5-7* Again a contradiction arises. 
Hence, T cannot be a subgroup of $(G) and contain G* .
In Lemma 5*15 it is shown that the group 
< P,Q,R,S: = 1, [P,S] = P^ > of order 3^ can be a
Prattini subgroup of a 3-group G . This group contains an abelian sub­
group N = < P,Q > of type (2,1) , N < $(G) , and N < G . As is 
shown by the construction of the group G , N is not centralized by 
$(G) . In the next theorem it is shown that there is a restriction of
the action of $(G) on a normal subgroup of type (2,1) .
Theorem 6.12: If N is abelian of type (2,1) , normal in a
group G , and contained in $(G) , then [>(G),N] < u^(N) .
2
Proof: Let N = < a,b: ap = bp = 1 >. Since N < G ,
G/CL(N) is isomorphic to a subgroup of (Aut N) . Let y e (Aut N) .
XT JT
Note that u1(N) = < ap > is of order p and so u1(N) < Z(G) . Also,
R]_(N) = < ap,b > < G .
Hence, there exist integers A, B, and A1 so that y has the
form:






(a15)^  = aP Implies A = 1 (mod p) .
Let y, v e (Aut N) . Then y has the form:
Jr
a - a1+ApbB , b - aAlPb .
, v has the form:
a a1+CpbD , b a lPb .
-1 l+p(A,B-A) R
a = a b
y"1 "Alp b = a 1 b
V-1 l+ptC-jD-C) _D
a = a b
. V - 1  -°lP.b = a b .
-1 -1 l+p(A,B-A) n -1 l+p(AnB-A-C) n
aU v pv . (a 1 b-B,v pp . (a 1 b
l+pC-C-A-jD) _D 1+p (C;,B-A;lD)
= (a b ) = a
-1 -1 “Anp -1 -p (At+Ct ) -pCn,P V  pp . (a lpb)v pp . (a P 1 1 b)pv . (a EX'lt))v
The action of yp on a and b is now determined.
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The element au = a^bB . Assume for j > 1 that
I (l+Ap)j-tp(J)A1B , 
a = a ^ bJ .
Then
a„J+1 = (al+APbB)(1+^ )3-,l><2)AlB(aV bJB) . ad+^)3+1^ (i)Ai»*i!®3bBf3B
_ a(1«p)')+1^ ( ^ 1)A1BhBU+:L)
Hence, av = a .
A p J jAlP
The element b - a b . Assume for j > 1 that bM = a b .
j+1 JA,p A p p(j+l)A, p
Then tw = a a b = a u . Hence, by = b .
vpThe same procedure may be followed to show that a = a and 
b*p = b .
Let x and y be any distinct generators of G . Then there
exist automorphisms y, v e (Aut N) such that x corresponds to y
and y corresponds to v under the mapping G ->• G/CG(N) .
Sl’om the previous computations, a^x’y  ^= = aapS ,
^[x,y] _ b[y,v] _ b  ^gX*5 _ ay = a s and bX = b^ = b for some 
integer S .
Since $(G) = g ’u-^G) , then [N,*(G)] = [N,g '] < u1(N) .
Theorem 6.13: If N is abelian of type (m,l) , normal in a
group G , and contained in $(G) , then [$(G),N] < u^CM) .
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Proof: Assume G exists such that N « G and N < $(G) .
m
There exist a and h In G such that N = < a,b: ap = bp = 1 > . 
Since u2(N) < G , N/u2(N) < G/u2(N) and N/u2(N) < 4(G/u2(N)) . The 
group N/u2(N) Is abelian of type (2,1) • 3y Theorem 6.12,
[N/u2(N), *(G/u2(N))] < u1(N/u2(N)). Hence, [N/u2(N), *(G)/u2(N)]
< u^(N)/u2(N) . Thus, [N, $(G)] < u^(N) since u2(N) < u-^ (N) .
Corollary 6.13: $(G) cannot contain a subgroup T normal in
m
G which contains a subgroup N = < a,b: bp = ap = 1 > , m > 1 ,
and b e [T,N] .
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NOTATION
Only finite p-groups are considered.
|G| order of the group G
a e G a Is an element of G
< a1}a2j • • • }an > the subgroup generated by the elements alsa2,•••,an
A c B  A Is a subset of B
A 'u B the set of elements of A that are not elements of B
A < G A Is a subgroup of G
A < G A Is a proper subgroup of G
AB product of A and B; < ab|a c A and b e B >
| G:Aj the Index of A In G
A < G A is a normal subgroup of G
[a,b] the coirmutator, a "*h ^ab , of the elements a and b
[AjB] < [a,b]/a e A and b e B >
G* or [G,G] the commutator subgroup of G
Gi = y±(G) the 1th term of the lower central series for which
G-^  = G and G^ = [G,G^_^3 for i > 2
class of G = c G^ ^ 1 but G ,, = 1c c+1
Z(G) the center of G
$(G) the Erattini subgroup of G
^(G) the subgroup of G generated by the elements of
k nkorder p , < g|g e G and gP = 1 >
k
u^(G) = Gp the subgroup of G generated by the p -th powers












exponent of a 
p-group G
G = [N]A
the G-centrallzer of N;
< g|g e G and [gsn] = 1 for all n e N > 
the G-normallzer of N; < g|g e G and g-1Ng = N > 
refers to an abelian group which Is the direct pro­
duct of a cyclic group of order pm and a cyclic 
group of order pn
a Sylow p-subgroup of the automorphism group of T
the central product of k copies of E
, 4 2  3the dihedral group; < a,b|a = b = 1, b a b = a >
u 2 2 —1
the quaternion group; < a,b|a = 1, b = a , b’ ah = a -
m
min{m: m is an integer and for all g 3n G ^  =1}
G is a split extension of N by A; G = NA ,
N < G , and N A = 1 .
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